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The Grodoktor.com is not Politically Correct. It is Biblical, Toeh, Toeh, Toeh as well as Separatista Weis. It is the Science as well of Populations and Industry. Ninety Percent of the World's Wars can be Avoided by Intelligent Behavior. As Opposed to Reproducing like Rodents (4,000,000,000 since 1960 and currently about 1,000,000,000 more per every 13 years) in a Pornoculture and a Gambling Casino Culture Ruled by Billionaire Wanna-be's and Irresponsible Capitalists. The English Ceterior Caeveat of 1960 ON THE ADVANCED GEOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND CONSTITUTIONAL SCIENCE This is the Oeuvre of William Charles Quameal [Argilicized from the Ancient Welsh to Cornel] In Rhode for Attempted Murder and proving Seven Rull Years or more of College since The University of Florida Freshman Class of 1971 and U.S. Coast Guard 1972-1976; Graduated from Florida Air Academy in 1971 after 5½ years of attendance. Populace and Industry Behooves us in this Post War Years to Controversy Global Inadvertent Fertilities to maintain Carrying Capacity and Genetic Parity, in order to Maintain Solvent Capital Reserves, Environmental BioIntactness, Social Administrative Thresholds and Inter-Spect-Able Affinity. To Transfer all Hobby/Corporate Scientists to the Industrial Impact Front and "Regulate Capitalism (only) where it is a Negative Impact upon Society or the Environment" To Teach "Reproductive Impact Education (and provide all of the World's Women with the means to choose the number and the timing of their Children); Consumer Responsibility Education; Civic Responsibility Education; and our all-time Fav. Capitalist Responsibility Education (as well as Delegalize all Pornogambling Casino Industries);
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Dear Sir or Madam:

If you would like to read more about “On the Advanced Geosocial Environmental Administrative and Constitutional Science” the Science Of “Population and Industry” See: Geodoktor.com

1. On the Advanced Geosocial Environmental Administrative and Constitutional Science 127 pages & Illustrations
2. Institute for Human Behavior 268 pages
3. Observations on the Socioadministrative and Geoenvironmental Engineering Science 194 pages & Illustrations
4. The Geodoktor 165 pages & Illustrations
5. Letters to Arnold 228 pages
6. Letters to the Supreme Court 283 pages
7. Letters to Jerry 367 pages
8. Letters to the F.B.I. 260 pages +
9. Letters to the American Free Press
10. The Humboldt Informer Newspapers
11. The New Mensch Komic’s 62 pages
12. Passover Komic’s 71 pages
13. Freedom Fighter Komic’s 60 pages
15. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. II/68 pages
16. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. III/68 pages
17. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. IV/68 pages
18. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. V/68 pages
19. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. VI/68 pages
20. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. VII/68 pages
21. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. VIII/68 pages
22. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. IX/68 pages
23. Asshole Planet Komic’s “U-238” Vol. X/68 pages
24. Brown Bag Political Komic’s 120 pages
26. I was an Attorney for the Ku Klux Klan
27. The Archbishop [27/28 Novels-Unfinished]
30. The Bus Ride, ‘a short story’
32. Criminal Times, ‘a short story’
33. Criminal Hints, ‘a short story’
34. God’s House-God’s Throne, an Essay
35. Der Brigade Fuhrer, ‘a short story’
36. The Raft, ‘a short story’
37. The Hold (A NonFiction) short story

Copies of these works can be freely Downloaded; or contact Bug Press Inc. 1461 “M” Street, Arcata, California, 95521. Attention; Robert Arena, www.vepl.com/biz/bug-press-areata e-mail: print@bugpress.com Phone # 1-707-822-2001 / fax; 1-707-822-8609; and/or INSTANT PUBLISHER.COM, Post Office Box 985, Collierville, Tennessee. 38027 / Attention Chris Bradly; Phone # 1-900-259-2592 / fax 1-901-853-6196. This is a “Christian Identity” Pro-Israel Website of Biblical Separatista/Zionista. These works/Ouvrue are now, Public Domain.

The Study of the Geoautecology Is:
1. The Study of Man’s Relation to and in Population and Industry (With Impact);
2. The Study of Man’s Relation with his fellow Man (Often Terrible!);

Erlaubnis zu Getreant Zugegeben Biblikalisch.

Sincerely, William Charles Carnell

It had required a long time for me to get this job. I was now 43 and a Full Professor of "The GeoAutecological" Studie's that had been chosen to Create from Scratch at Princeton University it's new College of "The GeoAutecological Studie's" School of GeoAutecology or Department of The GeoAutecology. I was to be it's new Dean and to teach both Freshman through Post Graduate Classe's upon the subject. I was to have Albert Einstein's old Office.

Princeton Unversity had been founded in 1746 as The College of New Jersey. It is America's Fourth oldest university and certianly considered Ivy League, The Korean War had not long been over and Vietnam would soon be on it's way. Fidel Castro was busy finalizing his Coup communista in Cuba, McCarthyism had just passed and Brown versus the School Board was only five year's past. Soon would come The Freedom Rider's. The Hippie's were on the way and the Beatnik's already entrenched. Doctor Albert Einstein who had left Germany where he was the Director of the Kaiser Wilhelmm Institute since 1914, the same moment almost when Adolf Hitler became the Chancellor. He'd immigrated to America and joined The Institute for Advanced Study.

The GeoAutecology is technically:

The Autecology
1. The Study of Man's relationship with Industry and the Impact of Industry upon the Environment and it's Resource's;
2. The Study of Man's Relationship with his Fellow Man;
   The Geo, is added to imply it's Global Aspect as a Science
   It is also obvious to some, that Man's relationship to his fellow man, is historically, Abominable.


   My new Office was rather posh. Certainly more Posh than anything I'd ever before experienced. A room, some 16 by 16' with as well a full Bathom and a large walkin Closet not only for Coat's but as well a room for office supply's. I was beginning the first quarter. It was September and in just one week I was supposed to begin my Lecture's.

   I had a very nice desk, Not new or old and not so very Classic as Furniture design and carving & so on so forth goes, but big, 5 by 8' which in a 16 by 16' Room consume's one entire half. The other half had a very nice 6½' sofa and two end chair's. Table's and Lamp's. There was a Coffee sideboard and a couple of filing Cabinet's as well as bookcase's all along the 16' long wall behind my desk at one end. I could live in such an office, with a Hot Plate if I needed to.
My wife Deborah and I had been married 24 year's now and she was two year's my junior and had as well a Ph.D. in, English Literature. She found a job teaching at one of Princeton's Junior college's. It was 1959 and we all lived in America's Golden Age and, under the Nuclear Umbrella of Detente nuclear' with the United Soviet Socialist's Republic. Joseph Stalin had died just 6 year's earlier and Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev was the Soviet Premier and would continue to be the Soviet's Premier until 1964. The global Population was at just under 3 Billion. I think 2.9 about. I, in my Profession kept up with such thing's. The United State's was just a little over 160 Million and 90+ percent of all American's were of European Ancestry.

I spent all of a week arranging my bookcase and setting up my new Reel to Reel state of the Art, Tape Recorder with it's, yes, four Speaker's. One of America's first Stereo system's. On it I could play Chamber Music literally all day long. I had some potted Philodendron's with little grow light's especially designed for indoor plant's. There were two windows overlooking a part of the Common's. The Science Department had moved to a bigger and better building and so we inherited this, for our new College.

I received my Ph.D. actually in English Literature from Cornell in New York City in 1942 and had been teaching here and there for a few Year's when I created the "Von Humboldt Institute for Advanced GeoAuteological Studie's in 1949. People in those day's were Dinosaur's and looked at what was essentially, the Study of Population and Industry with a quizzical, what? I mean Geopolitic's was not about the Mechanic's of a Science in any leadership, it was about People and, the "Business" of Government. Christ, give me a break!

When I began my Institute, Israel had just become a Nation following the holocaust and Mao Zedong had just run Chiang Kai-Shek out of China and to the Island of Formosa. The Soviet's of Joseph Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili like their American Counterparts were involved in some Stoneage and Medieval Game of card's infantile and of course Avaricious. Hugh Marston Hefner had now been in Hollywood for 7 year's building his Pornographic Empire in the United State's. China was behind the Iron Curtain and the world at large was Annaecephalic albeit oddly ambulatory as well as Par tutoring. We have to begin somewhere. Butchery was a big business as in just a couple more year's Vietnam would illustrate. Las Vegas was beginning to take off. That little no place that the Los Alamos Scientist's used to use for weekend Recreation.

My Institute had taken off with some of the Intellectual Crowd, but it was some far out Martian Landscape to Landlubber's in Washington and on Wallstreet. It would be another 17 year's before Professor Lester R. Brown would begin his Worldwatch Institute. A few more year's before Professor Paul R. Ehrlich at Stanford University in Palo Alto would publish the "Population Bomb"; Professor Garrett Hardin would be at The University of California at Santa Barbara, and there would also come the Iconic Professor Barry Commoner with his "There is no Free Lunch" Law of, Physic's as regard's SocioBiological System's. I was alone and only had, as well as a sort of Intuition, Robert Malthus (Thomas Robert) to somewhat rely on as it were in a Science (of the Mechanic's of Social-Environmental Government) that even today is Stillborn like some sad infant's carcass laying upon some poor mother's diaper table. [2]
Malthus (1766-1834) lived to be some 68 year's of age and was born in Rookery, near Pocking, Surrey, in England. He studied at Cambridge and was elected a Fellow at Jesus College in 1793. In 1798 he published "Essay on the Principle of Population" in which he argued that Population would always's outrun food supply that the increase of population will take place if unchecked, in a geometrical progression. That Population would expand to the limit of subsistence and would be held there by Famine, War and Ill Health. He enlarged on these idea's in later editions of his work until 1826.

It is so easy for human's to be Cavalier. You hear one say, "Nooooooo problema, Famine will handle it all...." unless you happen to be the one Starving to death...... at, Auschwitz or, Andersonville, or in Central Russia in the Stalin Year's or in China of the 1920's when it was so bad that they became Cannibal's, even eating their own children.

Sylvester came into the new Office smiling. We'd known each other for a good while. He was to teach "The Atrophy of Biological System's" Not to mean the Solar or Aging process, either.

Man, you got Albert F#king Einstein's old Office. He sat in here until just 4 year's ago. Probably sat at that desk as he spoke with President Franklin Delano Roosevelt on the Telephone or wrote him a letter telling him He would be better served to initiate the Manhattan Project to get the Bomb before Hitler. Or, Tojo, I added.

I nodded and poured us both a cup of cuban coffee that neither of us would ever see again for half a century. Of course I'd already regaled myself in all that Nostalgia of history. May of even used these same Coffee Cup's, I told him. They came with the Office. Professor Marion Chatsworth was its only inhabitant since Albert's death. Who know's?

Well, I've already gotten my place set up. Your office is twice the size of mine, Sylvester continued. I'm the Dean, I quipped. When your the Dean, you can have this office. Sylvester nodded. He was a Wiz Kid of the Biological Realm of Science. A Medical Doctor that had gone back to pure Biology, Research and Teaching as well as Theoretical Dissertation's.

He made himself comfortable on my sofa putting what they now call his desert boot's up on my just Lemon Pledged Coffee Table. Sylvester loved to smile and to socialize. I'd just finished getting all of my book's in order. I'd bought half of my home library here to have these book's in my office. I contemplated the cost of buying two of each book so that I could have a copy in my home library and a copy as well in my Office. A nuisance really. If I was at home and wanted a certian book and it was in my Office or vice versa. I decided to duplicate my Reference Book's so that I'd have a copy of whatever reference I might need at home and in the office.

All the very heavy health report's of the impact's of smoking cigarettes had not yet made the new scene. The Marlboro Man was still quite the one to be. It was still debonair to smoke Lucky Strike's and so we both used the P-51 Mustang Lighter I had on the Coffee table to light up our Lucky Strike nonfilter's and have a smoke. This airplane, about 6" long was a gift to me from Jacque's-Yves Cousteau. It was silver and when you depressed the cockpit, a small flare came out of its nose or prop hub.
Peggy, my Secretary came into the Office with her alway's present Clipboard with which she kept track of every living thing. She didn't like Coffee. Cuban or any other. Not a personal hate or anything; she just preferred the various Herbal Tea's and Often cajoled me into enjoying them with her. The first moment of her employ, included also a serious concern for my diet and health. She deplored my Lucky Strike's and thought I would benefit from looking much more distinguished with a Briarsheim pipe. Briar is a wood of the European heath.

The Secretary's anteroom was some 8 X 20' & included closets at one end with the Filing Cabinet's and the Secretary's 5 x 8' teacher's desk. At the other end was a Sette with the entrance door between. On one side, accessing the Hallway and on the other my office.

Peggy was 26 and had the odd distinction of being born on January 1, 1933, about the same time, Hideous Glorious the Famous German Emperor as we call him gained power as The Chancellor of Germany. Peggy Louisa Medici was distantly related to Lorenzo and she was a Graduate of Wellesly College, in Wellesly, Massachusetts; the woman's college founded in 1870.

Doctor Sylvester Cambridge Bentwithe was born in New York City on October 31, 1922. His Doctorate was from John Hopkin's. His Science of "Atrophy of Biological System's" was a field wholly founded by himself as the Science of Geautecology was founded by Doctor Bernie. Moi. Peggy had a Bachelor's in "Office Management";

I have the final listing of all of your Instructor's for the New College and they're all onboard and ready to teach, or will be when the Fall Quarter begin's next Monday. Peggy informed me. Giving me the entire list for my inspection.

How many we got? Sylvester asked.

Fifteen full Professor's including ourself's and a half dozen near Professor Assistant's. I said handing him the list, Peggy asked if we'd like a refill for our Coffee cup's. She could see the Pot was full and our cups empty. She went over and got it and refilled our cup's. She then grimaced as she picked up the full 10' Ashtray with the little Nymph's dancing on it's edge's. It was of course porcelain. Marty had given it to me as a gift as we were leaving the Synagogue one Sabbath. It was from Pre-War Dresden. He'd managed to get out of Germany in 37 and had taken all he could pack and transport with him. I'd previously given him, An old Pre-First War Mauser Hunting Rifle. Made at about the turn of the century with one of those Prototype Scope's on it. We were all, always giving each other gift's I gave Jacque's-Yve's a Bronze statue of Minerva holding a Trident. She was not a goddess of the Sea, but rather of The Art's, Profession's and Handi-craft's then, later oddly enough of War. She was believed to have come to Rome after the Greek conquest in the form of the goddess Athena. she was particularly vogue under the Roman Emperor Domitian [Domitianus Augustus, Caesar. Emperor of Rome A.D. 81- his death in 96].

Sylvester, and I had been discussing his theory's on Honest Labor as it related to Atrophy of Biological System's. Productive over Counterproductive Behavior, as it was. Impact's upon Atrophy. Atrophy in the form of decadence and the fall of empire. Sylvester was a major Authority upon the Fall of Rome and all that caused it. Doctor Sylvester's theorie's included as well as Science, plenty of Eastern Philosophy's and concepts of Karma, as well as Science, plenty of Eastern Philosophy's and concepts of Karma. "For every Action, there is an Equal and Opposite Reaction" etcetera etcetera.
Peggy was always moving. From place to place managing all of our affair's to our gratitude. She now stood in the doorway having served more Coffee and emptied my Nymph ringed porcelain ashtray. Having spent a moment tidying up my desk.

You remember you have a conference with the President of the University in his office at 2 pm?

I smiled and acknowledged that I had not forgotten. Sylvester looked bored. Not in any perjorative way, but like a child who had to sit quietly while waiting for the adult's to finish their dialogue. Peggy went back into her anteroom. No one else was in there. In time, it would at various times become like a Circus with its only four seat's. Later we would have to add two more seat's. A 4½' sofa to make three of same in a half circle with end table's and lamp's between. Crowded and purely a matter of requisite function.

Look, Bernie. It's not pocket Science. Man expend's his Labor's in a Counterproductive manner and this create's in the realm of Physic's Biological, Chaos. Chaos of course blatantly lead's to War's etcetera. Simple as it sound's. This is at the core of all of man's problem's.

Blatant, I parroted. I enjoyed discussion's with this man. This Medical Doctor from John Hopkins's a University founded by a Wholesale Grocer in Baltimore who becoming very wealthy in those time's, left $7 million toward's it's founding in his name, in, Baltimore, Maryland. He died in 1879 and in 1893 it began to admit Woman after they donated sufficient fund's to create this University's now world Famous Medical School. He also left monie to endow an African American Orphanage. For of course, African American children.

Well, I entered the list's with his reasoning. Since the end of World War Two and the Death of Hideous Glorious, this Planet has begun that Malthusian Progression of Growth. Nearly 600 million in just 14 year's. I had been born Bernard Moshe Greenback on March 14, 1918 in, Cardiff, Wales. My wife Deborah Maria Stevens had been born on the 16th. of 1920 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. I got a lot of ribbing with a name like Greenback. Like I was named after monie. Or, filthy Luchre depending on your take. As a child of 6, I came with my Parent's to this country in 1924. America was on a financial roll in those day's that would not end until the Stock Market collapsed in October of 1929.

Whose going to Teach, "Population and Industry?" Sylvester asked [Doctor Sylvester]. We have three Professor's of that, I answered. Smith, McPherson and Maxmillian. Here's the list. I handed him the alphabetized list that Peggy had just handed me a moment before.

1.) Doctor Anderson, Annette Melissa, Ph.D Mathematics,'s; Teach's, The Mathematics of Man and his Industry's; Age 27

2.) Doctor Beckwithe, Sylvester Cambridge, Doctor of Medicine; Teach's Atrophy of Biological Systems; Age 37

3.) Doctor Damon, William Sherwood, Ph.D Psychology, Teach's The Psychology's of Human Delusional thinking; Age 49

4.) Doctor Duhaupas, Michael Johann's, Ph.D. Forestry; Teaches Historie of the Pathology of Forest Management and Forest Ecosystems Management; Age 62

[5]
5. Doctor Gogoliya, Diana Svetskaya; Ph.D. Political Science; Teaches Tyrannus Government's and Political System's; Age 29

6. Doctor Greenback, Bernard Moshe, Ph.D. English Literature; Teaches The Science of The GeoAuteology; Age 43

7. Doctor Henderson, Jame's Filmore, Ph.D. World Historie, Teaches The History of Thomas Robert Malthus and his Theory's of Demographic's; Age 68

8. Doctor Lenning's, Henry Ordway, Ph.D. Applied Science; Teaches Management of Industry's and Technology's; Age 28

9. Doctor MaxMillian, Geoffery's Karl, Ph.D. Sociology and Political Science; Teaches Population and Industry; Age 57

10. Doctor McPherson, John Thomas, Ph.D. Geology and, another in Geography; Teaches Population and Industry; Age 53

11. Doctor Nabakoffska, Natasha Borinski, Ph.D. Microbiology, Teaches Biological Ecosystem's; Browse Feeder impact's, Effect's of Industry; Age 36

12. Doctor Richard's, Edward Leonard, Ph.D. Science and History; Teaches The History and Pathology's of Industry; Age 39

13. Doctor Rose, George Littleton, Ph.D. Oceanography; Teaches Ocean Management; Age 63

14. Doctor Saint-George's, Merriam Lionel, Ph.D. Applied Science; Teaches The Atmosphere's of man and Man's Impact upon them; Age 60

15. Doctor Smithe, Alexander Sterling, Ph.D. Demographic's; Teaches Population and Industry; Age 72

Impressive, Sylvester said, rubbing his right desert boot with his left and lighting another Lucky Strike. Were gonna make Uncle Albert Proud. Proud that his old Office will be hosting this. This New college of the Applied GeoAuteology will be outrageous. Hope it's in time. Our Leader's are a pack of Enfant's Terriblis' in Washington, Moscow and Peking, as well as everywhere else.

On The Advanced GeoSocial Environmental Administrative and Constitutional Science, I elaborated. I thought it could use a Formal and all Inclusive title that everyone might comprehend as being the whole enchilada. We need some really spectacular statue's outside our Front Door's. Even Malthus standing there with Bifocal's and a copy of one of his book's. Sylvester was gestulating with his hand's about the possibility's. Those Folk's in Manhattan; on Wallstreet are Enfant's Terriblis' also. Bunch of big Babie's worried that someone might clip them.

I nodded as I was again examining the list that Peggy had given me. I had to use Special Reading glasses, every since I endured Left Cerebral Shingle's a few year's earlier. Magnifying lense's in rim's about 2 x 2". Peggy came in and informed me that she'd have the List for Alternates ready for me tomorrow. Substitute Teacher's and those on the verge of receiving their full Professorship's; finishing their Ph.D. and so forth.

I think Batista will never get back into power again and Fidel is going to be ruling that Island for some time, Sylvester shot a rubber band across the room.

I think we're not getting anymore Cuban cigar's or coffee, I added. [*Fidel Castro (Ruz) took over Cuba on January 1, 1959*]
THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS'ES

Bernie swung wide arc's with a 4" piece of white chalk across the green board. After finishing the writing of his full name, he turned to his Freshman Class. 'The GeoAutecology 101, Introduction to' and addressed them. About 100+ Pupil's in a large amphitheatre with steps leading up to the door's. Bernie was on a small stage in the pit. The Largely Freshman or Sophomore Class of 1959. Welcome to the GeoAutecology, he said. You've all received the Copy of it's First 26 Law's that my monitors gave you when you entered.

THE FIRST TWENTYSIX LAWS OF THE GEOAUTECOLOGY

1.)Carrying Capacitie's are Immutable for Finite Biome's;

2.)Capital Resource's are, Nonexpendable for Solvent Finite Entitie's;

3.)As Population (for an even already Poor or Destitute nation) Double's, Finite Available Per Capita Resource's, exactly halve;

4.)As Population Double's, Industry will Ineluctably Double;

5.)As Industry Double's, Impact (Use of or Potential Destruction of Capital Resource's as well as Environmental Degradation) Double's;

6.)As an Already Poor or even Destitute Nation Double's it's Population, the Energy Required to Recover will Quadruple;

7.)No Nation (Especially already poor or Impoverished) will ever Achieve or Maintain Prosperity, without the Controversion of It's, "Inadvertent Fertility";

8.)All Resource's on a Finite Sphere are Proportionally, Finite;

9.)All Biological Intelligence Diminishes Proportionally with Diminished or Diminishing Resource's Availability;

10.)Per Anum Harvest's cannot Exceed Per Anum Renewal's;

11.)No GeoBioCybernetic System is Stronger than it's Weakest Cog or Link;

12.)Social Administrative Threshold's; Finite Arable Inhabitable Land; Potential Interspec'ial Amity's; BioDiversity; BioFertility; BioIntegrity; Capital Resource's Solvency; Criminal Pernicious; Psychological Proximic's and Stability's; as well as Quality of Life and Constitutional Right's, are all a Function of and Directly Related to, "Carrying Capacity's" for Finite Biome's, and Thus is Predicated upon the Controversion of Inadvertent Fertility.[Current Population Growth Per Decade from 1945 to 1960 is estimated to be at 40,000,000 Per Anum and, some estimate's claim it might go to 80,000,000 Per Anum!]; This is NonCaucasian Population Growth Predicted for after 1960;

13.)Communism is the Abused son of Capitalist Exploitation [Communists are the Abused son's in Rebellion to a system of Capitalist Exploitations];
14. Where a Society's Resource's become Critically Depleted or Degraded, Government must become Corrupted & or Inadequate;

15. Non-Feas'tant Leadership Today, must be Followed by Maniacal Leadership Tomorrow;

16. Congenitally Affluent and Biologically Secure, Insulated Being's Exhibit a Unique Phenomena of Socio-Environmental Disperception that Form's a Complex System of Delusion and Denial, that is Fatal to Enduring Leadership and solvent government. Of course we all Wish to be and to Remain Congenitally Affluent and Biologically Secure. Thus, with Massive Animadversion's, this Fatal disperception must be Overcome;

17. All disperception's must be overcome to Retain the Desired Insulation, Congenital Affluence and Biological Security within solvent Congenial and Constitutional Government with as well Solvent Capital Resource's & Bio-Environmental Integrity's;

18. The Individual's "Civil Right's" must be Chaperoned where the Collective Survival of the Society is Concerned. This Conundrum is, of course, the Apex of the Struggle Between Man's Individual Right's and the Security of the Social Order. [Presumably at Capax];

19. With Greater Wealth and Authority or, Power come's, Greater Responsibility [, & Culpability?]; The Scottish Philosopher John Locke. "Two Treatise's of Government" 1690;

20. Wealth Cannot Endure without Directly Proportional Civic Responsibility on the Part of all Citizen's;

21. A Social Order is Never more Stable than the "Social-Environmental" Education of all of it's Citizen's;

22. Productive Behavior, Paralleled by a Mathematically Equal Amount of Counterproductive Behavior Produce's a Result of Zero;

23. The Rapid Reproductive Rate of One People over Another [Their Neighbor's] is, in fact an Act of Aggression. An Aggressive Act that constitute's a Casus Belli, as well as Manifest's a threat to solvent Capital Resource's, Environmental Integrity's and Social Administrative Threshold's;

24. All Human Being's must have "Primary and, Secondary Biological Intimacy's" to be Normal and not even Severely Maladjusted. In Primary with One's Biological Mother and, in Secondary with One's Faithfull spouse. Maladjusted Behavior's can include Assault, Rape, Thievery's, Robbery, Exhibitionism, Pedophilia, Prostitution, Sadomasochism, Murder and inter alia;

25. Monie's Diverted from a Comprehensive Planned Parenthood, it's Department and the Controversion of Inadvertent Fertility's, in Time Diverts Monie's from Social Service's, Park's, School's, Hospital's, University's and Social Program's to, Police, the Judiciary and Correction's as well as Welfare and Environmental Reclamation's et al;

26. No Man can comprehend the Vicissitude's of War;
After allowing his Student's a few moment's to examine the Sheet, he then informed them that when this course was over, He expected that they all would comprehend what, Primarily a "Carrying Capacity" for a finite Biome, or, Heliocentric Approximate is & as well and most importantly the penalty's for overpopulating a finite Biome.

Before you, you should have both a copy of my own "ON THE ADVANCED GEOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND CONSTITUTIONAL SCIENCE" and a copy of Sir Thomas Robert Malthus' "An Essay on the Principle of Population" this work written or published in 1798, in the volume you should have in your hand, include's his additions to this work up to about 1826.

Mr. Malthus believed that, "Population would alway's tend to Outrun the food supply. That the Increase of Population will take place, if unchecked, in, Geometrical Progression, while the mean's of Subsistence will Increase only in Arithmetical Progression. That Population will Expand to the Limit of Subsistence and would be held there by Famine, War and Ill Health."

In this Class Room, I do not intend to defend, Sir Malthus in all of his Hypothesis'; I shall let you decide. I shall only say that in the main, for some, 161 year's ago, he was spot on, as the English would say.

I shall not be teaching you the Machination's of Government. Such as we enjoy in Washington, Moskva and Peking et al today. We intend in this College to teach the Advanced Theory's of Science as applied to the Mechanic's of what would be or, might be, sound and solvent government. Probably in the year 7,000 A.D. something [Laugh's from Student's].

Bernie, regaled them with other aspect's of the Science as he planned to teach it and told them to read the first Chapter of "An Essay on The Principle of Population" and to examine the First 26 Law's of the GeoAutecology and that they would then discuss it again at this same time tomorrow. As the class moved toward's the door's, he picked up his paper's and putting them in Briefcase a Leather Satchel thing with strap's he also then moved toward's the door's.

She was just turned 18. Along with her eye's, her perky little Breasts looked also up at him.

On Doctor! She said. I am so happy to be in your course. I think you are, the future. She held her school book's as young Ladie's in college do between, her arm's. With her Breasts perched on top of them. She was in a Catholic school girl Skirt. She wore a light grey sweater. She had on buckle shoe's.

Thank You very much, Miss.......?
Melody Flower's, she informed me. This college is the Real thing. I plan to get a Post Graduate degree here, in the "GeoAutecology" she informed me.

I was still moving slowly toward's the door, on the left side of the Amphitheatre. Others were as well following. I didn't wish to get caught up in a question and answer period. Neither did I wish to be rude to this Perky Little Brunette.or her Friend's and Peer's.
Out of the corner of my eye, I could see our whiz Kid, Professor Henry Ordway Lenning's, at age 28, our youngest full Professor. Ph.D in Applied Science from this same University. Graduated at age 24. Professor Lenning's had the umbrage of as well being a Star Quarterback on Princeton's Football Team. This Kid was the All American Clark Kent in the flesh and I kept him in my eye as I passed, still verbally engaged to Miss Flowers. Henry was chatting up some vivacious little Blond Bombshell of a Coed. Dr. Lenning's was way ahead of me, as regard's Physic's, the Science. He was our Professor of Industry's and Technology's and their, Management. Henry also had quite a reputation with the Ladie's and so we hoped that he would manage not to fall off of the Band Wagon as Regard's our young Coed's so to speak. As long as they were over the age of eighteen, it was not against the Law; but it was a Capital No No with the Princeton Board of which as a College Dean, I was now a Member.

Miss Flower's acted as though she'd gladly lift her skirt for me right then or there if I in the leastway's suggested it. My wife Deborah of 24 year's would have me skinned and framed like some poor Christian caught by the Ottoman at the Seige of Vienna of 1688. When the city was a Fortress. Or, vis-a-vis as the Christian's didn't take their seige sitting down.

I finally managed to explain that I had to hurry and tipping my Fedora managed to zip off and around the corner to my next Class, which was The Structure of "Social Administrative Threshold's" a Post Graduate class being taught to those with an Undergraduate degree in whatever. As this was our new College's first year, we as yet had no Alumni.

Sylvester passed me heading in the opposite direction, to the Amphitheatre I'd just escaped with a wave and a smile. He was smoking a pipe which was really trendy in 1959 as well as in, we suspect, numerous other year's, amongst Intellectual's since such pipe's had been invented a Factoid I had not the least idea of, regarding.

A Young professor, Paul R. Ehrlich was just beginning to teach Microbiology at Stanford University in Palo Alto and a Young Professor Barry Commoner was just then teaching Biology and the Environmental Sciences at Washington University, in Saint Louis, Missouri. He'd been much in the news in the last few year's. Eventually he would come out with his Basic Law of Physic's as Regard's what I called the Cruel and endless Laws of Physic's for Finite Heliocentric Approximate Biome's. IR: that regarding same, "There is No, Free Lunch!" Every single thing has it's price. As Isaac Newton, Sir, would illustrate in his Third Law of Physic's, the so called Action- Reaction Law. "The Action's of two body's on each other are alway's equal in magnitude and opposite in direction." Or as we, might say: For Every Action there is and Equal and Opposite Reaction." Newton was born in 1643 in Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshire, England and left this world in 1727. Along with his Three Laws of Motion he also developed his Law of Gravitation. Finally inter alia he created or Invented or Developed the Mathematic's of "The Calculus" It is said that he died this in tandem with The German born in Leipzig, Saxony, Gottfried Wilhelm Freiherr von Leibniz, born in 1646 just 3 years after Sir Isaac and dying in 1716 just a decade before Sir Isaac. Freiherr mean's Baron and he is credited also for creating The Calculus.

I managed to make my next class just in time and looked forward to a deep discussion with these Post Graduate's on the subject of "Social Administrative Threshold's" The Seeking Event Horizon's of all Government's. A term that as well I coined and is noted in my, Lexicon. There is a funny Storie about the Devil's Lexicon of Ambrose Bierce but that'll wait.
It all run's in the same direction whether discusing Newton's "For Every Action there is an Equal and Opposite Reaction" in the sense of it as a Sanskrit "Law of Karma" or, As Barry Commoner revealed. "There is no Free Lunch!" Or, would reveal in just a few more year's. The Sanskrit "Law's of Karma" were known to the German's as "The Wyrd". Of course biblically it was noted Primarily a Reward and/or Punishment regarding either, Good or Bad, "Behavior. The gospel's "That thou shalt Reap what Thou Sow!" something like that. Or, was that Psalm's? Oh, Actually, it's:

"Do not be Deceived, God is not Mocked' for Whatever a Man Sows, that He shall also Reap!" Galatian's 6:7

These are Law's of Karma and the Wyrd. Law's of Physic's. There is also:

"Even as I have seen, Those who Plow Iniquity and Sow Trouble Reap the same!" The Book of Job 4:8 and,

"They Sow the Wind, and Reap the Whirlwind!" Hosea 8:7

"You have Plowed [Sown] Wickedness; you have Reaped Iniquity. You have Eaten the Fruit of Lie's, Because you Trusted in Your own way, in the Multitude of Your Mighty Men!" Hosea 10:13

or,

"He Who Sow's Iniquity shall Reap Sorrow, and a Rod of His Anger shall Fall!" The Book of Proverb's 22:8

Back to the Aryan's and their sophisticated Sanskrit [Western Farsi/ Eastern Sanskrit] World. their Third Law of the Katsyatria [Later Bodhitattva] Warrior was that "If Attacked by Word's; one may only Counter Attack with word's!" Very sophisticated for the 2nd. Millemnia B.C. or earlier.

These thing's for us are all part of Newton's three Law's of Physic's.

I was tired when I got home from my first day of Teaching Class'es to at least, Receptive Student's at Princeton University. I had a Dewar's on the rock's watched a little sparing between Kennedy and Nixon on the TV. Had a second Dewar's on the rock's smoked my pipe watched Lawrence Welk and an Episode of "77 Sunset Strip" and, as I did not feel like paperwork, went to Bed.

There are only three University's older than Princeton. Harvard, this Nation's oldest University founded in 1636 with the Donation of John Harvard personal Library and half of his estate for the purpose, in Cambridge, Massachusett's; Then William and Mary College of, founded in 1693, in Williamsburg, Virginia; and, Yale founded in 1701 in New Haven, Connecticut.

I slept with dream's of a world without Nuclear arms or war; with a Science of Government and neither overpopulated or overindustrialized or environmentally degraded. What a #$%kin Dream. My Wife of 24 years and I had sex before we went to sleep. Tomorrow would be another big day.
"ATROPHY OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM'S"
SYLVESTER'S CLASS AT PRINCETON

Line's of writing's filled the Chalkboard. Doctor Sylvester sat at his Desk grading paper's as his student's presumably studied what was written on the chalkboard. It was almost if not, in verse. Homeric Verse. An Odysse of verse.

The Creation cannot Account for itself. The Creation doesn't or cannot long endure normal. Thrive's on diversity and must, Deviate. The Physic's of Biological System's, have of course no Security. No Biologic Organism or Creature ever has any guarantee of Biological Security. Pain is a Staple that pay's the Bill's. Atrophy is the Longterm result of life and we were Created as and to be, Predator's. In a Cannibal, Carnivorous Creation, Biologic.

"Thus, Behavior is the only Avenue that we have to control it or, Hope to Control it."

Toward's any Longterm Stability. And, Stability is congenial. We want Congenial. The Ignorant or Untutored cannot abide in rule's. (*ex. not to Over-reproduce a Finite Biome). A Mother is Predatory to her child. She need's the child for Warmth and esteem. The child is Predatory toward's it Mother. It need's it's Mother for Warmth and survival. Differing in, Predatory as for Food. Anger is Predatory as the Relationship is Rejected. Thus biology is violent. All Biological System's want. Without Gratification there might be violence. Biological need's or, Psychological Need's all wanting fulfillment. Without Proprietary Rule's, Predatory Behavior Result's. To Overpopulate; to OverIndustrialize; to Rob the Poor; to Gamble; to be Sexually Liberated. Human's are Co-dependent to Propigate the Specie. Even Lizard's are possessed to mate annually. If Human's cannot find Mate's or fullfill their Co-dependent need's they might become Predatory. Biological System's are Psychosexual. Can become Paranoid Schizophrenic. Ungratified Biological System's are not Solvent Biological System's. Latent Violence is always Latent to Biological System's.

He had passed out a flyer with these thought's on it. Sylvester was also a poet of Homeric Verse. He got up and went to the Board for the second part of the class. The Flyer was however in Prose.

Atrophy of Biological System's. All thing's can Atrophy and we are not herein speaking of the Final Atrophy of Old Age but rather Atrophy largely from Insufficient Behaviorism's. Human's exercise Physically to avoid the Atrophy of their Musculature. We here are speaking of the Individual and as well and in primary that Organism known to us as a Social Order. In the Atrophy of a Social Order, the result can be very very ungenial. We allow our Social Order's to become Decadent and to Decay because we do not understand what is required to Maintain them. On this Earth we have Finite pro-ximic's and, Finite Resource's and Finite Environmental Integrity's. If we allow this Biological System known as a Social Order to Atrophy the result can be Destitution, Environmental Degradation, Anarchy, collapse of All "Social Administrative Threshold's", Chaos, Violence, Rape, War, anon as well as the destruction of all we hold dear. We are, a "Biological System" and we are even as we speak, under Potential Atrophy's. If we are ignorant and allow this Atrophy to develop as we do not notice nor understand it, the result can be very Uncongenial. [12]
For your assignment tonight, I'd like you all to simply write a Five Page Dissertation or essay on Your own View's. Not mine, but your own, view's on This Atrophy as I've attempted to explain it to you today. What is the end result of such Atrophy for the single organism or, more importantly for the Collective Organism?

The Individual might begin a regime of excercising to keep his bodie from Atrophy'ing. He might begin to study at night, to keep his mind from atrophy. He might read the Bible, or the Sutra's or the Veda's to keep his Spirit from Atrophying. Yes, Spiritual Atrophy. This is directly related to our own Mental and Moral Health. Of course an Individual also go'es to Work to avoid the atrophy known as Poverty and not having a Pot to Piss in [there are laugh's] or being homeless and without food. Food for himself or maybe even his Wife and Children. That's an atrophy resultant from unemploymnt. Unemployment as in, no...paycheck. [more laugh's]. Eviction is, Atrophy!

It is a small matter. On the Individual basis, unless you plan to become a bum, it's your personal business. On the Collective Level of the Social Order, it become's everybody's business. Unless you'd enjoy living in Poverty's or Destitution's, Chaos, or War. Stupid Meaningless Random Violence.

Atrophy is a silent killer! It can creep up undetected. Rome fell due to atrophy's of Leadership. The Greedy Senator's overtaxed their taxpayer's. They grew Lazy and allowed the Empire to run on the Fume's of it's former Glorie's. Senator's balked at paying taxe's themselves or offering their Son's for Military Service unless there was immmediate Fame, Glorie and Pecuniary Reward's in it for them. They let other's do their work.

In the Main...They were Greedy; and, Lazy! Thus Rome died.

Atrophy can sneak up unnoticed and when it strike's it is or can be, Fatal to the entire Biological System. To congeniality & the entire Social Organism.

Soon we shall have a new president. America can just as easily fall to our Personal Greed's and Intellectual Lazyness.

Oh were not Lazy when it come's to making a Handsome Profit or when it come's to our favorite hobby or Pet project. It's when it come's to Actual Service to our Collective Organism or Biological System that it...were lazy.

Doctor Sylvester ended for the day on that note and dismissed the class. He had an hour before his next and last class of the day. "Atrophy of Biological System's 101" There were also, in the next Quarter 102 and 103 and 104. In the more Advanced Course's Textbook's included Behavioral Psychology and Political Science. A vicious Critique on what is in 1959 known as the Science of "Political Science", which Doctor Sylvester and Bernie tout-ed as mere Machination's in the Main as it at no time took into considerations' the Science known as, "Environmental Science" Political Science in the outer world was a machination where Politic's just wandered orderly alon it appear's in a world of Unlimited Proximic's and Resource's and with Unlimited Environmental Integrity's. Global Warming and the Greenhouse Gases was not yet a part of the known Atrophy of Biological System's. Perhaps a number of odd organism's might enjoy a warm Carbon Rich atmosphere, but as far as Human's were concerned, it was Atrophy or the decay in the form of outright destruction of a Biological System deemed to those Humans that then lived in it as being Congenial. Eviction is an Atrophy of Biological Systems, on your own personal basis or Governmentally similar perhaps to the Parable of Adam and Eve evicted from the Garden of Eden...Socio-Environmentally.
THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

CHAPTER TWO

Princeton University's President in 1959, Lloyd Arthur Brekenridge, age 62, was a fine man of that era. Silver Star at The Battle of Belleau Wood. U.S. Marine Corp 1916-1919. Graduated Magnum Cum Laud Harvard Law School 1926. etcetera etcetera. His Office was of course somewhat bigger than mine. He had some kind of Boston Creeper's or whatever you call them. Ivy? Hanging in pot's near the wide window's that Looked out onto the Common's. Cream Colored Gurtian's. Green Carpet and a lot of Brass Fixtures. A sort of Nautical Slock. Lamp's, Plaque's, Figurine's. I'd given him an Autographed copy of Jacques-Yve's Cousteau's "The Silent World" Published in 1953 and not to be outdone he'd given me an Autographed copy of Rachel Louise Carson"s "The Sea Around Us" published in 1951. She being an Aquaintance of his.

I'd been sitting quietly in one of his stuffed chair's opposite his Bigger by a few inch'es than mine, Desk while he finished speaking with someone on the phone. Finally he put the phone back into it's cradlas.

"Your Professor Bentwinth..." Sylvester, I added.

"Yes. What exactly doe's he teach in your new College? Lloyd Arthur was somewhat skeptical of "The GeoAuteology" as a School.

"Atrophy of Biological System's" I informed him. Answering his question. "Yes..."Atrophy of Biological System's". And, the GeoAuteology is as I have been led to understand, Man's Relationship with Industry and It's Impact upon Man and the Planet?"

"Yes, I affirmed and, Man's Relationship with his Fellow Man, I added.

"Man's Relationship with his Fellow Man hasn't always been very Good? Lloyd Arthur attested. Looking at me over a set of half focal reading glasses. Sporting a sort of smirk.

"No, not very good. It is Academically, Behaviorally and as a Science of Leadership, worth looking into."

"Yes, "Population and Industry" is the more comprehensible Title for what your into over there. That doe's to me sound promising. But tell me Bernard, what in the hell is "Atrophy of Biological System's? Are you enjoying Albert's old Office over there? It was a bit amusing that one such as I might manage such a distinction. After all, I had a Liberal Art's Ph.D in English Literature. Not exactly Rocket Science. Still Law is as well a Liberal Art's degree. Juris Doctor or whatever."

"Well I said. All thing's have a problem of decay. Not to mean the Aging Process for which there is as far as we know, no cure. I mean such as in the Fall of Rome as a Congenial for the time Social Order. If in "Population and Industry" we could see, even Government as a Science and find out why such Social Order's decay, or Atrophy and collapse into very uncongenial circumstance's then perhaps we could save ourselve's from it, so to speak. This was my standard explanation.

"Well, I've heard strange thing's regarding Doctor Sylvester's Curricula. I'd like you to provide me with his complete course outline. Not merely the material in the college folder, but exactly what he is teaching or talking about."
Well, Lloyd, that is no problem. I'll have for you by the end of the week, a Factual Tableau.

That will be fine. It seem's our Good Doctor even define's the origin's of Violence. Societal Violence?

Sylvester...how would you say, "Linguere haud Saxum Nonavorsus!" I'd hoped I had gotten that little snippet of Latin correct.

What? are you quoting Latin at me?

"Leave no Stone Unturned" if I haven't screwed it up. It was on one of Doctor Sylvester's Ceramic Mug's in his office, I chuckled.

It truly would be wonderfull, if Doctor Bentwilthe could indeed discover toward's it's iradication, the origin's of violence, but really, I'd like you to keep and eye open as regard's the dimension's of his curricula and to ascertain if or when he might be going over the edge. We do have a board of Director's as you know as well as an Alumni. They don't play around.

Personally, I was somewhat surprised that anyone who was not a Princeton Alumni or at least of Yale, Harvard or William and Mary, were even allowed to set foot on such a hallowed ground, much less teach here. Still Cornell was up there with the Big Boy's & some of our Greatest Wit's historically inhabited a college known to us as English Literature. I was no Astrophysicist but I could follow an expanding universe with the best of them. Well, I read those volume's written on the subject written for the Lay, such as I. What they might later on call, "The Big Bang Theory for Dummie's"etc. I imagine Lloyd was relegated to the same volume's. I had my own conceptions as regard's Time and Infinity. Time that never began but always was and time, that never ended but always would be. Matter that could not be destroyed but merely altered. We followed along.

I want you to speak with him and to make certain he follow's acceptable guideline's for a College of Science. This isn't the College of Art's and Philosophy's were discussing here and I do not want our Alumni or the Board of Director's upon which you as well sit, coming at me with this later. I heard so and so is teaching Madness and Insanity amongst Modern Man or something.

I laughed and assured him that I'd explain what the ground rule's were that he must follow if not to get into hot water with the God's of Princeton.

We talked about Castro, Kennedy winning the Election and Beatnik's on Campus and such for a few more minute's and I then had to hurry out to my First Class of the Day. I intended to explain the collision that could occur between "The Human Reproductive Inertia, and the Consumer Industrial Inertia" sort of like a Seminar of "World's in Collision" that Book so well being discussed on American Campus's in the 1950's. Published or written by Immanuel Velikovsky in 1950 about Mar's and Venus coming too close to the Earth in about 1,500 B.C. and upsetting Rotation, Axis Inclination and it's Magnetic Field. There were theory's floating about Polar Shift's and how we were doomed to one soon and such. Most of it was deemed bunk science. Velikovsky had come to the USA from Russia in 1939 and died in Princeton in November of 1979. He was often in Princeton and quite popular with the Outs Kultur. He wrote of many thing's based upon Ancient Legend's predicting Catastrophe's. We also predicted a Catastrophy. But it was based upon strict Science as When Human's on the TechnoIndustrial Cusp or Event Horizon manage to Overpopulate and OverIndustrialize a Finite Biome. Pure, Science.
People also were reading, "God and Man at Yale" a Book by William F. Buckley Jr. published in 1951. When I read it, I only remember the more religious origin's of that school and how upon Religion it was founded and that it was becoming somewhat more liberal and well half of what I read goes in one ear and out of the other anyway but, we did, many of us in 1959 Read Mr. Buckley's "National Review" a Periodical he began in 1955. Many of us were, as was Mr. Buckley, what they would call today Right Wing Conservative's. Mr. Buckley I understand also served in the Office of Strategic Service's...or O.S.S. in World War Two. What is now the C.I.A.; I for my part was in World War Two, a Student but, had it not ended when it did, I'd have had to join and fight. It was a hideous time for all Jew's. By the time we'd learn of what Germany's Leader had been doing, fortunately The Allies were already in Berlin. Had I known that Juden's, such as myself were being exterminated by Einsatz Kommando or in Death Camp's, we'd have had no choice but to enlist with Uncle Sam. Christ, what a F**kin World we live in. Jesus. I have friend's today [1959] that serve in or served in the Haganah or The new Israeli Defense Force. Sylvester tell's me that Christianity is infact a Jewish Conspiracy. That Kidder. The only Aryan's in Hitler's Nazi Germany were the F**kin Hebrew's; but that's another story. I still hear from some that Jew's are alway's trying to keep a Whiteman down. Gay Sera Sera.

Princeton Borough and Township on the Millstone river, Mercer county, is 11 mile's from Trenton. That famous Revolutionary War Battle that took place there. Defeat's by the British in New York had forced George Washington to retreat through New Jersey and into Pennsylvania. On Christmas Day, 1776, Washington led 6,000 men across the Ice Filled Delaware River to surprise 1,400 British and their Hessian's at, Trenton. The Continental Army took 900 prisoner's. British General Charles Cornwallis leading 7,000 Troops forced Washington into a Retreat. At night he lead his men around Cornwallis to defeat a British Outpost at Princeton. The Battle of Princeton. This forced Cornwallis to Retreat to New Brunswick, enabling Washinton to lead his force's into Winter Quarter's at Morriston. This victory at Trenton and Princeton, restored Morale in the Continental Army and renewed confidence in George Washington as their Commander. A Little Piece of History.

Princeton is near the Plantation established by Captain Henry Greenland in 1681. Settled by Quaker's in 1696. New Jersey Legislature Convened in Princeton the summer following the Battle of Princeton on January 3, 1777, and The Continental Congress was assembled there from June to November 1893.

Other Educational School's and Institute's exist in Princeton. The Institute for Advanced Study's, where Albert Einstein spent his final year's. Princeton Theological Presbyterian Seminary founded in 1812; Westminster Choir College, 1926; Columbus Boy's Choir School, founded in Columbus Ohio, in 1937 and moved to Princeton in 1950; The Educational Testing Service. Developer's of Achievement Test's for School's has it's Headquarters there.

More than 50 National and International Corporation's maintain Research Installation's in the Borough. The Morven [1701], the Stockton Home, was used as Headquarters by The British of Charles Cornwallis. Princeton changed hands in the Revolutionary War, three time's. It is now the Official Residence for New Jersey's governor's. The Firestone Library on the Princeton Campus has many original manuscript's. Including William Faulkner and F. Scott Fitzgerald.
The Bainbridge House is the Birthplace of William Bainbridge Commander of the U.S.S. Constitution. Now the home of the Princeton Historical Society. In the Princeton Cemetery are the grave's of Aaron Burr, President Grover Cleveland as well as some member's of the Colonial Assembly and Continental Congress. The Midtown Business District is noted as an example of Urban Redevelopment, emphasizing Colonial Architecture.

At nearby Rocky Hill is Rockingham State Historical Site. The House used by George Washington as Headquarters, The Continental Congress Convened in Princeton & is where he wrote his Farewell Speech or Address to his Armee's. The Population for the Borough in 1980 was, 12,035 and, for the Township, 13,683.

The Township is 17.3 square mile's. Incorporated in 1838 and surrounds the Borough that is 1.85 square mile's. Princeton is about 24 mile's from the Atlantic Ocean at Perth Amboy to the Northeast and about 37 mile's from the Atlantic Ocean at Oceanport, due east. Princeton is about 40 mile's Southwest of New York City; and about 40 mile's Northeast of Philadelphia.

Princeton was named, to Honor William III, Prince of Orange-Nassau. Willem Hendrik or, William III born 1650 was the son of William II and Mary Stuart the daughter of Charles the first who lost his head in the War over the Divine Right of King's in England. Literally, Beheaded in 1649. The English invited him in to depose of James the Second. He landed with a Dutch Armee at Devon in 1688. James was a Scotch Catholic Stuart King. William III and his Wife Mary, the daughter of the Duke of York or, James II, Ruled England Jointly until Mary's death in 1694. William III ruled England from 1689 to his death in 1702. He'd been born in the Netherlands but had died upon the Throne of England.

Princeton had been originally known as Stoney Brook after the Long Island Home of one of the settler's. It was renamed in 1724. Princeton's location on the Philadelphia-New York Stage Coach Route and, relocation there of the College of New Jersey, that was origionally in Newark, enhanced the City's development. Nassau Hall (1756) is the Principal Structure of the College. Princeton's Alumni include Jame's Madison and Woodrow Wilson. Some 80 US Senator's are Alumni as is F. Scott Fitzgerald who used the School as an example of the Ivy League world that he satirized. Three Members of the Physic's Faculty are Nobel Laureate's.

It is too this Princeton we came in 1959 hoping to start or establish our, College for The Advanced Studie's of the GeoAuteology or, GeoAuteological Science's. A Heady World of Mao Zedong's and Adolf Hitler's and in short time the Idi Amin's, Mugabe's and Mobutu's, inter alia.

I pondered all of these thing's as well as the prospect's that indeed the world could as Malthus had predicted and as a few Lunar Fringe Egghead's were warning develope into a Geometrical or even a sort of Exponential Population Growth that would with increasing Industry, virtually destroy the World and the Civilization that in some place's it was so well enjoying at present and, unfortunately in some school's taking for granted.

The Sky was becoming Purple. Big Cumulo Nimbus cloud's were moving and it was turning grey with the promise of Rain. Long Stormy Rain. A torrential Week perhaps of endless Rain and Wind. Aside from the Collapse of Civilization and Velikovsky's Worlds in Collision, the kind of weather Bernie loved. Bernie hurried to make it to his Amphitheatre before the Deluge.
Princeton on the Atlantic Seaboard is just a tad north of the Tropical south. A little too far north for palm's. The 1950's was a Golden Era in America of the Post War Economic Boom. An Economic Boom under a Nuclear Umbrella as both the United State's and The United Soviet Socialist Republic had Round the World Bomber's and the Bomb. Inter Continental Ballistic Missile's. Citizen's built Backyard Bomb Shelter's and School Children were taught that when they saw the Flash, they were to drop, and tuck.

Joseph Raymond McCarthy: USMC WWII, elected to the Senate 1946 and Re-elected 1952. In 1950 said 205 State Department Member's, were Communist Party Mem-ber's. In 1952 after Re-election became Chairman of the Senate Permanent Sub-Committee on Investigation's. The, Committee on UnAmerican Activity's began in 1952 under his Leadership and focus to Hunt all Communists in America that were in Government or even Hollywood or position's of Authority. He was out of popular power by 1954 and died in 1957. The Hollywood Ten went to Jail rather than even answer question's. The Red Scare became known as McCarthyism. Many in Hollywood were Blacklisted.

At the end of World War Two, the NAACP began it's Membership Drive. In 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education determined Segregated Schools to be Unconsti-tutional. President Eisenhower sent Federal Troop's to Little Rock, Arkansas in 1957 to keep Governor Orvil Faubus and other authorities from keeping Arkansas School's Segregated or Interfering with Desegregation of Little Rock's, Central High School. In 1955, in Montgomery, Alabama, Rosa Park's had refused to give her seat to a White man. The Civil Right's Movement had begun. J.D. Salinger had written "Catcher in the Rye" Beatnik's protested Middle Class American Morality's, Live's and Value's. Abstract Impressionist's turned to their Subconscious for idea's.

Edgar John's Sawyer had been a Neo-Nazi from the first day he'd graduated from High School in 1949. He'd gone to school and had grown up in, Trenton. He now commanded about 40 men. Forty men fully dressed in their Neo-Nazi Garb. Tan Uniform's with their Red Armband's. Edgar's Hero was Lincoln Rockwell, whom he had met and with whom he had spoken on many occasion's. Edgar liked to take his Cadre on Field Trip's and to put on show's at various location's. Today, he was back at Princeton, on a Thursday of the First week of the Fall Quarter.

Bernie and Sylvester stood behind a large Fic and watched as Edgar in his Kepi marched his troop's across campus. Quite a little Cadre that of course touts the Civil Right's that under their Rule, would immediately be the first thing to go. The Right of Free Speech and Assembly to, Protest and an-onymously. For most student's that were watching, this was all Fun and Game's. Some of them held comb's beneath their nose's and gave the Seig Heil Salute. The young White [it was still a White European School] Cad's giggled as they passed. Boy's and Girl's stood in group's and laughed and Seig Heiled. A Few Campus Police stood by and watched, not certain what to do. Later, such Dem-o-stration's would be relegated to specific place's and time's. In time there would be oppositional group's. Today, it was a Lark as Edgar John's Sawyer the self promoted Captian of Nazi Infantry marched his troop's. Somewhere, Edgar, who had never served a day of his life in America's Military, had learned Military Close Order Drill and now used all of these skill's to keep control of his Troop's, four abreast and ten deep.

For Chr#t's sake, Bernie said. Why don't the F###kin Police run them off or arrest them? The sky looked as though it would soon pour. Bernie who had earlier hoped it would not rain, now hoped to hell it would. Rain with all the force it had, just 24 hour's earlier.

[18]
Because, they got's Constitutional Right's. Sylvester informed him.

Ya, well it's disgusting. Next Lincoln Rockwell will have an Office
here. Bernie shook his head. I've got to get to the Amphitheatre for Class.
Let me know what happen's he told Sylvester as he hurried off.

THE SCIENCE OF THE GEOAUTECOLOGY

You might enjoy reading my book, "ON THE ADVANCED GEOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND CONSTITUTIONAL SCIENCE" and, you might not. Regardless, you shall have to read it and write a Twenty page paper on it. You need not Slaver over it. I will not grade you on agreeing with me or Flattery's. You can critique it safely within the Law's of Good English as they do apply to Gentleman and Gentlewoman. If you do not agree or do not like the book or a page of it, I only request that you state your Reasons for the Compelling of Your Separation. There was some laughter at the Declaration of Independence similide.

You've studied we presume our First 26 Law's of the GeoAutecology and you may as well Critique them. Even add to them if you like. If you can come up with a new one that should become number 27 or 28, I shall add it with your name as it's source. I'm hoping that I covered them all. Still if you do and I approve of it, I shall as stated add it.

Contemplate this, for a truly Intelligient Social Order determined to remain Solvent. Academically or Scholastically or Scientifically, it would Ab Initio. 1.)Not Overpopulate or, Over-Industrialize a Finite Biome; This Helio-centric Approximate is, a Finite Biome of some almost 8,000 miles in diameter. We might make more People and Industry but we cannot make more land, even with the Farming of the Ocean's. There is only 8,000 mile's of Diameter. Period.

Hand's were up. It seem's they all had question's.

Please let me finish before I take Question's.

Number Two- "Capitalism need's to be Regulated [only] Where it is a Negative Impact upon Society or the Environment." Now before you go calling Joe McCarthy back from the grave. I am not a Communist and we just recognize that our Love of Capitalism need's some Chaperone or Oversight. Sort of like Theodore Roosevelt busted up the Monopoly's and Franklin and those of his era passed the Glass-Seagal Act to keep Citizen's Bank's from Speculating with Depositor's hard earned Saving's. Finally 3.) and this might raise Eyebrow's but A Social Order that allow's Moral Decay by allowing Pornographic and Gambling Industry's to begin to flourish such as were seeing today in Hollywood and Las Vegas, is doomong itself in advance. Not Religiously, but in term's of Counterproductive Behavior's. Let us focus upon the First Two that we mentioned for the moment.

I decided to, or should we say, Bernie decided to answer the Beatnik's question first. He was in the back of the Amphitheatre with a couple of hot number's chewing gum and in dark sunglasses. He had on a Mauve French Beret, of course jauntily perched upon his somewhat too long brown hair. He too was behind dark glasses and had a wispy little mustache and goatee. A Black Sweater and Slacks. It appeared that he was wearing house slipper's. Bernie pointed to him first and said, state your name for the rest of us please.

Daddy, I'm Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third. Who made you God!! Man!
The Amphitheatre was about 200 by 200' and would seat a few hundred if all the seat's were filled. The Stage was perhaps 100' wide and 50' deep. The Curtian was open so that I could have a 20 x 40' screen. Real State of the Art for those day's. There was a projector room on the front end and I could also use a slide projector. The Carpeting was dark blue. The Walls were a sort of dark smoky grey panel's with vertical line's. There were paintings all along both side wall's and on the front wall or, back wall of the Gallery opposite the podium there were many Art Print's in Frame's hanging just high enough above the pedestrian aisle to keep unwanted hands off of them. There was Han's Holbein the Younger's "The Ambassador's" Two very well dressed men in furs and cope's. A globe. A mandolin. Other advanced item's of the day [1533]. Carpet's and Curtian's. His Henry VIII looking all stern and serious as a serious academic should. Frans Hal's, "Boy with a Violin"; the Boy in a Fur Cap with a violion, and as well his "The Laughing Cavalier" 1624. The Cavalier is well dressed with as well a Jaunty hat and he laugh's as if, We Laugh at Death. We, Cavalier's.

"The Nightwatch" originally titled, "The Company of Frans Banning Cocq and Willem van Ruytenburgh" by Rembrandt van Rijn 1624. The Captain of the Guard leads his Yellow clad Lieutenant in rounding up the uniformed rank's. 18 of the 34 are portrait's. The background is Black in a Chiaroscura. Jan Vermeer's "Girl with a Pearl Earring". Classical Art Print's in nice Frame's adorned the wall's of Doctor Bernie's Classroom Amphitheatre. Someone at Princeton in the era liked Philodendron's as they also set in various place's in pots each, with their own grow lights scheduled to go off and on, on, a regular schedule. The Janitor's kept them well watered.

I'm not God, Bernie informed Mr. Thurgood the Third. I have however received the commission to teach this very subject to the very best of my ability's to all Student's who enroll in these classes here at, Princeton. This is our first year at the College of the Advanced GeoAutecology.

Daddy, Mr. Thurgood the Third continued with snicker's from his adoring companion's. People have the right to dig their own Sexuality's and even to Gamble if that's their Gig. To Reproduce and to Industrialize to their hearts content and to Regulate them sound's oh so Communist to me!

Mr. Thurgood, we all very much respect your opinion's. That is the nature of our nation as it was founded. I then called upon a Luscious Little number in a Pink Sweater (if my wife ever heard these thought's), she informed us all that she was Mary Ellen Robert's and she was just curious how exactly such finely developed Guideline's for Solvent Government would be thus conveyed say to the Folk's in Washington, DC or in Moscow or in Peking?

It was a very good question and showed that she was thinking. Maynard & his companion's which included a few other so called Beatnik's that generally haunted the back panel's of my classroom's or Amphitheatre's, were still doing pantomime and giggling and cutting up albeit quietly enough that I wouldn't need to call security or eject them.

Miss Robert's I replied. What you say is true. We could stand here and teach this actual Science of Government until we all turn Blue and Washington, Moscow and Peking will all inter alia still march to their own music. Still our job is to develope and teach the Science even if today no one in actual power listens and it requires 2,000 year's to get them to do so.
There are two way's that Human's can learn. the First One is Constitutionally. That is congenially. Learning Congenially and applying what they've learned in a timely manner. Timely enough to save them from the other mean's of learning that is distinctly not, Constitutional or Congenial. We cannot alway's control such matter's but as they say, the Show must go On, whether in the desired timely manner or a day late and a dollar short. We may very well here and at this place in 1959, be, a Day Late and a Dollar Short. Regardless, the Show must go On, to borrow a tired cliche.

I answered a few more questions and then brought the class back to Topic. Telling them that I wished for them to study the page's in my Tome called "Statistical Analysis". I had created my own extrapolated Statistic's as those Statistic's I truly desired did not exist. I covered Stat's on specifically, "Population and Industry" as a Forerunner of such a field we had as well to come up with our own data. Come up with our own everything.

I'd also included 14 Major Proposals for Congressional Attention. New field's of endeavor. Such as Greenbelt's and Socioenvironmental Education in the Primary School's. Elementary School through High School, not just in College. Planned Parenthood, a Department of would on an Intelligent World be a key tool of keeping track of all birth's. To even be certain that all children were accounted for. Cared for and Educated. Given Opportunity. On our Planet it was some sort of Commie Plot or as some Negro's would say, a Plot to Keep Negro's from Reproducing. A Department of Global Planned Parenthood was about 3 or 4 thousand year's ahead of it's time. Ahead of it's time to mean, a time when it would not be tarred and feathered and run off of the planet on a rail. We had to choose our Battle's and we did so knowing that we were at all time's most probably, "A Day Late and a Dollar Short".

President Ike Eisenhower had already set the Wheels in Motion to train Cuban soldier's of the Pro-Capitalista and Democratic Front, to land in a place that would be known as The Bay of Pig's and to depose of Fidel Castro. Ike, began this plan. He put it into motion and then gave it not another thought so that when John F. Kennedy inherited it, Knowing himself it seems, not much more about it than Ike himself. The Invasion became a fiasco of Betrayel as the promised Air Support and other support by the US Military never happened and the entire force was captured. Those in Washington D.C. that had so fervently wanted to depose Castro and reestablish a Capitalist Government, had failed to see the Pot cooking on their own Back Burner and as I understand it, Castro and his Brother Reuel, were never deposed.

I finished the class and intentionally waited for the Bulk of the Student's to go. I was sort of praying that Miss Melodie Flower's however Lively had somewhere else to hurry to rather than waiting as was usual to Waylay me on the way to the door.

I was for some reason very tired. A sort of Intellectual Weariness of purpose. Normally I was Gangbuster's excited to teach this Science that I was helping to found. I was gratified to see that Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third and his Beatnik doll's had already left. Orange? What sort of a Middle name was that? I turned off all of the projector and Stage lights and began to make my way toward's the door's.
AT SYNAGOGUE

It rained off and on from the middle of the week and all weekend, it was a deluge. Bernie loved it when it rained. The Negative Ion's. The Wind swept trees waving their branches. The Purple sky. The Green's and Blue's and Purple's accented up.

Princeton's Synagogue was fully of five floor's height. Built of Sandstone. It's peaked Roof had a number of gable's and at all time's was economical. An amber brown roof on a sandstone square with exterior atrium's. There is no set design for Synagogue's. Our's had Star of David windows high up and ambient. Historically, it goes back to the Tent's of Mose's era. The Roman Basilica must have had it's influence as it did also on construction of Christian Churches. The Synagogue is a place for Assembly and Study as well as Worship on Sabbath. Saturday for Judah's Children. There were Twelve Tribe's of Jakob, but after the Babylonian Captivity there seemed to be only one. The children of Judah. Juden's or Jew's from, Judah the fourthborn of Jakob. Our Synagogue like all, synagogue's contained an Ark with the Scrolls of the Law and The Eternal Light before it with two Candelabra. There was a Bimah or Podium and a Mikvah or, Bath. We didn't sit with Aaron or Cohen, we sat with Israel. It had been raining all week and we had to use our Raincoat's and Umbrella's to get back and forth.

I sat in the back with my wife Deborah [Deborah, a Nurse of Rabekah and in the Book of Judge's a Prophetess and Judge of Israel. A Biblical name], our Twin's Sarai Julia and Judith Maria both 18 and they would be beginning Classe's at Wellesley Monday Morning at about 10 am. They were sharing a Dorm room and had already moved in. They'd drive up to Massachuset's in the morning. A 3 to 4 hour drive. I managed as well to position myself next to Marty [Martin Jakob Steinmann, age 47 a somewhat fairly successfull Dry Goods Importer and Exporter with as well a local shop. Bag's and Can's]. This was a known event in our household's. That we sat exactly next to each other so that we could sneak in periodically snippet's of conversation. I'd purchased a new Yarmulka of black leather. Gloss Black Leather. It had a small Star of David on one side in gold.

America had convened a Committee a while back to determine the Cause's of her Juvenile Deliquency. Rock-n-Roll and Comic Book's had been earmarked as the main culprit's. "Rebel without a Cause" starring Jame's Dean explored in 1955 the Rebellious Wayward Youth. Beatnik's carried the Banner. The Term Beatnik we believe was coined by Jack Kerouac, when he called these Cultural Rebel's "The Beatific People". Beat Poet's, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Allen Ginsberg, Gregory Corso, Gary Snyder. Henry Miller's "Tropic of Capricorn" 1939 had been banned as Obscene.

The Jack Paar Show had started in 1957. In 1962 it had become the Tonight show with Johnny Carson. Paar began to have Gore [Eugene Luther, related directly to a later vice President named Albert] Vidal on his show and Gore had begun to insult a certian William F. Buckley Jr. This personal insult had in time morphed into a decade's long Intellectual War between the two which had ended with Buckley filing a Lawsuit. Their first real Confrontation came in 1961 in a Serie's of Associated Press column's where they had presented opposing view's on current Affair's.

In 1962 on Jack Paar, Gore Vidal had written or published his first book about his experience's as a young soldier in world War Two in the Aleutian's, "Williwaw" in 1946. Then in 1948 he published "City and the Pillar" which highlighted his Homosexual experience's. It had been deemed Scandalous.
Vidal's "Myra Breckinridge" 1968 had in the movie featured an aging Mae West. She was about 78 when the movie was produced in 1970. On The Jack Paar show, Vidal had made fun of Buckley and his National Review for rejecting Pope John XXIII's Encyclical "Mater et Magistra" that called for Catholic's to embrace social progress.

Buckley learned of this and inter alia sent a message to Paar that his Office, as he was going to Europe, never sent...

"PLEASE INFORM GORE VIDAL THAT NEITHER I NOR MY FAMILY IS DISPOSED TO RECEIVE LESSONS IN MORALITY FROM A PINK QUEER."

Buckley demanded equal time for his response and thus for the first time appeared on national television on, Jack Paar. Buckley is said to have been actively rebranding conservative's, distancing them from what he called... "Kook's and Antisemite's"; Buckley had gone to Andover and Vidal to Exeter. Buckley in Connecticut was a Catholic amongst Blueblood Wasp's. On September 23, 1963 they appeared together on David Susskind in July of 1964 and Buckley afterward's informed Vidal that he never wanted to see him again. Or, "Wanted to Never see him again!" Both had created dossier's on the other. Vidal created and carried a list of scripted insult's. He called Buckley "The Marie Antoinette of the Right Wing." Buckley replied "We know your tendency is to be Feline, Mr. Vidal."

In Esquire Buckley wrote "On Experiencing Gore Vidal." Vidal responded with "A Distasteful Encounter with William F. Buckley Jr."

"EVERYMAN HAS A RIGHT TO HIS OWN OPINION, BUT NO MAN HAS A RIGHT TO BE WRONG IN HIS FACT'S."

1946- Presidential Advisor Bernard Baruch.

Between 1900 and 1960 there were 50 Race Riot's in America. Mostly all started by White's.

"Now they tell me that very soon half of American People will be under 25 year's of age."


The real Ear-splitter when many thought Mr. Buckley might even do as he threatened came in Debate Ten, Wednesday August 28, 1968, Chicago, when Mr. Vidal said:

"As far as I am concerned, the only Pro- or Crypto-Nazi I can think of is yourself!"

Buckley replied:

"Now listen, you Queer. Stop calling me a Crypto-Nazi or I'll Sock you in your goddamn Face and you'll stay plastered!"

Howard K. Smith: "Gentlemen! Let's not call name's."

Vidal: "Oh Bill"

Buckley: "Let Myra Breckinridge go back to his Pornography and stop making any allusion's to Marxism." [23]
Howard K. Smith: "I Beg You!"

After debate Eleven, Thursday August 29, 1968 "They were never to see one another or speak to one another again, except through their Law-

yer's."

"Polygenetic Inadvertent Fertility Global, Greed's and Adultery's "Are the Cutest Little Baby you'll ever bring Home!" Bernard Moshe Greenback.

"Goodnight and Good Luck!"
Edward R. Murrow signing off

It was the era of Walter Cronkite and, the team of Chet Huntley and David Brinkley. "Huntley-Brinkley"

When it was just a little quiet for a moment, I leaned over and Sotto voce asked Marty what he thought of Tom Sawyer and his Neo-Nazi's on Campus?

People looked at us sometime's when we whispered back and forth at the back like some naughty school children. Still I couldn't help it. Marty said also sotto voce, I'll talk to you about it later. Those Bum's!

I'd purchased a used 36' Chris-Craft Cabin Cruiser. I kept it at Perth Amboy. I'd gotten the damn thing for only 10 grand. I'd payed another $500. to have it surveyed before purchase. It was rated as good to go. No rot in it's wood and Fiberglass hull. Man, I loved this boat. It had a small cabin forward with a head and, a shower stall; the door's of which, two, opened into both the main cabin and into the small forward Cabin with it's double bed. The cabin was small and only had a sort of clothing cabinet and a closet plus some sheive's. The Main cabin had a dinette that folded down into a double bed. A small galley and cabinet's or closet's. It was a sweet boat with as well a generous cockpit. There were two commander's chair's and plenty of seating in the rear as well as another dinette. Bait wells and cooler's as well as bos'ns Locker's for gear. It would do 36 knot's and had twin inboard engine's that could be accessed via the rear deck. We could go out with our daughter's or take another couple out overnight using the dinette for a sec-
ond bunk and the two door's for access to the head for convenience. I managed to pay the thing off ab initio as well as the Survey. The insurance I could just afford with as well the docking Fee. The damn thing was too big to haul about on a trailer.

Deborah and I, tearfully saw Sarai and Judy off to Wellesley and I went over to Martys for a Drink of Lemonade (No booze on Sabbath).

Those Stoopid F#kin Nazi's he greeted me. We'll have to do something about them. Can't the Police run them away from campus!?

Freedom of speech and assembly, I reminded him as, Sylvester had reminded me. They were chanting "Segregation Today, Segregation Tomorrow and, Segregation forever!" I told him. That Brown versus School Board thing.

Fine, they don't want to live with the Schwartzman, Marty used his hands to emphasize the statement. What the F#k we got to do with it? Can't those stupid Goy's address their Schwartzman problem's without involving the Jew's? I mean what the hell we got to do with it?

Bernie shrugged and examined a leaf from one of Martin's Juniper's. I've spoken with the University President and he think's he can control via the Police and legal mean's the time's and place's that they can lawfully assem-

Isn't Princeton a Private College, Marty asked?
HENRY ORDWAY LENNING'S & THE LUCKY LADIE

Henry Ordway Lenning's, Ph.D. Applied Science's, Teaches Management of Industry's and Technology's. Princeton Graduate and Former Captian as well of it's Football Team. Age 28, also had a boat. A 28' Bertram with a small cabin whose main feature was a double bed. Henry was what the German's would call a, Valierheld or a, Frauenheld. A Womanizer. He Loved it.

Melodie [Flower's] was a very pert and vivacious young Coed. Currently a Brunette. Currently also she occupied the Passenger's seat on Henry's Bertram as it cut a very fast wake to the east of Perth Amboy. Henry had a new home in Perth Amboy on the water with a Finger Pier in his Back yard. Almost all of the home's in the Waterfront suburb of Amboy Green had their own Backyard Finger pier.

Bernie was actually in the process of selling his home in Princeton to get one of Amboy Green's Home's with a finger pier. He figured the saving's from keeping his boat in the Perth Amboy Yacht Club would more than make up the difference, even if he had to keep an apartment in Princeton. He'd find some cheap and economical Pied-a'-terre to use when working. The drive was after all, only 30 minute's on a good day and maybe 40 on a bad.

Regardless, our boy Henry now had Melodie sitting in his lap as he took the boat up to 40 knot's in Perth Amboy's generous 5 to 10 mile wide and 20 mile long bay. Sometime's he'd go east along Fire Island where it is said that Aaron Burr killed Alexander Hamilton in a duel in 1804. The Legend states that Hamilton insinuated that Burr who was very close to his daughter Theodora, especially after his wife died, was sleeping with her. Burr had been America's Third Vice President under Thomas Jefferson. New York's Attorney General. An Attorney and a Senator. He was on Washington's Staff in the Revolutionary War. Alexander Hamilton was Washington's Aide-de-Camp. Burr was tried for Treason in 1807 for some scheme to invade Mexico. Alexander had, with James Madison and John Jay, written the Federalist Paper's. Hamilton was possibly America's First Banking Genius. He showed conspicuous Bravery it is said, at the Battle's of Trenton and Princeton.

Melodie was all giggle's as she sat perched on Henry's lap as he headed toward's Fire Island. Maybe he'd land there and they could frolic on the Beach. He and Melodie would not be the First to do so. Henry had an open bottle of Jack Daniel's Distilled Tennessee Whiskey in his left hand and was attempting to carefully fill two tumbler's with iced and Seven-up without spilling them as the boat did it's top speed of about 46 knot's on a calm sea.

Melodie had on a Head Scarf to keep her hair from blowing away. She had on wide framed dark sunglasses and a Bikini top under her light sweeter and blue short's over her Bikini bottom.

Fire Island, was a 32 or so mile long island, perhaps a quarter mile wide, about 40 or so mile's from Perth Amboy. There was an Inland Waterway between it and Long Island. Henry could drive some 140 due east almost, a little to the north and round then the eastern end of, Long Island. At about 50 mph, a three hour run. Probably they'd just hit the Beach on Fire Island and cook a few steak's that Henry, alway's the Logistic's guy had already put away in his Ice Chest.

Oh, your such a Hunk, Professor Lenning's. Age 18 versus 28. Just one year younger and Henry could go to Prison. If the University found proofs of his reputed liason's, he'd be canned. Captian of the Football Team and all.
Hopefully, Indian Summer would continue. It was balmy and though it threatened to rain and was infact raining in Princeton; the sky’s held it’s tongue so to speak. Flying Fish were leaping out of the sea. The Atlantic Ocean was choppy with 2' or so sea’s and the "Lucky Lady" just flew over them at her top speed. Henry winged to the port and then back to the starboard to give Melodie a thrill. He'd managed to fill their plastic tumbler’s and to get the top back on the bottle and the bottle stowed. There were cup holders to put the tumbler’s in. After cruising for about an hour he turned to port and brought the boat into shallow water just 20' offshore and tossing out the anchor. Both anchor's. He beconned Melodie to his arm’s as he lifted her over the gunwale and in the 3' deep water waded to the beach.

The Island was somewhat forested and the place they were at that point in time as Henry had hoped was empty of other human presence. After depositing Melodie, he went frolicking in the surf. He brought the ice chest ashore and a small Hibachi and a number of other small items including a Blanket and their still ice filled tumbler’s. Plastic was better than glass when out on a boat.

He went up a little way into the pine’s and set the Hibachi up. It was not long before the Steak’s were cooking on Charcoal and he and Melodie were enjoying the Jack Daniel’s and Seven-up on ice. Henry was on dangerous ground as the Legal Age for Drinking in New York was 21. Except with the University, he was Legal otherwise.

He as well had the Transistor Radio. Invented just a few years earlier in 1953, from the use of Transistor’s invented in 1948; to the Rock-n-Roll Station where Bobby Darin was taking his girl on a Sea Cruise. Elvis would play Heartbreak Hotel and then Bobby Darin again with Splish-Splash I was taking a Bath on a Saturday Night. The Little Itsy bitsy Teenie-Weenie Yellow Polka dot Bikini; The One Byed Purple Polka Dotted People Eater; The Monster Mash. It was a little while of this before, Henry's Favorite song managed to play. Maurice Williams. The Diamond's "Little Darlin." This hit had come out in 57 and the Band didn't think it was much and did it only on a Lark, but it would be the one song that they'd be remembered for.

It's so nice out here. If Daddy knew I was out here, he'd skin me, Melodie admitted. You know my Daddy's a Big Industrialist. Worth Million's and he doesn't like the idea of his little girl dating.

Henry of course understood and figured they'd have plenty of time tonight anchored somewhere in the Inland Waterway to get to know each other better in his Bertram's little cabin.

"A Little Darlin...Bup Bup Bup Bup Bup.....Yiiiiiiii- Yi Yi Yi.""

Do you think I'll be able to pass your Industry's and Technology's Class this quarter? She asked him with a small finger to his nose.

I'm absolutely certain that you will. Henry assured her. He did not need to guarantee such favor's in order to land Female companionship but, it couldn't hurt. You'll do fine. Just finish all of your assignment's, he affirmed. He hoped she would not ask him to marry her or something. He did not welcome such complication's as occasionally cropped up in his Diverse Love Life. Henry Ocdnay Lenning's had probably bedded as many coed's as Hugh Marnston Hefner over at his Playboy Mansion. Melodie Flower's was a remarkably Beautiful girl. She savored getting her beneath the sheet's later on. Henry was a man of manner's and for him a serious no, meant no and he'd chalk it up to a bad day. Whatever Henry was; he was no rapist. He was albeit a very unwilling Husband or Father. With as it were, cuffed and Monogaramed shirt's, albeit.
Look at the little Blue flower's. Melodie pointed. Arn't they Beauti-
full?

Henry could only agree as he looked into her luscious Blue-Green eye's.
She could without a competitor have been Miss September for this months is-
ue of Playboy. Playboy, a magazine that Henry religiously subscribed too.
Maybe he was a little behind Hugh in his Love life, but, not by much. From
his first day as a Freshman at Princeton, some ten year's ago, he'd been on
the constant prowl and like some Big Game hunter his trophy wall was lined
so to speak. He had a Pantry's drawer in his big Bedroom Bureau where he kept
all of the various apparel and Lingerie left behind in his now, Decade's long
career. Not as a kinky warped thing, Just a place he tossed anything left be-
hind. The drawer had simply accumulated. He loved his new house in Amboy Gr
een with it's Finger Pier. He was, living the life. The Life everyman dreamed

Melodie was a careful girl but, she didn't mind being kissed. She had
on a Blue-Green light Sweater that accentuated her eye's. The two now just
lay in the sand. A Ladie and her two children went by along the Beach. The
Ladie smiled knowingly as she passed. It was Indian summer and in another
month it would begin some serious snowing. Henry liked to read the Playboy
Advisor. As well as it's Hip & Trendy Political Article's.

Look at the cloud's going overhead. Melodie pointed to the sky.
I love to come to this island, Henry said. It's a hundred and fifty
mile's of Beaches including the interior side. Most people use the other Pub-
lic Beaches'. A Crab was walking by their bare feet. Three Island's Actually.

Melodie threw a small pebble at it to make it hurry off. She was getting
somewhat tipsy on the Danil's and Seven-up. She preferred Rum and Coke but
this would do as long as it was on ice. She felt safe with Henry regardless
of his notorious reputation. He was a Man going place's. A Scientific Genius.

Do you want to stay out overnight or would you prefer to return to Perth
Amboy? He asked her.

You mean stay on your boat overnight?

Yes, he winked. We can anchor in the Inland Waterway. Listen to the Rad-
io and cook some more steak's. Speaking of steak's he sat up. The two that
he had turned a while back were finished and he put them on plastic plate's
and added some Potato Salad from a basket and some pickle slice's. He also
had some worcestershire sauce. Salt and Pepper with some French Bread that
he now grilled and Garlic Butter.

This Weekend Romp would be the Cardinal event that in another year or
so with as well other recorded incidences would bring the downfall of Doctor
Henry Ordway Lenning's and force him to give up teaching and go into Industry
where no one could judge with whom he wined and dined. For now Gay Sera Sera.

After managing to get Melodie and all of his gear back onto the Bertram,
and while tooting to the west and to then go north into the Inland Waterway,
Henry and with Melodie conspicuously perched upon his lap, had the misfortune
to pass the 57 footer of Princeton's University President Lloyd Arthur Breken-
ridge Age 62 as it too was rounding the western most end of Long Beach.

The Huckin's 57, was a 54 and had cost a pretty penny with it's three stateroom's. Two
Suite's and a Bunkroom. Fire Island is actually just 32m. in length, but there
is as well another similar Island at the west end, with Rockaway Point as its
Westernmost tip. Beyond that, a little to the north is Conney Island. To the
east of Rockaway Point is Breezy Point, Roxbury and Rockaway Park. These both
and another further east are called Elongated Sandspit's.
On the eastern side is another Elongated Sandspit called Hampton Bays. One can sail south 100 mile's to Atlantic City or, 150 mile's to Delaware Bay near Cape May, The U.S. Coast Guard Training Center. Or another 150 mi-
le's to Chesapeake Bay. North you can go up the Hudson River or all the way around Long Island, 90 mile's to Long Island Sound. Or east another 150 mi-
le's from Perth Amboy to Martha's Vineyard. The west end of Long Island is Brook-
lyn. It was in the pass between Long Beach and Fire Island that had caused Ly-
loyd Arthur and his wife Mitsey to spot the little Bertram that Lloyd recog-
nized immediately as being Henry's. Lloyd told his wife to take the wheel as he got out his binocular's. He focused them as Dr. Henry's "Luckey Lad-
ie" came abreast passing into the Inland Waterway with it's many Island's as 
Lloyd and Mitsey were passing out. The Bertram was off Lloyd's Hückin's 57, 
the "Miss Mitsey"'s, port beam. He gasped as he could make out Melodie FLOW-
er's sitting on Doctor Henry's lap. Both laughing and with Tumbler's in 
their hand's. My God, Lloyd gasped again. He's gone and done it. They were 
now passing to the Ocean side of Fire Island at it's west end. Fire Island, 
named after all of the Signal Fire's that had been lit there during the War 
of 1812. It has been called The Robert Moses's State Park since 1908. Bernie 
would actually end up purchasing a spacious home with it's own Finger Pier 
in South Amboy. Perth Amboy is on Prince's Bay. A Bay some 5 to 10 mile's 
wide and perhaps 20 long ending in a 6 mile long promontory or peninsula 
as well an elongated sandspit jutting out to the north called Sandy Hook. 
Ten mile's north of Prince's Bay is Staten Island. Fire Island is also a 
National Seashore of 19,000 acre's since 1964. At the moment Professor Hen-
ry's Bertram had passed Princeton President Lloyd Arthur Brekenridge's 57 
Hückin's "Miss Mitsey" Fire Island was still just the Robert Moses's State 
Park. Henry who was quite busy entertaining Melodie as well as keeping his 
control of a speed boat, did not notice "Miss Mitsey" as it passed. The far eastern end of Fire Island was known as Montauk Point. Without having to go 
out into the unpredictable and potentially dangerous Atlantic one could find plenty of Inland Water's or Coastal Water's to cruise about in with plenty of potential port's or safe harbor's if the need arose.

Lloyd shook his head as he retook the Helm.

What was it? Mitsey asked.

Nothing. I thought I saw someone I knew. Lloyd knew that if he told 
Mitsey, the entire University would know within a week. Still he shook his 
head and smiled for his wife. Just a mistaken identity, he said.

Wasn't that Professor Lenning's Bertram? she asked.

Oh yes, he admitted. I was just wondering who was with him.

It was a Coed, wasn't it? Mitsey said as she slipped her Wine Cooler 
from the Vice Commander's seat on the port beam of the high Flying Bridge. 
Lloyd had taught her how to drive the boat and as well start it up and to 
dock it and all of the basic Mariner thing's required.

I've heard the rumors', she replied about the infamous Doctor Henry.

Lloyd decided to do nothing but just to file it away. File it away and 
leave it as what the CIA would be calling in a few more year's; "Plausible 
Denial." If Henry the Playboy Whiz Kid wanted to screw up his career, that 
was his problem. Miss Melodie as well had been cutting quite a figure as a 
Fun girl on Campus. Lloyd was heading back to South Amboy where he also had a 
nice home with it's own Finger Pier as, Henry and Melodie were heading 
to one of the numerous safe anchorage's amidst the Islands of Middle Bay. 
They passed each other in Jone's Inlet with Point Lookout to the west.
The Brekenridge’s had spent the day visiting friend’s on the north side of Long Beach. The Huckin’s was beautifull. 57’ with two fabulous staterooms. That Mitsey (Matilda Geynor Wutheridge) inherited a sizable estate in Martha’s Vineyard didn’t hurt. Enclosed Bridge on the 02 deck beneath the flying Bridge. A Large Salon with a Dining Room and Kitchen. They could be found out on the water most weekend’s. Their children Jonathan, Marianne and Jason were all now, college graduate’s with their own family’s going. Some of Lloyd’s grandchildren were not far away from college. His two son’s, Jonathan and Jason, now age’s 40 and 37 had gone to Yale. Yale, named after Elihu Yale who left Monie, Book’s, and Picture’s to a College in New Haven, Connecticut, that later was named after him, in 1745. His remains are buried in Saint Gile’s in Wrexham, in Wale’s. His Daughter Marianne, now age 38 had gone to Georgetown in Washington, D.C. Lloyd and Mitsey had now the rest of their live’s to their selves and lloyd intended to retire in a few more year’s.

Mitsey nee’ Wutheridge, owned her own Craft’s Shop in Princeton. All of 10,000 square feet of Ceramic’s and Porcelain. All manner of such Art’s and Craft’s. Very high end. She also had gone to Georgetown obtaining a Bachelors in Art’s and Science’s in 1922. Georgetown was founded in 1789 as America’s first Roman Catholic (Jesuit) College. It has since expanded both it’s enrollment and it’s curricula.

Mitsey also loved the Miss Mitsey, named after her. She was curious about everything and had taught herself to read Chart’s and Loran. She knew how to start the boat up and to get underway and to dock it and shut it all down properly. She knew how to drive it properly and as well she knew the basic’s of Marlin Spike Seamanship. She’d taken a couple of course’s in Piloting right along with Lloyd. They’d purchased the Boat brand new with all of the Bell’s and Whistle’s in the year it was built. 1954.

As for Doctor Henry and his little flame, Melodie Flower’s they were soon enough anchored off of one of Middle Bay’s Island’s. Safely anchored with the Hibachi cooking Baked Potato’s and two more steak’s. A couple more steak’s and a little more Jack Daniel’s on ice with Seven-up and perhaps the Classical Station. He’d wait until the Moon was up over the water and until then he would Wine and Dine Miss Melodie properly. Maybe a Moonlight Swim in one of the Lagoon’s. Area’s deemed safe for swimming and Free of the ubiquitous Bull Shark’s and so on.

The small Cabin had a very small head for convenience but no shower. A very small but adequate in a pinch Kitchenette or Galley and a dinette that folded down into the Bed. The Boat’s single engine was a Cumming’s. There were small closet’s and with a small 18” Refrigerator the boat was good to go. The double bunk was more than ample and comfortable for a Weekend or overnight cruise.

Melodie was a Rich Man’s daughter anyway and she was not adverse to the fun weekend that Doctor Henry was lining up for her. If he lost his Job, that was more or less, his problema.

Melodie giggled with the third tumbler of Jack Daniel’s and Seven-up on the Rock’s in her hand’s. A 16 oz. tumbler. The Radio was playing some very early Carlos Antonio Jobim. Then some Dave Brubeck and early Venture’s. The two danced on the After deck. Henry liked to Waltz his date’s. To wine and dine them before swooping in for the kill.

[29]
There it is, Debbie said. See, they put out the Orange Lawn chairs, 3 in a row, she pointed.

The number is on the Dock, Bernie said. See, 1045.

It's beautiful Deborah said. she was giddy with excitement. the Realtor, a Mr. Lombard was standing outside the Backdoor. He'd said he would definitely be there. Lombard was an interesting name. The original tribe of Central Southern Europe I believe had been called, Long Beard's. They had of course, Long Beard's. Now the Italian pronouce was called Lombardy.

Bernie was standing upright on the Flying Bridge as Deborah now acting as his Seaman and Mate, jumped off onto the dock with a mooring line and tied the boat off forward and then, jumping back onboard, again hopped off with a aft, line. There was no sea, so this would be sufficient.

Amboy Garden's was a suburb holding many post war nuovo riche. Long & wide channel's spanning 100 feet across had been cut and seawall added. Each house was on a full acre and had it's own finger pier. Bernie had had no problem selling his not long ago purchased home in Princeton. He would be able to handle the whole thing, just barely but, it was doable and Bernie knew that now was the time as the place was going like hot cake's both in Perth Amboy and Amboy Green and in South Amboy in Amboy Garden's. Bernie liked the name Amboy Garden's, better than Amboy Green. He shut the Chris Craft down and added a breast line and with Deborah went ashore to shake hand's again with David Lewis Lombard. The Sea Sparrow was in it's new home.

Bernie knew without any further looking that this was the house. The Greenback's had lived in all sort's of place's as Bernie was building up his Reputation as an Academic and writing his Book's on "Population & Industry"; coining the term "GeoAutecology" to define the new science. His Von Humboldt Institute of Advanced GeoAutecological Study's, existed in it's small Office in Trenton still, but now more importantly inhabited the former "Institute for Advanced Study's" where Doctor Albert Einstein had worked for 21 year's while in Princeton from 1933 to the year of his passing, 1954.

The house was all of 5,000 square feet on two floor's. Water Loving(Australian Pine's had been planted as well as other salt tolerant shrub's and Tree's. Big Christmas Tree like Evergreen's. At the Back was a Patio with a small but adequate swimming pool. A Screened porch that could be closed off in the winter. A large Living room and a ground floor office and a large Dining room and kitchen. Another den or room adaptable for a library as well as a three car garage. Four Bedroom's upstairs with three Bathes & a Study. A large utility room off of the garage. It was a luscious house and as well had a laundry room, with a Laundry chute upstairs coming down to it.

Deborah was enthralled and, in heaven as she contemplated what she could do with the place and the entertaining it would allow them to do not to mention, their new/used Chris Craft docked behind the house. Bernie was thinking of the change's that he'd make to the lawn and perhaps a small Greenhouse that could hold all of their summer plant's in the winter.

After a short tour, Bernie signed the paper's right then and there with Deborah cosigning. Sarai and Judy would truly be surprised when they came home in a few weeks for the weekend. Bernie planned to just leave his boat at the dock and either ride back with Mr. Lombard or take a Taxi back to Princeton so that he could start packing and hire some Mover's. He'd call the Yacht Club and thank them for their Service's that, he would no longer need.
Dwight David Eisenhower the 34th. President of the United State's and a 5 Star General in World War Two that Commanded all American Force's in the European Theatre of the War and particularly as regard's Operation Overlord, the D-Day Invasion of Normandy on June 6, 1944. Graduated West Point, 1915. He defeated Adalai Stevenson in 1952 and, 1956. He annuciated the Eisenhower Doctrine that continued the Truman Doctrine regarding Middle East Nation's facing Communist expansion and it's containment. He was criticized in 1957 when the Soviet's launched their Sputnik I, for failing to develop a US Space program. He responded by creating NASA [The National Aeronautic's Space Administration]. Actually it's creation following Sputnik I had been infact in 1957 as NACA [The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic's]. In 1961, John Fitzgerald Kennedy proposed landing on the Moon by the end of the 1960's. Dwight David Eisenhower would be out of office in a little over a year as he finished up his second term. Before he left he warned Americans regarding what he called, "The Military Industrial Complex".

John Fitzgerald Kennedy the 35th. President of the United State's would take office, early in 1961. He created The Peace Corp and presided over the Bay of Pigs fiasco as well as the Cuban Missile Crisis. He would be Assassinated in November of 1963, in Dallas, Texas. Lyndon Baine Johnson would be America's 36th. President. With his Hitman Mac Wallace, a True American Assassin.

Bernie had driven up to Trenton, New Jersey's Capitol on Sunday following his first week of classes to see Senator Sam Allen Cavanaugh. The Senator would be home for the Weekend from Washington and had agreed to see Bernie in his Office at 3 pm. The Senator, a Republican already knew what Bernie was working on. He already had all of the paperwork for Bill #1139 The Planned Parenthood Act that would create in Washington a Department of Global Planned Parenthood. With a Cabinet Level Minister.

Bernie wheeled his white Lincoln Towncar into a Visitor's space and grabbing up all of his paper's, not in his usual case but in a neat little stack that would be easy to carry. He went into Senator Cavanaugh's Trenton Office on Exeter Avenue. Sam met him at the door. Bernie...so good to see you. Come on in. Larry, can you get us some coffee? He asked one of his Aide's as he passed.

I'm glad that you were in town this Weekend, and able to see me, Bernie smiled as he went into the office and took a seat in front of the desk. The room was some 20 by 20' and filled with table's, filled with paper's and book's. There were Brass lamp's featuring Golden Eagle's and various Revolutionairy War paraphernalia. A large Print in an expensive frame of Washington crossing The Delaware.

You know this thing is an Albatross? Senator Sam said as he put on his Reading Glasses and took a seat behind his large also stacked with paper's and book's desk. A Dinosaur. I'm going to present this because I think that History will not forgive me if I don't at least give it a shot. So how is your first week of classe's going over there. Or, I should say, how did they go?

Oh, they went along fine. We founding the Science of Science's. The one Science that could develope the Science of government and take us into the Mechanis'm's of government rather than the Machination's of Government.
Monie makes the Government run, doesn't it Bernie? Sam said and this has been the way of it since the Stoneage.

We've never had such a potential to overreproduce as we do today and to simultaneously industrialize. We've never had the Bomb before. Bernie elucidated.

Senator Sam nodded. Point well taken, but this is still going to receive a lot of detractor's. I mean you propose to not only start this Department but to achieve the Registration of all global citizen's and afterward's each and every Birth that take's place on earth!? The Cooperation that this will require for nearly 3 billion global citizenship is beyond any other undertaking ever attempted on this earth.

That's a longterm goal, Bernie said. We don't expect it to happen overnight but the demographer's predict that we could go to 4 billion in just the next 15 year's. Some say, a decade. We're going to enter into Malthus's Geometrical Progression as predicted 161 year's ago.

OK, Sam agreed but, their gone say it's a Communist plot. The Asian's and the Negro's will be suspicious. The Chinese will not cooperate and I doubt either the Russian's or even the Hindu's in India.

Larry came in and served coffee. He was a 21 year old College Student at Princeton. To Bernie's knowledge, he was in none of his classes or any of The College of Advanced GeoTechnology's classes. Probably in the Regular old College of Political Science. Now that was a Dinosaur, Bernie was thinking as he thanked Larry for his cup of hot coffee. Bernie liked it Black & this made it so much simpler. Not having to screw around with the cream or the sugar. He set his cup down on it's coaster. We need to begin the process. The Department. Sure, it's gonna take year's to develope into something truly usefull but we have to begin somewhere. Education is so very important now. Were on what some are calling the Population and Industry Event Horizon. An Event Horizon in the full connotation of physic's. We need at this time in our history, Massive Animadversion's. Massive Global Education to overcome this collision between the Human Reproductive Inertia and the Consumer Industrial Inertia's.

I've read your Book, "On the Advanced GeoSocial Environmental Administrative and Constitutional Science" terrific stuff, but I don't think that The Senate or the House is going to be readily onboard for this thing. I shall push this thing. I am a Believer. At least to the extent that this thing should be a seed well planted and allowed to grow.

I need to publish Globally. Bernie said. In the Billion's and in hundred's of language's. We need to reach everyone. By the time it get's to 4 billion, it will be too late. Across the Event Horizon or cusp. I know I sound like some sort of Alien or Zealot or Madman, but we believe this Cusp determine's the Solvent success of such a planet as this on the TechnoIndustrial Population Event Horizon and it's failure or destruction.

I can't tell if I'm on the verge of History or Madness? Sam shook his head as he put cream and sugar in his coffee and took a sip. I'll leave you to the Battle Royale. To wrestle with it. Do you like your new home in Amboy Garden's?

Sure, I signed the paper's just 3 hour's ago. I've been running around like a chicken with it's head cut off. Saw the Realtor early this morning and signed the paper's: [32]
My Wife is handling it all so that I could come over here. Bernie took a sip of his hot and black coffee. Not bad stuff he said to Larry who was still standing near the office door waiting to see if Sam might need anything else. He'd been in the Anteroom stuffing envelope's with another intern, when Bernie had entered.

Well, I've had my People prepare the entire thing for submission to both the Senate and the House. We'll see how it fare's. Many will view it as another intrusion into the Private Live's of American Citizen's. But, as stated, we have to start somewhere.

Bernie put his left leg over his right knee. He relaxed in the Fat Brown Leather chair. Leaning back and removing his glasses to pinch the bridge of his nose. He squinted and put his glasses back on. Senator Sam Cavenaugh was glancing through a number of paper's. Such a Government Department of Planned Parenthood will be First of it's kind in the Universe and were in the dark with how such a thing might be formed. We'll suggest the use of the template you've submitted or provided.

This thing has a History going back to the turn of the century. Wave managed to get Margaret Sanger to be the Department's first Chairman. She is now 76 and retired but she's agreed to at least be available as a Consultant. We plan to name the Administration building, The Sanger building. Bernie now crossed his right leg over his left knee and pushed his glasses back upon his nose. Larry, seeing that he was no longer needed, returned to stuffing envelope's with his friend a lovely young Coed also from Princeton and now in her senior year.

I've actually a number of proposal's for Congressional Act's and I shall have this for you to look at in a few more week's.

Jesus Bernie, Sam looked up from his paper's. Why don't you just run for Congress?

Bernie laughed. I guess I would but, as the Dean of a new College, I just don't see where I'd have the time he laughed.

Well, I imagine you want very much to get back to moving to Amboy Gardens. I think we have all we need and of course we'll be in touch as to how it goes'. It might be a few more week's before we can get it viewed. Until then we'll have a zillion copy's made and distributed.

Bernie stood up. Well, I want to thank you for seeing me and for all you shall be doing in our mutual cause. Your right, I do want to get my new Home established as well as my new office. I'm actually purchasing two volume's of all of my Reference book's so that I can have a copy at home and as well in my College Library. Bernie laughed. No rest for the wicked he smiled.

In Albert Einstein's old office and taking over his Advanced Study's Institute no less. Sam also smiled. We'll push this thing even if it is so Space Age, I'd almost expect Little Green men to come out of it.

I feel like a Little Green Man, Bernie said as he picked up those paper's he had not given Sam, and reached over with his right hand to Shake the Senator's. I appreciate all that you've done and are doing he said as he left the Office glancing over to see Larry in a tete a' tete with a rather vivacious looking Redhead[33]
MONDAY THE SECOND WEEK

Managing to survive the various downpours that raged during the First week of classes and as well over the weekend. Bernie was in the Amphitheatre early on Monday Morning so that when his first class began at 8:30 am, he already had the Projector going and the following upon the screen as well as a paper copy being handed out at the door's to all coming in by a couple of his Class helper's which included Miss Melodie Flower's who would surprise Bernie and everyone else by turning out to be a Straight A student as well as a fun girl and a Class helper.

FOURTEEN CONGRESSIONAL PROPOSAL'S:

1. The United State's Congress shall Create "THE DEPARTMENT OF GLOBAL PLANNED PARENTHOOD" and in working with all Nation's, Provide:
   i.) That all of This World's Woman have the means to chose the number and the timing of their children; with "Available Alternative's Available to Inadvertent Fertility";
   ii.) That all of this World's People should have "REPRODUCTIVE IMPACT EDUCATION" To know that however Poor they might consider Themselves now, That They shall become twice as Poor everytime they Double Their Population's;
   iii.) That all of the World's People's with Reproductive Impact Education should also have Incentive Program's and Free Tubal Ligation's and Vasectomy's after they've had normal child bearing [Ideally of two];

2. A Major Amendment to the United State's Constitution, shall create the "GLOBAL BIRTH'S REGISTRY" To record all Birth's of all infant's on this Earth, This is to keep track of all birth's and hopefully provide all children with Opportunity. Inadvertent Fertility is a Preconception issue and you cannot tell a child once born that it is either Inadvertent or an Unwanted Pregnancy. That would be Cruel; Also part of a Program to maintain the Planet at Capax;

3. A Major Amendment to the United State's Constitution: The Congress of The United State's shall Promote by all mean's Possible "All Social Environmental and GeoAutecological" Study's and Science's. This would include Education from the First Primary Grade through Post Graduate and in all School's Nationally. This would include the Development of Text-book's and all Curricula;

4. A Major Amendment to the United State's Constitution: The Congress of The United State's shall have developed and taught in all School's Nationally, from Primary through Post Graduate School's: "CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY EDUCATION"; This to be as well distributed globally and in all Language's;

5. A Major Amendment to the United State's Constitution: The Congress of The United State's shall have developed and taught in all School's Nationally, from Primary through Post Graduate School's: "CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITY EDUCATION"; This to be as well distributed globally and in all Language's;

[34]
6. A Major Amendment to the United State's Constitution: The Congress of The United States shall Create a "CONSUMER ESSENTIALITY INDEX" In that all Global Resource's are Cataloged. [Renewable; Nonrenewable; Organic; Natural; Synthetic; Stable; Unstable and anon]; The Resource's listed by their Quantities, Matched against Per Anum Harvest's, or Consumption; Optimal use's Schedule's; Impact's from Usage or Byproduct's; to include all Reverse Industry's, and Potential Recycling, Reclimation. Such an Index to be developed and kept in the Public Domain;

7. THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR AND OFFICIAL EDUCATION ACT: To Mandate that all Public Official's, Bureaucrat's, Government hired or Elected or Appointed Official's must study for and pass a proctored Examination on The Science of "Population and Industry" as it relate's to Finite Heliocentric Approximate's. Such a Test would include element's of: Environmental Chemistry; Demographic's of Finite Biome's; Environmental Biology; Wildlife and Forest Management; Basic Sociology and Psychology; Agricultural Science's; Jurisprudence; inter alia;

8. THE UNITED STATE'S DAY LABOR ACT: To Develope the use of Unskilled and unemployed at risk, Day Labor in all of America's Urban and even Rural Community's; This would benefit Government by providing useful Labor for Social Service's and as well, cut down on crime as well as provide those that need it but are not capable of Regular Reliable Employment a source of a Guaranteed Daily Paycheck any day that they can, show up and work;

9. THE GLOBAL BAREFOOT DOCTOR'S PROGRAM: To work with all Bucolic People's and to provide them with Health Care as well as Free Tuberculosis' and Vasectomy's upon request; this for Parent's that can barely afford to feed or care for a couple of children, much less Ten or more, as Unwanted Pregnancy's continue for Woman without the mean's to controvert them;

10. THE SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP ACT: To Provide Free Educational Grant's to worthy and Astute Pupil's;

11. THE GREENBELT ACT: To Create Greenbelt's in all urban community's; The Planting of Tree's and conversion of empty Lot's and Fringe area's to become under Urban Sprawl into Park's. The cutting of 4 by 4' planter's in all Urban sidewalk's wide enough to hold them for the planting of Tree's and, a percentage of all urban Space's to be earmarked for Greenbelt development;

12. THE CAPITALIST EXPLOITATION ACT: Giving Court's and legislature's the Power to "REGULATE CAPITALISM [ONLY] WHERE IT IS A NEGATIVE IMPACT UPON SOCIETY OR THE ENVIRONMENT"; The Global Environment is not capable of being owned Carte Blanche, nor it's People without Oversight; All Land's and Resource's and Labor, the usage's of, must have Accountability;

13. THE WORLDWIDE EDUCATION ACT: To be created in all language's to bring to corner's of the World Socio-Environmental Education RPD;

14. THE PREREQUISITE AND RECIPROCAL DISPENSATION ACT: Establishing a Quid Pro Quo for all Aide Rendered to all Developing World Nation's that must be met in the Controversion of Inadvertent Fertility for, Aide; Aide to be Rendered in Agricultural and Infrastructure Commodity's only. Not in the form of Tank's, Gun's, Limosene's and Lear Jet's et al;
Bernie stood at his podium nervously looking over his large class of 100 or more as they came in and took a Course flyer and had a seat. There was a small ruckus in the rear as entered last of course one, Scion of Industry and its Marvel's, Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third entering with his usual Coterie of Misfit's and Beatnik's. Someday's he entered with a Blond Bombshell on both arm's. Today he entered with only one plus a Sultry number in a Leopard skin Jacket and Dark Horn Rimmed Sunglasse's. They were all of course all regular's and Bernie wondered how many would be coming back in the Winter quarter. Maynard tipped his Marlon Brando on the Waterfront hat acknowledging to Bernie his gifted presence. There were 7 or 8 Beatnik's in Maynard's Coterie and he was their leader as probably his Daddy was the Rich-est.

Bernie knew this was going to be a long hour. In a matter of two week's he'd be covering Twentysix GeoAutecological Law's and Fourteen Congressional Proposal's. Though Melodia Flower's with her usual enthusiasm whether sitting on a Professor's lap as his Bertram came up to 50 knot's or Handing out Course flyer's at the Amphitheatre door, Beamed up at him like a Radiant Sun-burst as she returned the left over Flyer's and then took her customary seat in the center of the front row; Bernie knew it was going to be close. Some of the student's looked at the Flyer with disbelief. As if Allen's had landed on the common's and now stood in Silver Suit's behind the Podium.

Bernie cleared his throat as he adjusted the ceiling light's that were little cone's positioned all around the ceiling's adjacent to the wall's. Small light's also illuminated the Rembrandt's and Vermeer's. Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third and his crew were laughing to beat the Band. Periodically he'd stop reading, look up at Bernie, whose eye's were found by Maynard to often favor him with their gaze, and with a smile or a smirk point his finger at Bernie as if to say "You dog You!"; Bernie was slightly embarrassed that his gaze more than once was caught by Maynard favoring himself. It appear's that the Beatnik's of "The GeoAutecology 101" found Bernie's Fourteen Major Congressional Proposal's to be the Funniest thing since The Three Stooge's. They'd all periodically stop laughing and reading or reading and laughing to look up and point a finger at Bernie. At least it wasn't the Middle Fin-ger.

Before you leave today, please do not forget to give your Essay's on The First 26 GeoAutecological Law's to either Miss Flower's or Spencer. I will want in another week a similar Essay on these 14 Proposal's. As we stated before you will not be judged or graded for your opinion either for or against but rather for your eloquence of Prose on the subject. This comment elicited a few laugh's from some of the more serious student's. Those that might appreciate Eloquence in their Prose.

Bernie cleared his throat again and began going over each proposal as well as it's implication toward's a Solvent and congenial Social Order. He did realize a large number of Intelligent and Serious Student's and it was for these he had become a teacher. He'd begun teaching in 1944. American Armee's were just preparing to land in the Philippine's and just landed in Europe. He was then just beginning to hear the story's of the Nazi Atrocity's to Jew's. He'd begun reading all he could find on the subject as well as on the Armed Jewish Resistance and the struggle in Israel. He'd taught English Literature to High School Student's during the rest of the 1940's and then with as well the creation of his Von Humboldt Institute for Advanced GeoAutecological Study's, College.
Bernie had named the Institute after The Baron [Freiherr] von Humboldt, (Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich) Alexander. Born Berlin, Prussia September 14, 1769 (about the same year that Daniel Boone and Friend's Waltzed into Kentucky) and died also in Berlin on May 6, 1859 at about 90 years of age.

The Baron was a German Naturalist and Explorer. In 1792 he joined the Mining Department of Prussia's Government where he invented the Safety Lamp and established a Technical School for Miner's. From 1799 he explored Central and South America, where he traveled the Amazon Jungle's and the Andean Highland's. He surmized that Altitude sickness was caused by a lack of Oxygen at, High Altitude's. He discovered the connection between the Amazon and the Orinoco River System's. Studied the Ocean Current's off of the Western Coast's of South America, discovering the Current now known as the Humboldt or Peru current.

He returned to Europe in 1804. Humboldt Bay and, County in Northern California is named after him. Back in Europe his Research helped to found the Science of "Comparative Climatology". He also drew a connection between a Regions Geography and it's Flora and Fauna. He added to the understanding of the Earth's Crust.

In Paris he Financed the Career's of Louis Agassiz the Swiss born American Naturalist and Educator and, other's. In 1829 he traveled to Russia and Siberia where he made Geographic, Geologic and Meteorologic Observation's in Central Asia. During the 1830's he investigated Magnetic Storm's. The last 25 year's of his life he spent writing "Kosmos" a book on the Structure of the Universe as understood in his day. His Brother The Karl Wilhelm Freiherr Von Humboldt held a number of Government Post's. In 1809 he became the Minister of Education. Raising Education Standard's and was Instrumental in Founding Friedrich Wilhelm University. Now, Humboldt University or the University of Berlin. He, also carried out research on the Basque Language and on Kawi (old Javanese);

The Von Humboldt Institute had thus morphed into the College of Advanced Geoauteological Studie's at Princeton University. It hit like a Lightening Bolt at a time when government was solely the Machination's of Capitalist's.

Bernie went over all of his Fourteen Congressional Proposal's and then, took a few question's upon them. Upon them and their dissipative existences. Once again he took Maynard the Beatnik's question first to get him out of the way acknowledging his raised hand.

Daddy, we just wanted again to know, who died and made you god?

Bernie had had it with the "Daddy" appallation and, as well the question itself and curtly replied "Your Mama died and Made me God!" Saying this to the shock of many and then moving on to the next question from a Freshman that sincerely was struggling with such new and iconic Data. Bernie attempted to distance himself from Maynard and hopefully cause him to be quiet. To get Maynard and his Beatnik Coterie out of the way.

26 year old Graduate Student George Charles Frost having finished his B.S. on the G.I. Bill following his Service and wounding in the Korean War; now working his way through a Doctorate in Microbiology and taking this new course out of rampant curiosity, stood up and asked if these thing's were Actually before the United State's Congress or if they were merely Rhetorical?

Bernie could hear a few gasp's as he had addressed Mr. Maynard's endless same question and now he could hear his voice in the rear saying something like "You got no right to talk about my Mama like that, Man!" [37]
Bernie hoped he hadn’t gone too far. He’d allowed his anger to take over his mouth and he could see a little convocation going on in the Beatnik Community to the Rear of the Amphitheatre.

Item Number one on your list is currently being prepared for Formal proposal before the United State’s Senate and House of Representative’s by Senator Sam Cavenaugh of New Jersey. The rest we hope shall shortly follow.

Bernie could still hear the echo’s from the rear. No right to talk about my Mama like that. Brekenridge is going to hear about this. My Father is a.............

How can we keep abreast of this and development’s upon these issue’s and submission’s to congress? George asked.

Good question, Bernie answered him. I hadn’t thought of that but I’ll establish an address that you can write and a Bulletin Board in the back of the amphitheatre where I can post the developments as they occur.

It is very interesting to me. George said. I’ve never heard of such thing’s and I enrolled in this course to find out about them.

Well George it is a good idea to establish some type of a Newsletter to keep those interested, up to date as the game goe’s on, so to speak. Mr. Thurgood... Bernie again addressed Maynard. I apologize if I was insulting or abrupt but I am tired of that question and I’d like you to stay on Topic if you have a question. I answered that question last week. I’ve been commissioned by this University to teach this subject and that is all of the Authority I need.

Maynard sat with his arm’s folded across his chest and exhibiting a seriously insulted and hurt disposition. One seriously demeaned and put upon. Truely Bernie was infact sorry he’d let his temper get the best of him and did not want some Pachyderm of an outraged Wealthy Father Thurgood the Second stomping into his office’s or, The University president calling him in for a little reprimand.

After answering a few more questions and wondering where he would get the time to put out such a newsletter, he wrapped it all up and scurried off for an hour before his next Class a repeat of the exact same subject albeit without the Grace’s of Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third and his Beatnik Coterie. Sometime’s he wished he was back teaching the Intellectual Merit’s and astoni of Jams’s Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake or Ulysseas, rather than attempting to establish a Science that appeared to many to be right out of the Twilight Zone or, the Outer Limit’s. Human Inertia had been governed by Wealth and those with the Opportunity’s to gather it since the Dawn of time. This Inertia of Personal Wealth Gathering eclipsed all other form’s of Human achievement and it appear’s always has and alway’s will.

Bernie doubted that Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third would long suffer his pointed barb but rather soon be pumping one of his Bombshell’s and smoking Marijuana and Drinking some form of Booze which was probably Maynard’s true love. Bernie pondered what Poor student probably made his or her spending monie doing Mr. Thurgood’s homework. Bernie didn’t care and didn’t plan to play detective. His mind was still permanently etched with a vision of a Miss Melodie Flower’s behind the wheel of her 1956 Porsche Convertable. A very fancy blue with all of the chrome and most probably a gift from Daddy, for the achievement of finishing High School. Miss Flower’s it would Prove out was indeed worth every penny.  

[38]
THE BRACKETT DYNAMO LAB

Dynamotor- 1899. A Motor Generator Combining the Electric Motor and
a Generator.

Dynamometer- 1810. An Instrument for Measuring Dynamic Force. An Appar-
atus for measuring mechanical power (as of an engine).

Dynamic's: Branch of mechanic's that deal's with motion of objects in

Dynamism: A theory that all phenomenon (as matter or motion) can be
explained as manifestation of force. Compare Mechanism. A dynamic or Expan-
sionist Quality.

Kinematic's and Kinetic's. Foundations of, Labeled by Galileo who der-
erived the Law of Motion for falling bodie's and was the first to recognize
that all change's of Velocity of a Body are the result of Force's. Isaac
Newton formulated this observation in his Second Law of Motion.

Of Newton's Three Law's of Motion:

1.] The Law of Inertia. State's that if a bodie is at rest or moving at con-
stant speed in a straight line, it will continue to do so unless it is
acted upon by a force;

2.] State's that the force F acting on a bodie is equal to the mass m of the
bodie time's its acceleration a, or F=ma;

3.] The Action-Reaction Law, States that the actions of two bodie's on each
other are alway's equal in magnitude and opposite in direction;

Physical Force or Energy- Requiring periodic refreshment of charge in
order to retain Data (of random access memory) an underlying cause of change
or growth.-

Branch of Mechanic's that deal's with force and their relation primar-
ily to the motion but sometime's the equilibrium of bodie's. Pattern or Pro-
cess of change, growth or activity (Population—);

The first Lab was built in 1877. There are now two. Built about 50 feet
apart on the Northeast end of Campus about 200 yard's due East of Nassau
Hall that has been rebuilt at least twice due to fire. Nassau Hall was Prin-
ceton's very first structure designed by Scottish Carpenter & Architect Rob-
ert Smith and begun in it's construction in 1754.

The old Library is between Nassau Hall and the Brackett Dynamo Lab's.
The new Firestone Library named after its major Benefactor Harvey Firestone
the American Automobile Tire Magnate who also enrolled his five Sons at Prin-
ceton. Construction began in 1946. The new Library would hold 4 million of
Princeton's 10 million Book's. It would be the World's largest "Open Stack"
Library.

Bernie and Sylvester were watching from the wing's as student project's
assembled there were being assessed and graded. Design's for a "Perpetual
Motion" Machines. Of course ultimately none of them could work. Still there
were Bicycle Tire's wheeling into space and Rocking Chair's designed to Rock
Forever unaided as well as Weighty Globe's on Ring's within Ring's. Rim's
within Rim's designed to go round and round forever. Wheel's within wheel's.
All of a dozen manner of Pendulum's were swinging. Supposedly forever.
Bernie had managed to get moved into his new home in Amboy Garden's and to have salved Mr. Maynard Orange Thurgood's the Third's feelings enough to keep the fire's of reprimand down. He'd survived his second week of classes, also.

Sylvester's mind was examining all of these gathered Perpetual Motion Device's and his mind was racing through the possibility's. "Atrophy of Biological System's" might include Mechanical One's that could not without a steady supply of energy operate. Neither men were Astrophysicist's. Still both men had come over to see the possibility's gathered. To see the many contraptions so assembled.

What about the Creation of a "Perfect Vacuum?" Sylvester asked. One of the Bright boy's overhearing him, came over and offered up some of the more recent determination's upon the subject.

A Vacuum- A space in which there is no matter or in which the pressure is so low that any particles in the space do not affect any processes being carried on there. It is a condition well below normal atmospheric pressure and is measured in unit's of pressure. The Pascal. A Vacuum can be created by removing air from a space using a vacuum pump or by reducing the pressure using a fast flow of fluid as in Bernoulli's Principle. That relates Pressure, Velocity and Height for a nonviscous fluid with steady flow...Whatever that mean's.

There cannot ever be an Absolute Vacuum the informative student informed us.

Well, don't spoil the children's dream's, Sylvester said. You never know what science might come up with.

Bernie shrugged. Even deepest outer space I hear is not a Vacuum. I still want to know if it is true that biological critter's that spend their live's inside of a perfect pyramid do not age?

The Student laughed. According to one of my Comic Book's it is true and you can for a dollar send away for one.

I have to get back to the Amphitheatre, Bernie said, looking at his watch. Let me know if there are any winner's. That spinning bicycle tire over there look's promising.

It's the best one here, the Student informed us. The Student with the Big four eye's and a sort of Clinical lab Coat on over his checked shirt and grey trouser's.

The Brackett Dynamo Lab in 1959 dealt with lot's of thing's. For example Motion: ie: Change in position of a bodie relative to another body or with respect to a frame of reference or coordinate system. Motion occurs along a definite path. The nature of which determine's the character of the motion.

There is:

Translational Motion: occurs if all points in a body have similar paths relative to a line on another body; or,

Rotational Motion: occurs when any line on a bodie changes its orientation relative to a line on another body; or,

Relative Motion: Motion relative to a moving bodie, such as motion on a moving train;

[41]
All Motions are Relative, but motions Relative to the Earth, or any bodie fixed to the earth are assumed to be absolute, as the effects of the earths motion are usually negligible.

Motion, Equation of: Mathematical formula that describes the motion of a bodie relative to a given frame of refernce in terms of the Position, Velocity, or Acceleration of a bodie.

In Classic Mechanics the basic equation of motion is Newton's Second Law which relates the force on a bodie to its mass and acceleration. When the force is described in terms of the time interval over which it is applied, the velocity and position of the body can be derived.

There is Brownian Motion; Periodic Motion; Simple Harmonic Motion; Simple Motion; and Uniform Circular Motion, among other's.

In the Periodic-Time Equation; Velocity - Time Equation; and the Acceleration Time Equation of a Moving bodie, all of this is expressed.

Periodic Motion: Motion that is repeated in equal interval's of time. The time of each interval is the the period. Examples of Periodic Motion include a Rocking Chair, a bouncing ball, a vibrating guitar string, a swinging pendulum, and a water wave.

A Pendulum is a bodie suspended from a fixed point so that it can swing back and forth under the influence of gravity. A simple Pendulum consists of a Bob (weight) suspended at the end of a string.

The Periodic Motion of a pendulum is constant, but can be made longer or shorter by increasing or decreasing the length of the string. A change in the Mass of the Bob alone does not affect the period. Because of their constancy, pendulums were long used to regulate the movement of clock's. Other special kinds of pendulums are used to measure the value of g, the acceleration due to gravity, and to show that the earth rotates on its axis.

The Foucault Pendulum: A large pendulum that is free to swing in any direction. As it rotates back and forth the earth rotates beneath it, so its perpendicular plane of swing rotates in relation to the earths surface.

Devised by Jean Bernard Leon Foucault in 1859. It provided the First Laboratory demonstration that the earth spins on its axis. A Foucault Pendulum always rotates clockwise in the northern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the southern hemisphere. A consequence of Coriolis Force.

The rate of rotation depends upon latitude, becoming slower as the pendulum is placed closer to the equator. At the equator, a Foucault Pendulum does not rotate at all.

Brownian Motion, is a random movement of Microscopic particles suspended in liquids or gases resulting from the impact of molecules of the surrounding medium. We'd guess it also includes the constant firing of electron's. In the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, the position and velocity of an object cannot both be measured exactly at the same time and concept of exact position and exact velocity together have no meaning in nature. Werner Karl Heisenberg formulated this in 1927. By the time you figure out where something is, it is already someplace else. [42]
Time: Measured or measurable period. More broadly, it is a continuum that lacks spatial dimensions. Philosophers have sought an understanding of time by focusing on the broad questions of the relation between time and the physical world and the relation between time and consciousness.

Those that adopt an Absolutist Theory of time regard it as a kind of container within which the universe exists and change takes place, and believe that its existence and properties are independent of the physical universe.

In the Relationist theory, time is nothing over and above change in the physical universe.

Largely because of Albert Einstein, it is now held that time cannot be treated in isolation from space.

Some argue that Einstein's theories of Relativity vindicate Relationist theories, others that they vindicate the Absolutist theory. The Primary issue concerning the relation between time and consciousness is the extent, if any, to which time or aspects of time depend on the existence of conscious being's.

Events in time are normally thought of in notions of Past, Present and Future, which some philosophers treat as mind-dependent; others believe that time is independent of perception and hold that Past, Present and Future are objective features of the world.

Space-Time: Single entity that relates space and time in a four dimensional structure, postulated by Albert Einstein in his theories of Relativity.

In the Newtonian Universe it is supposed that there was no connection between space and time. Space was thought to be a flat, three dimensional arrangement of all possible point location's, which could be expressed by Cartesian Coordinates. Time was viewed as an Independent one dimensional concept.

Einstein showed that a complete description of relative motion requires equations that include time as well as the three spatial dimensions.

He also showed that space-time is curved which allowed him to account for gravitation in his General Theory of Relativity.

Time Dilation: In the theory of Special Relativity, the "Slowing Down" of a clock as perceived by an observer in relative motion with respect to that clock.

Time Dilation becomes noticeable only at speeds approaching that of light and has been accurately confirmed by the apparent increased lifetime of unstable subatomic particles traveling at nearly the speed of light and by the precise timing of subatomic clocks carried in airplanes.

A lot of things go on at the Brackett Dynamo Lab. In Astrophysic's it doth appear all Roads lead back to Einstein. Albert Einstein himself said that Physics was easy. It is Politic's that is difficult (or, impossible!). Bernie was contemplating these things as well as his own Cartesian Coordinates of A, B, and C. On, "Specia, Morality, and, Industry" as he walked.

On Earth the Specia Factor is Polygenetic; The Morality is since the Advent of Playboy Magazine and development of Las Vegas, Pornographic and Casino cultural; In terms of Industry it is OverIndustrializing based upon the Overpopulation (as it begin's it's Malthusian Geometric Progression) and based upon Personal Greed and not Need. Specia also involve's this Malthusian Geometric Progression that Bernie knew he as well as some of the other Intellect's of 1959 like Paul Ehrlich; Jacques Cousteau; Garrett Hardin; Barry Commoner; Lester Brown; Rachel Carson anon. he was now observing and that would eventually lead to [43] Chaos, Destitution and violence.
Someone had planted Wisteria. Blue Bell's. Bernia loved the Architecture of Princeton. Albert Einstein and F. Scott Fitzgerald, Jimmy Stewart and Woodrow Wilson amongst other's must have loved it too. He walked a little to the west as he went south so that he could pass by Notman's "Prospect" the Italianate Villa built in the 1900's. Wealthy Charleston doctor Thomas F. Potter, inherited the eighteenth century house adjacent to the campus. Potter hired John Notman to rebuild it in 1850. Prospect House was donated to the University in 1878 and became the home of University President James McCosh. Many Famous People's have dined there or been entertained there. Such as Chester A. Arthur; Matthew Arnold; Woodrow Wilson; Theodore Roosevelt; Dwight Eisenhower; Harry Truman. It is deemed one of the best preserved examples of an Italianate Villa [and, Garden] in the country.

"Regardless of all the awful things he does, man is the glory and wonder of the earth!"

Jarrell Randall (a teacher at Princeton 1951-1952) said this one morning when he had a little time to walk through the Potter Garden or, Prospect Garden. Regarding the house and, it's garden, as well as the Evolving Primate's that built and created it.

The University had been built in gothic and this theme was retained it seems until the Post World War Two year's and the 1960's and 1970's anon. The school was rural originally and there are plenty of Evergreens as well a Decidious Tree's that shed their foliage in the Fall.

Perhaps Albert Einstein walked this path between his Institute for Advanced Study and the Brackett Dynamo Lab's. Now the Institute for Advanced Geotechnical Studie's; Bernie wondered what Albert would have thought of his new Institute?

Bernie contemplated that the University could in fact use Four more new college's, complete with their own buildings, faculty and Dean's. The College of "Global Reproductive Impact Education"; The College of "Civic Responsibility Education"; the College of Consumer Responsibility Education"; and Bernie's all time Fav, The College of "Capitalist Responsibility Education"; each could support their own college, staff and curricula toward's (scusi) a solvent Heliocentric Approximate Hominid Evolved on the TechnoIndustrial and Population Event Horizon.

Event Horizon: Boundary marking the Limits of a Black Hole. At the Event Horizon, the escape velocity is equal to the speed of light. Since General Relativity states that nothing can travel faster than the speed of light. Nothing inside the event horizon can ever cross the boundary and escape beyond it, inclufing light.

Thus nothing that enters a Black Hole can get out or can be observed from outside the event horizon. Likewise and radiation generated inside the horizon can never escape beyond it. For a non-rotating Black Hole, the Schwarzschild Radius delimit's a spherical event horizon.

Rotating black holes have distorted, nonspherical event horizons. Since the event horizon is not a material surface but rather merely a mathematically defined demarcation boundary, nothing prevents matter or radiation from entering a black hole. Only from exiting one. Though Black Holes themselves may not radiate energy, electro Magnetic radiation and matter particles may be radiated from just outside the event horizon via Hawking Radiation. Hawking Radiation" Radiation theoretically emitted from just outside the event horizon of a black hole. [44]
Stephen W. Hawking would propose in 1974 that subatomic particle pairs (photons, neutrino's, and some massive particle's) arising naturally near the event horizon may result in one particles escaping the vicinity of the black hole while the other particles of negative energy, disappear into it. The flow of particles of negative energy into the black hole reduces its mass until it disappears completely in a final burst of radiation.

The Black Hole and Event Horizon Bernie contemplated was one in which at say, Seven Billion projected by current growth equations for 2010, would require that all of this world's woman have only one child each for three or four entire generations to escape. When would this "Event Horizon" of Inadvertent Population Growth be crossed? No one knew. 1970? 1980? 1990?

Doctor Sylvester was now taking Night Classes in order to become a Psychiatrist. His "Atrophy of Biological System's" was indeed a Forensic Wildcard of Psychological Experimentation's in Modern Science. He was now leading his Student's upon a Great Forensic Speculation's upon the Origin's of Violence. Cause's of violence as a Scientific Approach.

He stood in front of his Class: "Atrophy of Biological System's 101" There was no ABS 102. They had not yet gotten that far. Or, he had not yet gotten that far. At the Blackboard, he wrote:

ORIGIN'S OF VIOLENCE:

1. Libido, Psychosexual Urge's; Immaturity's; or, even Physiological Cerebral Brain disease or Damage;
2. Military Imperialism or, Civil Revolt, over Territory's; Recognition's, Resource's, Control, Respect of rule or Civil Right's; [Criminal Greeds, inter alia];
3. Overpopulation of a Finite Biome and thus loss of Adequate Proximic's, Diminishing Resource's, Environmental Degradations, Government subsequent Corruptions or, Police corruption's;
4. Collapse of Moral Authority [Moral Atrophy], and Counterproductive Degeneracy's or Degenerate Behavior or Industry's, Including Inadvertent Fertility's and as well Untutored Progeny without Opportunitys and/or Upbringing or Education;

POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCE'S OF "ATROPHY OF COLLECTIVE BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM'S"; Unaddressed:

A. Collapse of "Social Administrative Threshold's";
B. Collapse of Resource's and Environmental Integrity's;
C. Collapse of "Social-Morality's";
D. Street violence and Unrest; Gross Poverty's and Destitution's; Chaos and, War;

This is conceived as a part of the First Twenty Six Law's of the GeoAutecology as, Law #6 specifically "As an Already Poor or Even Destitute Nation, Double's its Population, the Energy required to Recover shall Quadruple." These are Function's of Law's 1 - 8, of the First 26 as Developed by our very own Dean of this College Doctor Bernard Moshe Greenback.
Human Violence must be the product or result of Denial or Frustration's or, want or, need. It might also be the result of an Individual's Immaturity or even Physiological Cerebral Brain Damage.

Doctor Sylvester enjoyed wide sweeping arc's of his chalk as he artistically conveyed his thoughts to the Blackboard. His student's were often enraptured by his voice and his insight's and erudition's as Doctor Sylvester could have had a Great career in the Theatre or on the Stage. Doctor Sylvester for all of his charm could have been a John Hunt Morgan or egad, even a John Wilke's Booth. Mesmerizing Snake eye charm.

The Doctor continued. The Oft noted idea or concept of "Immediate Gratification" Denial of such desire's for Immediate Gratification's. Maturity, Patience or downright Criminal Intention's. It is said "All Things come to those who have Patient's"

How might a Fun Loving government such as our's Labor to Avoid "Atrophy of, in this instance, Collective Biological System's?"

I've put together as a starting point a few possibility's unto a new Science. May it ever Prosper.

1.]Controversy of all Inadvertent Fertility's;

In a Malthusian World, you cannot, Dare not, exceed your "Carrying Capacity's" for a Finite Biome, Nation or, Heliocentric Approximate;

2.]"Reproductive; Capitalist; Consumer; Civic; Responsibility Educations,

An Untutored Citizenry is not a Wise citizenry, ab initio hopefully.

3.]"Regulation of Capitalism [only] where it is a Negative Impact upon Society or the Environment";

Capitalist Free Enterprise is Precious. But then so is a Solvent Government and our Finite Capital Resource's and Environmental Integrity's!

4.]Regulation of Industrial Growth. Based upon Need and not merely Profit's for some Individual at the cost of the Environment and it's Citizenry;

5.]Maintenance of "Constitutional Process"; also Precious to us we believe. If arrested in these United State's under our "Bill of Right's" we are not thus under the evil tyranny's of say the KGB, or STASI. If we do allow our Government and Constitution, to Atrophy for whatever reason, we might then be under an evil thumb! A Bill of Right's based upon each Citizen's Reciprocical Civic Responsibility's inter alia and, et al. Under the Auspice's of Capax and Parity;

6.]Control of Border's and Interior birth's;

A Nation without Border's doe's not Control it's own Destiny;

7.]Delegalization of all Immoral Industry's such as Pornographic Industry's and Gambling Casino Industry's as we are beginning in this Nation to wit the developement of; An Immoral Nation is not a Solvent long Enduring Nation;

[46]
CHAPTER FOUR
ON THE ORIGIN'S OF HUMAN VIOLENCE:

On the aside, Sylvester began calling his study's, The Human-Chimpanzee-Monkey Experiment. With one hand over his mouth and sotto voce he might on occasion quip such a defeatism with then a raucous laugh! Bernie did not approve of such Juvenile attitude's toward's what he hoped would indeed be the development of a Serious and Guiding Science.

Human Behavior was in fact the sole origin's of Violence. Not to include Earthquake's and Tsunami's and so forth. Etc. Proprietary Human Behavior would in fact be the Solution to, "Human Violence" again, as a Function of "Population and Industry" especially in a Post Colonial World still ruled by "Unregulated Capitalism"; A Capitalism almost completely unchaperoned.

Education Global and the change of Human Behavior were Paramount to a Solvent and Congenial world. Productive over Counterproductive Behavior's. The Christian's would call it, "Sin -vs- Righteousness" Buddhist's would call it "Skillful -vs- Unskillful" Behavior's. Psychologist's might call it, Normal -vs- Abnormal" but they could never exactly define what Normal is. Productive Behavior over Counterproductive, for a Finite Biome, might be easier. Bernie's home office was a converted Bedroom on the second floor that had a Balcony. As Billie Graham would say, "God never said we had to wear Rag's!" Bernie's new house in Amboy Garden's was a Masterpiece of Modern and Fast efficient building construction at the most affordable price a home that featured as well a Backyard pier for your Chris-Craft could offer.

Bernie's Library held 3,000 volume's and took up a complete twelve foot wall with as well a double sided shelving that came out 9 1/2' from the one wall to offer a 30" entry. This Library complex on one side took up an actual 6 x 12' or 72 of the Office's 168 Square Feet. A 12 x 16' room with thus an 8 by 12' Office minus the stack's. Bernie loved Book's. All kind's of Book's. A veritable Hamster of book's. His Desk was a small 4 x 6 but adequate and he had a 60" sofa on his Backwall. Barely in the end leaving room for the door's to the room or the closet and bathroom or the Glass door's that opened onto the second floor rear balcony. A tight but proprietary squeeze.

His desk Lamp's had green shade's of cut glass and of course pencil holder's and bric a brac. A Calendar Desk Pad or Blotter. Herein he wrestled with a world he knew as an avid reader of History (his major could have gone either way in the Liberal Art's Arena, between History or, English Literature) could easily devolve from the Beautifull Amboy Garden's into one of the Historical Hall's he had read so much about, during his Seven full years of college in New York City.

His wife Deborah had as well commandeered a room (Bedroom) to be her own office, leaving one room, aside from their own for the girl's, now safely tucked away for four year's at Wellesley and one for a Guestroom, the Den also had a foldout bed. Deborah now teaching Junior College in Princeton, a 25 minute drive, liked as well to buy book's and had at least a thousand in her own office. The house was still filled with boxes as yet unpacked but they had all they needed for the moment out and could do the rest as the need or mood hit them. [47]
Do we as Human's and Serious Scientist's study the aspects of Population and Industry; albeit sometime's with Unregulated Capitalist's-however unpopular? Or, just let the Market determine all as the Polygenetic Impoverished Population's continue to double and Resource's Diminish?

Psychology is also a Tool that we would use to Develope within the Science of the GeoAuteology or, "Population and Industry" to understand the Human Drive and Behavior's that without, Order can never be assured.

Cuba. 1959. A 770 Mile long Island just 90 mile's south of Florida or, The United State's of America. The first Communist Republic in the Western Hemisphere/in 1959 being now run by an Attorney. Major Export's include Sugar, Tobacco and Nickel. It's Sugar's are considered the world's best. Slavery in Cuba was not abolished until about 21 year's after our American Civil War ended and about 70 year's after Stephen Decatur leading American force's put an end to the Barbary Pirate's and Slave Peddling Muslim's at Algier's in 1818. The Barbary Coast Pirate's and Slave Kidnapper's of the Mediterranean and Atlantic Coast's, Muslim's of Algier's had been operating with that North African City as their Capitol for some 300 year's. Many do not know that twice as many Caucasoid's of Europe were enslaved during this period as were Negroid's enslaved to the America's. Caucasoid's were sold east into Muslim land's and the Negro's went to the America's. President Thomas Jefferson first began with, The English Royal Navy, to put an end to these Raiding Pirate's who enslaved all they could catch at the turn of the 19th Century.

All along the Mediterranean and in time even some of the Atlantic Coasts, in some case's for century's on end, had near all Inhabitants Coastal Bell Tower's, on Hilltops if they had them with Watcher's to Ring them when one of these Pirate Ships were sighted. To be caught unawares was to be enslaved with all of the Savagery endured by Slave's of the America's. By the time an Armed Response could be informed and put together; the Slaver's were gone with their Victim's from the coast's of Greece and Albania and Yugoslavia et al, Italy and France and Spain and Portugal and England and Wales and Ireland and even all the way to Iceland which also history state's was raided and victims transported by Muslim's into slavery at least once we know of. Slavery in Cuba ended in the year 1866. 1956-1959 Attorney Fidel Castro overthrew Dictator Fulgencio Batista. A Darling of Capitalist Interest's that included Gambling and Prostitution. In 1961 came the Bay of Pig's fiasco and in 1962 the Cuban Missile Crisis.

In October of 1962 a United State's Spy Plane detected a Ballistic Missile on a Launching Pad in Cuba. President John Fitzgerald Kennedy then put a Naval Blockade around the entire Island, and for a few day's the United State's and the U.S.S.R. would hover on the Brink of even Nuclear War. This was a couple of year's away for the Greenback's of Amboy Garden's with their 36' Chris-Craft docked at their Backyard Finger Pier. The Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev finally agreed to remove the missiles in return for a Promise by the United States to remove it's own Ballistic Missiles aimed at Russia and based then in turkey. And for a promise to not invade Cuba.

Fidel Castro was the Son of a Prosperous Cuban Sugar Planter. He became an Attorney and worked for the Poor of Cuba. His good friend Che Guevara was a Doctor from 1953 and had been born to a Middle Class Family in Argentina. He settled in Guatemala after numerous travel's. After the U.S. overthrow of President of Guatemala Jacobo Arbenz the son of a Swiss Emigre Elected as President in 1951 and overthrown by C.I.A. Coup in 1954, Che Guevara determined that the United States would never allow a Leftist Government, to exist in this Hemisphere.
Che Guevara travelled to Mexico where he then met Fidel whose
coup had failed in 1953, [Fidel 1953], an Attorney, he had been a Candidate for
Cuba’s Legislature when Dictator Fulgencio Batista had taken over govern-
ment. Che Guevara had after the C.I.A. deposed Arbenz (who was Land Reform
Oriented. It was his Special Project. His efforts to expropriate Idle Land
owned by the United Fruit Company and his alleged Communist tie’s led to a
C.I.A. sponsored Invasion and his overthrow. He died in Mexico City in 1971.)
determined that only Violent Revolution could end Poverty of the Oppressed
in Central and South America as well as the Caribbean.

After Cuba’s Revolution of 1959, Che Guevara held several Post’s as one
of Castro’s most Trusted Advisor’s. He left Cuba in 1965 to organize Guerrilla
Fighter’s in the Congo and later in Bolivia (Where the notorious Nazi,
Clause Bacbi would be a Government Advisor on Interrogation’s inter alia).
He would be captured and shot by the Bolivian Military in October of 1967,
elevating him to International Fame as a Martyr of such cause’s.

In Guatemala, after Arbenz was deposed by the C.I.A. led Invasion, a
Proxy was established as the president. A Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas.
Arbenz’s Social Revolution came to an end as well as most of his Reform’s
that were reversed. Great Violence and Chronic Political Instability’s came
to Guatemala.

Such Capitalist Sponsored unrest would come to all of Central America
in the later 20th Century. In Nicaragua, The Somoza Family had ruled from
1937 and would continue until deposed in 1979. Anastasio Somoza Garcia was
the founder of the dynasty and in 1956 he would be assassinated. Rude would
then go to his son, Luis Somoza Debayle who would rule until 1963. Then the
Younger Son Anastasio Somoza Debayle until deposed by Saevedo Jose Daniel
Ortega in 1979. He died in 1980. The Somoza’s Looted Nicaragua it is said,
before they fled and Ruled all the while, some 42 year’s with an Iron hand.
Daniel Ortega joined the Sandinista National Liberation Front in 1963. After
the overthrow of the Somoza’s he became the president in 1984 to, 1990.

In these various Civil War’s, including Ronald Wilson Reagan’s Proxy
war against Nicaragua’s Sandinista Government via his so called Contra’s from
1980 when he defeated Jimmy Carter for the Presidency, Million’s were kill-
ed and hundred’s of thousand’s Interrogated (tortured) to death. The Sandin-
ista’s were named after Cesar Augusto Sandino a Nicaraguan National Hero
that resisted the United State’s Occupation of 1927-1933 when the American
Puppet Somoza’s were installed. Latifundia. To create the Favela’s as the
Ancestral Land’s of the Indigenous, where they lived and eeked out a living
as farmer’s and in Cottage Industry’s, were taken by such as the United
Fruit company to create Giant and more profitable Meghanized Farm’s. As
the Native People’s now lived landless and essentially homeless in the city’s
with no hope of employment. they agitated for job’s and occasionally mouth-
ed the word, "Marxism" to bring down the American Wrath of the era upon them.

El Salvador from the beginning experienced high level’s of Political
Upheaval or Turmoil. "Powerfull Economic Interest’s" controlled the Nation.
A Military Dictatorship ruled from 1931 to 1979. Civil War Raged throughout
the 1980’s. From this was born the Mara Salvatrucha [Beware-Dangerous-Swarm]
that then finding no peace in thier own Contra ruled Nation fled to the Un-
ited State’s where the name and Gang, was born. Now it is in almost every
state. In the 1960’s an on, could be heard the Radio Marti Broadcast for
Cuban’s wanting to retake their Homeland, from, the United State’s and poss-
ibly elsewhere as well. [49]
Radio Marti is named after, (y Perez) Jose Julian Marti (1853-1895) an
Essayist and Patriot of Cuba. He organized and unified the Movement for Cubas
Independence from Spain and died in the cause. Radio Marti named after him,
was directed at retaking Cuba from the Communist's.

In 1952, Puerto Rico was granted Autonomous Commonwealth Status and in
1954 the US Congress Declared Racial Segregation in Schools Unconstitutional.
In 1959, Alaska and Hawaii were granted Statehood and in 1964 the Civil Rights
Act was passed as The United State's entered the Vietnam War. In 1965 came
the Voting Right's Act. At a time when 90% of American's were of European An-
cestry with a Population of about 165 Million, the United States began to
open it's borders to the entire World so that by 2015, only about 50% of all
American's at a Population of 310 Million would be of European Descent.

In 1959, Israel had already fought two war's and was only a Decade old
as a Nation. The Algerian War would rage between 1954 and 1961. After Stephen
Decatur's American Military Force defeated the Barbary Coast Pirate's of
Algiers in 1818; by 1830, The French had made the Capitol its Colonial Head-
quart's in North Africa. In 1830 Bonaparte Insurgent's attempted to install
Napoleon Bonaparte's only son with Marie-Louisa, Napoleon II, Duke von Reich-
stadt [Napoleon Francois Charles Joseph Bobaparte] as Emperor but he was Ill
with Tuberculosis and would die in 1832. At his Death, Napoleon Bonaparte's
Nephew Louis-Napoleon [Charles-Louis Napoleon Bonaparte] attempted to gain
the Throne, but would not do so until 1848 [to 1870] in the Second Restora-
tion. As President, in the Second Republic. Then as Emperor Napoleon III in
the Second Empire of 1852.

From 1824-1830, France was ruled by Charles X [born Versailles 1757 and
died 1836 Gorizia, Friuli. Also known as Charles-Philippe. Son of the Dauphin
Louis and Grandson of Louis XV. Went into exile during the Gory Revolution
and returned in 1814 to lead the Ultra's during the Bourbon Restoration. He
was unable to reconcile the Bourbon's to France. After him in 1830 came Lou-
is-Philippe also known as the Citizen King. He would rule France from 1830
to 1848. [born Paris 1773, died in England, 1850]. Eldest son of the Duke
of Orléans. Became King in the July Revolution of 1830, as Charles X, Abdi-
cated. In 1848 he would be replaced by Napoleon III.

The Battle of Alger's raged from 1956 to 1957. 500,000 French Troops
were involved and much Bloody torture was employed as well as General War.
In 1959, Charles De Gaulle Declared that Algerians had a Right to determine
their own future. A Peace was signed in 1952. In Vietnam the old French Col-
onical rule had been defeated at Dien Bien Phu in 1954. Vietnam was partition-
ed along the 17th degree of latitude North; with the North under Communist
Rule of the Legendary Ho Chi Minh and the South under the Rule of Former Em-
peror Bao Dai. The Partition was supposed to be temporary, but the Reunifi-
cation Elections Scheduled for 1956 never happened. An Independent Republic
of South Vietnam was Declared.

The Activity of North Vietnamese Guerrilla's and Pro-Communist Rebels
in the south led to the Vietnam War. In China Mao Zedong undertook extensive
Reform's but pragmatic policies alternated with periodic Revolutionary Up-
heaval's. In the Great Leap Forward and the so called Cultural Revolution.

The Belgian Congo gained it's Independence in 1960. The French released
it's French Congo in 1958 and full Independence came there in 1960. South
Africa would withdraw from the Commonwealth in 1961. It's long ordeal over
Apartheid would last for decade's. [50]
THE HUDDLE HOUSE

Jesus Bernie, the Liberal's and the NAACP are saying that Planned Parenthood is a scheme by Margaret Sanger to exterminate Negro's via Abortion's. What the hell are we to say to that? Congressman Sam Cavanaugh waved an old and withered hand with one of the last of America's Cuban Cigar's in it.

Their saying that she was a Racist Extraordinaire that worked only to reduce problem demographic's.

Bernie shrugged and lit a Lucky Strike. The Ideal Plan is to Control Human Reproductivity. Not for a Racist so-called agenda but rather to control Inadvertent Fertility and then to guarantee opportunity and education. Were producing Illiterate's in our Inner City's and as well in some of our more Appalachian rural Community's. It is just Intelligent leadership. Not some Plot.

Bernard said all of this some 14 year's before Roe v. Wade.

The Huddle House was a Fast Food Sit Down to Eat-then run, Restaurant. It featured in Trenton, New Jersey, Good food; fast and affordable within a subdued ambience of discrete lighting and in Booth's that would seat four or, give two, dining, each their own side of the couch. Such was the case for Senator Cavanaugh and Bernie as they discussed the opposition's to the Bill #1139, "THE PLANNED PARENTHOOD ACT".

Window's on three side's and the Counter and Kitchen in the Rear. Parking on those three side's, conveniently located on Exeter just a Quarter mile from the Senator's Hometown Office. Light Background Music. Jazz. Polite Waitress's and Invisible Busboy's. Seating for 120 or so, plus seats at the counter. Picture Window's all about.

Roe v. Wade 1973 where the United State's supreme Court would establish a Woman's Right to have an Abortion without undue interference from the Government. Harry Blackmum writing for the Seven Member Majorum argued that the State's Legitimate concern for protection of Prenatal life increased as pregnancy advanced. While allowing that the state [in this case, Texas] Might Forbid Abortions in the Pregnancy's Third or even Second Trimester. Other than this, in the first Trimester at least, a woman had the Right to obtain Freely an, Abortion. This decision would be challenged in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey but would not be overturned.

Margaret Sanger would become the Founding President of the International Planned Parenthood Foundation in 1953. She had been a Leading Birth Control Pioneer. As a Practising Obstetrical Nurse on New York's Lower East side, She began to notice a Relationship between Poverty, Uncontrolled Fertility and High Rate's of Infant and Maternal Deaths. In 1914 she published "The Woman Rebel" aka Birth Control Review's, that was banned as obscene. She was arrested in 1916 for mailing out Birth Control Literature. She was arrested again when she opened the first Birth Control Clinic. Her Legal Appeals brought publicity and as well support for her cause. It was known to various Health Worker's the Pain and Torture involved in a Woman's struggle to rid herself of an unwanted pregnancy. Often with Coat Hanger's and so forth, she either greatly wounded or killed herself.
Her efforts caused Federal Court's to grant Physicians the right to prescribe Birth Control or Contraception. In 1921 she founded the American Birth Control League. She took her campaign Worldwide and in 1927 organized the first World Population Conference.

In a few more year's Bernie's Doctor would tell him that if he did not give up smoking he would end up on an Oxygen or Breathing Machine and/or be Dead. He would then for a few year's smoke a pipe and then about 1970 stop smoking Gold Turkey. One of Bernie's Milestone's.

Sam on the other hand would smoke Cigar's until the day he died in 1934. He would not much longer be able to get his favorite Cuban Cigar's and would have to settle for lesser brand's. Lesser, albeit Premium.

These Fourteen Congressional Proposal's you've submitted to me, some of them can be doable. Some, not so much. I like the Day Labor Act where we can harness America's Wino's and such and get them to work as can. Also the Green-belt 'thing and some of the Educational Proposal's. This Planned Parenthood idea might be on time in say, 2,959 A.D. but not in 1,959. Still we'll wrestle it out as is. Sam took a bite of the Huddle House's signature Mom's Apple Pie. Waving his fork he elucidated for Bernie that convincing Minority's and especially the African American Community that Planned Parenthood was not a device to Limit or Exterminate Negro's and other Minority's wouldn't be easy.

Bernie Grimaced. The idea is to offer woman Reproductive Education and the means to choose thus the number and the timing of their children as well as to provide hard pressed Woman who say have already six kid's and if you'll excuse the expression must put out for their significant other, the means to obtain a Free Tubal Ligation and if their Significant or Insignificant other is Responsibility minded a Free Vasectomy. It's not a Communist or Nazi Plot.

Bernie, Bernie, Sam again waved his fork. You know that and I know that. The American people, especially our Minority's are a Suspicious Lot. As they say, you can lead a Horse to Water but you cannot make him drink.

You cannot either herd cat's Bernie agreed.

Exactly, Sam Allen replied. Exactly.

Bernie ordered an Irish Coffee and Sam waved it off preferring a second piece of apple pie and another Coffee refill.

OK, Bernie said. We're working on a lengthy explanatory as regards the purpose of all of this Government Intrusion into Human Reproductive practices. We shall be explicit.

Bernie and Sam neither knew that This Question of Abortion on Demand would result in bombing's and riot's and Murder's. That in October of 2015, there would be Introduced a H.R. 36 "The Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act to insure that infant's that survived Abortion were not left out to die or even killed by surgical mean's. One who did so could go to Prison. In the case of murdering such an Abortion survivor, for life. It was determined that after 20 week's, Prenatal Infant's could feel pain. Planned Parenthood would be accused of murdering such Infant's and of peddling for profit, Fetal Material's. It would be a Scandal. Over and Over and Over again as the Original intention would be forgotten. To Provide all of this World's woman with the means to choose the number and the timing of their children, Reproductive Impact Education as well as Free First Semester Abortions and counselling and Free Tubal Ligations and Vasectomy's.

Humans are Stupid Critter's, Bernie. Sam Allen Cavanaugh noted as he began to eat his second piece of apple pie and Bernie enjoyed his Irish Coffee.
Bernie leaned forward putting his elbow's on the table. In about 1920, the World went to 2 Billion and was at about 2.4 Billion when the Third Reich was overthrown. It will be 3 Billion in a few more month's. That is 600,000,000 Population Growth in just 15 year's! It is predicted to accelerate into Malthus's Geometric Progression. This is an unseen disaster as no one seem's to be the least aware of it or what it portend's.

The Iron Curtain, The Bamboo Curtian, We have no control over these entire section's of the World. No sway at all, Sam Cavanaugh said as he now sipped his coffee and enjoyed his cigar. Colonial Violence in Africa. Things that cannot be repeated in Polite Society all for the King and Country...

And for Lord So and so's Financial Gratification's, Bernie finished.

Sam Allen shrugged. Money is the Inertia Bernie. No one can stop that. The English in Aden and the French in Algeria. The Irish Republican Army fighting to be free from English Rule.

Everyone seem's to be Fighting to become Free of English Rule. Bernie again finished Sam's sentence. At their Height before World War Two, The British Empire Ruled over some 50 plus Nation's. More like 60.

Rule Britannica, Sam smiled.

Well of course. King and Country but it is a Nightmare Legacy. Bernie said. Gamal Nasser alway's attempting to rearm Egypt and to get with Syria to destroy Israel. And now the Population Growth promise's to Bloom like some sort of a Vicious Rodent Population Global. We European's are at Demographic Transition and were not the one's Reproducing Wantonly.

The Huddle House did a Brisk business at Morning, Noon, Afternoon and Night until it closed at Midnight. In late September in New Jersey it began to become breezy and men were in Trench Coat's and wearing Fedora's. Huddle House was an upscale place and a lot of important or wealthy people on the go dined there. People were coming and going. Waitresses bustled about and the Bus Boy's attempted to not be seen as they cleaned the table's and efficiently made them ready for someone else. Many Bus Boy's and Waitresses were College Student's. House Plant's adorned every free space where a window would provide light. 1959, Ike Eisenhower would soon be retired and there would be a new and Charismatic President that many seemed in love with.

Attempted Coup's in Persia. India has only been released from Colonial Rule for about a dozen year's. Before the British left or at about the time they left in 1947, Pakistan was carved out as a separate Nation from Muslim India. Bangladesh would become a separate Nation in 1971. We live in a near Paradise in this Nation and all of that could be gone permanently if we allow the World Population to explode. Bernie finished his thoughts and let another Luckey Strike. Were just a stone's throw from sending Men into Vietnam to take up where the French failed. The C.I.A. is already there. The so-call ed United Nation's in New York City. China's a Member and though Russia is not many of her Satellite's are. Ukraine, Hungary, Romania. 84 Nation's and the whole thing is a sham.

A true group of Freeloading Third World whore's Sam Allen agreed. They have Diplomatic Immunity and can park wherever they want and if they commit a Felony they just hop a plane out. I voted against it in 1944 and I Hate the damn thing now. A Fifth Column right here in our Capitol's. Sam Allen, waved his Cigar. He was just a Freshman Senator in 1940. Those people will simply fleece this Country. Should have created the United Nation's to be Located in Puerto Rico. They were granted Citizenship in 1917 and Commonwealth status in 1952. We could keep them at arms distance there.
You'll be branded a Racist, talking like that, Bernie laughed, but I totally agree with you. We hear all sort's of w'ird thing's about the CIA. Their carrying out strange experiment's with Radiation and Disease and Mind Control. It's sort of Frightening isn't it?

If you listen to that stuff you might as well go ahead and Build your A-Bomb Shelter in your Back Yard at Amboy Garden's and just move into it. Sam Allen laughed. Actually we've never been more secure than we are now. The soviet Union and China hide behind their curttian's but were the Top dog and the real Mover and Shaker. Were the Shot Caller Bernie. Not the soviet's or the Chinese. Of course we have some severe problem's.

You mean like going to Four Billion by 1974? Were on the Event Horizon and a lot of People are realizing it. Cousteau, Carson, Sanger, Commoner, Huxley, many are warning us as to what to expect if we developed without a reign on our greed's and parturation's.

Don't get emotional Bernie. I enjoy these discussion's but we are only what we are and we cannot micromanage this world. It is to a large extent, Laissez Faire.

Really Sam, Adam Smith?

Governmental interference in Economic Affairs is not terribly popular, Bernie. I mean really. No one like's it. Were a Market Economy and may the Best Man Win...

Or, get all of the monie. Bernie added as he stubbed his Luckey Strike out into the cut glass ashtray. He took a napkin from the dispenser and finishing his Coffee, he asked the Waitress for a cup of Regular Coffee black and lit another Luckey Strike. Good Night and, good Luck, right. we are on the Event Horizon and if we fail to perceive it and to chaperone the world...

"Moreover it is Required in Stewards that one be found Faithful."

Senator Cavanaugh quoted First Corinthian's 4: 2;

Well, that's it exactly, isnt it? Bernie said.

It is a Fairy Tale, that human's will all or even enough Act so Altruistically. We have Lobbist's now Bernie. On "K" Street. their all whore's that work only to get their Commission's and Reward's for their Parent corporation. They'll sell anything for a profit and they follow us around in the Senate all day like Paparazzo. Parasite's and they don't let you go once they get their hooks into you. We used to never see them before the War and now their everywhere on Capitol Hill.

Bernie shrugged. Maybe we need some Lobbist's. You know to sell our own cause.

If you can afford it, go for it Bernie. Sam agreed. It's to me sleazy but, effective I guess.

Well, what thing's do you think we can get through? Bernie asked.

The Department of Planned Parenthood is about as popular as Eugenic's right now. But the Educational thing's do have some promise amongst the younger and not already corrupted in their way's. Again the Day Labor Act and, The Greenbelt thing. Their easy and immediately doable without rubbing the John Birch Society or the NAACP or something. The Essentaility Index thing is a simple functionary thing. A Matter of better Record keeping. The Scholarship thing. The rest are too mst a Commie Pinko Plot or a White Plot to Abort Black Fetus's. We'll see. Were working on it and it is still in the main promising. As they say. The hard stuff we can do now and the Impossible may require a few week's or something like that. Sam Smiled as he finally finished his Cigar and put it out in the Cut Glass Ashtray.

[54]
We've heard strange talk regarding The Soviet's in Berlin. This is Top Secret Bernie so you didn't hear it from me, but the Soviet's it is said, plan to curtail the 2 1/2 million or so East German's that have fled west since the end of World War Two by building a Wall. They also fear that The United State's, Britain and France are unifying into a single Economic block that threatens Eastern Block Nation's. All that sort of stuff.

The Berlin Wall would be built, starting on the evening of August 12-13, 1961 and would be of Concrete Wall topped with Barbed Wire and with Tower's Manned by Troops with Machine gun's and Mine Field's. The Berlin Wall would become the Focal Point of the Cold War with a trillion Novel's by Len Deighton and John LeCarre and their Agent's at Check Point Charlie. In 1949, East Berlin was officially chosen as the Capitol of East Germany and, West Berlin the Capitol of West Germany, albeit surrounded by East Germany a Soviet Satellite. One Highway would run West from West Berlin to the Elbe and West Germany of the Allie's. A 50 or so mile drive with Soviet Control on both side's, all their way. In 1948 Joseph Stalin began the Berlin Blockade that would lead to the Berlin Airlift. The Soviet's wanted the Three Allied Power's, The United State's, Britain and France to abandon their Jurisdiction over Berlin. Allie's Airlifted Commodities into Berlin and Airlifted out Exports. They also began an Embargo on Export's from Eastern Block Nation's causing the Soviet's to lift the Blockade after 11 month's.

The Berlin Wall would last from 1961 to 1989. About 28 year's and would at it's inception cause the new President Kennedy to travel to Berlin where he would utter 4 Famous German word's, "Ich bin ein Berliner!" [I am a Berliner]. Joseph Stalin would die in 1953 and Nikoley Bulganin would become the Soviet Premier with Nikita Khrushchev his First Secretary. In 1958 he, would become the Soviet Premier until his downfall in 1964 following the Agricultural failure, Quarrel with China and his arbitray method's of leadership. At the Party's 20th. Congress in 1956 he denounced Stalin in a Secret Speech, accusing him of Intolerance, Brutality and Abuse of Power. Thousands of Political Prisoner's were released. He allowed Relative Freedom in Satellite Nation's like Poland but Crushed the Hungarian Revolt of 1956.

He made his famous Tour of the United State's in 1959 and was often a feature of Bernie's conversation's with Sylvester or Senator Sam Allen. He wore a Cowboy hat and it is said went to Disney Land. After the U-2 Affair of 1960 the planned Paris summit with President Ike Eisenhower was cancelled. Agricultural Failure's would require massive imports of Wheat from the West and represent a failure of the Communist and Soviet System. Richard Millhouse Nixon would Famously Debate Nikita Khrushchev in the Famous Kitchen debate of 1959.

I can only carry the ball as far as it can be carried, Bernie sighed.
Oh don't be such a Drama Queen Sam sneered.
We Jew's can't afford to be anything else. Someone is always wanting to kill us all off. first the Nazi's, if you skip the pogrom's and now the Arab's would like to see the end of us. As well in the United State's the Neo Nazi's of Tom F**king Sawyer of this very city and the Ku F**king Klux Klan.

Ok, Sam said. I concede the point. But we are only Human's and can only do so much.

Bernie lit his last Luckey Strike and crumpled the pack up. He'd finished his coffee and so had Senator Sam Allen and the two men got up and Sam refusing Bernie's offer; left a generous tip. I come here all the time Bernie. It's B**-Sheesh.
CHAPTER FIVE
GOD'S CREATION IS ON A BUDGET

"God's Creation is on a Very Strict Bloody Budget!" Professor Doctor Sylvester Bentwithe could be heard on the Rare occasion to roar to the Ear-drum's of his Youthfull Studentia.

Barry Commoner had not yet clarified for the World of Man, that there was "No Free Lunch!"

Learn the Cruel and Heartless Law's of Physic's for Finite Biome's... Finite Heliocentric Approximate's such as this tiny Orb we inhabit or Perish!

We'd much much rather see, You, and, Washington D.C. Worshipping and Learning the Cruel and Heartless Laws of Physic's for Finite Biome's than to be Supplicative to God. Any god. Or to be a Bible thumper that Bow's and Weedle's to God about his Fealty but then continue's to live in Bad Behavior!

What Good is your Faith and Babbling about God, if your Behavior as a Human Being on this Finite Heliocentric Biome is Bad!? Counterproductive & Ultimately Fatal!? God isn't going to Save you from your own Stupid Behaviorism's! He'll let the Atrophy for Biological System's continue upon it's naive and Merry way until Holocaust result's. Environmental Holocaust for a People that take for granted the Endless bounty of the Earth. It is not Endless! The Lord of this Earth is on a very very very, Strict Budget!

Doctor Sylvester Paused with both hand's grasping the front edge's to each side of his podium. He paused for Breath and to let what he had just Bellowed out, sink in. and, to let his eye's rove over his little over 100 student's in the Amphitheatre that he shared with Bernie, to calculate their Reaction's.

"Faith without Deed's is Dead!" Said Saint Jame's.

It is natural that Specia, Race's, Ethnicity's, People's shall Rival over "Recognition, Territory and, Resource's."

People's, Nation's and Tongue's to Innumerable to Number as Saint John say's on Patmos in the Revelation's of our Lord, Jesus Christ.

People's, Nation's and Tongue's to Innumerable to Number in contest's and Rivalry's over "Recognition, Resource's and Territory's."

All of this so dramatically enhanced by Bad or Counterproductive Human Behavior such as ParaParturation's, Greed's and Immorality's.

On "Specia, Morality and, Industry," those Cartesian Coordinate's that infact define our Human Struggle.

Princeton was Founded you know as a Presbyterian College after all. Perhaps the Prophet's who wrote Scripture knew what they were talking about.

The Bible didn't say nothin'bout no ParaParturation,...a voice in the Rear was heard to mouth...

Professor Sylvester Bentwithe of Atrophy of Biological System's was already well Familiar with Sir Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third and he and Bernie often jested over this Beatnik and his Coterie.

[56]
The King James' Bible or the New American Bible as you might choose, Speak of the Penalty's of Greed and, Immorality's such as Sexual Immorality's all through the Holy Bible if you care to Read it.

Ya, but it doe's not say anything about ParaParturation's! Said Maynard.

It appear's that the Author's of the Holy Bible under Divine Revealation's, did not deem to deal with that subject. Perhap's there was being, only a few hundred million at most people on Earth, no need. But it doe's speak through Saint John's Revelation's from Jesus Christ, about People's, Nation's, Multitude's and Tongue's too Innumerable to Number in The said Revelation's: 7:9; 10:11; 17:15; & 19:6 I believe. At, the End of the World or Battle of Armageddon as it were.

Daddy, Your too much! said Maynard Orange Thurgood the Third.

I'm not here to teach you the Holy Bible or Religion. I'm here to Teach you, the Cruel and Heartless Law's of Physic's for Finite Biome's. The Diet of this World or, this Biological World, doe's not care if by your own Bad behavior's, Greed's or Stupidity you die of Hunger or Drought or, Perish in Manmade Holocaust. It Behoove's Mankind to Learn these Law's and to abide as much as possible in them.

Do Woman of this world not have the right to Choose the Number and the Timing of their Children? Rather to have consistently children they either do not wish to have or, Cannot afford to Feed or Raise? Do they not have the right to "Reproductive Impact Education?" Will Capitalism give these thing's to them? Not until Pig's Fly! I doubt. Sylvester could have been a Pulpit Fire and Brimstone Preacher but, his forte was Physic's for Biological System's & before it was all over he would be as well a Psychiatrist and a Ph.D. Microbiologist. Sylvester was a dedicated man.

The same Melodie Flower's that sat encaptured before Bernie's classes on Population and Industry or the Science of the GeoAuteology, also sat entrapped in Doctor Bentwithe's classes on Atrophy of Biological Systems. Melodi was a very studious girl and would herself one day be a Ph.D, Geo-Auteologist.

Princeton did not achieve University status until about the year 1896. Before that it was still just a little Rural college of New Jersey. President of the United State's Thomas Woodrow Wilson (1913-1921) became the President of Princeton University in October of 1902. He continued the"Collegiate Gothic Style"that would come to Characterize Princeton as a University. 1896 to 1932, Collegiate Gothic Architecture Dominated all Construction at Princeton. It had been brought there by Henry Vaughn. It was a distinctively British Style. Tudor Buttresses; Mullioned Window's with Label Moulding's; Oriel's; Leaded Glass; Crenellation's; Groin Vaulting; Sculptural Adornment; and Medieval Towers. All in the Olde English Style of Oxford and Cambridge. A Campus with Hadera Helix or, True English Ivy.

Once again at the back of the Amphitheatre sat Mr. Thurgood with his Beatnik coterie and often a Blond on each arm. For such extravagance's it appears that only Professor Henry Ordway Lenning's could Rival Maynard Orange Thurgood the third. [57]
Princeton had its Ancient Elm's, Spreading Maple's and Giant Ash. It was a Rural Campus just some 42 Mile's Southwest of New York City that was the World's Second Largest City and in 1930, the world's largest City. F. Scott Fitzgerald attended Princeton and wrote much about it. It's Privileged Scion's that attended her. Satirized her Raucus Party's and going's on at the turn of the Twentieth Century. Wrote about it in his "This side of Paradise". Before he went to Paris to hang out with Ernest Hemingway and watch the Bullfight's in Spain. His Great Gatesby would fit right in between New York City and the Countryside's of Princeton.

The turn of the Twentieth Century also brought Indoor Plumbing. Toilets and Shower's as well as Electric Light's. Alumni gawked at such Luxurys that they during the Civil War Era could never have dreamed of. An age of Outhouse's.

Sylvester was again sitting in Bernie's Office with his Desert Boots up on Bernie's Freshly Lemon-Pledged Coffee-table and using his Silver P-51 Mustang to light his Lucky Strike.

I've figured it out Bernie. Washington is Gog, and Hollywood is Magog. What? Bernie looked in askance from the desk where he was sorting out paper's. Paper's that within a few day's if not resorted became a tumble of disconnected papery. Bernie, ever organized always put a clear Labeling Acronym with the date on the upper left hand corner. Otherwise he could as he had in the past which led to this device, end up with a large jumble of Paper's and be without any mean's to tell which one was a part of what, without reading each one sufficiently to determine which essay or paper or document it belonged too.

Bernie also had a Lucky Strike hanging out one side of his mouth, as he asked, How so?

Think about it. Sylvester said. Have you noticed the amount of this new pornography' that are coming out of Hollywood? It's Devil Worship and, in Washington, D.C. our Nation's Capitol they worship The Golden Calve, don't they? Gog and Magog, Plain and simple.

Have you gone off of your Medications? Sylvester, Bernie asked.

Sylvester Laughed. Think about it. It's perfect. The two foil's. In the end, one shall preside over the other.

So your a Prophet now? Bernie walked from behind the desk.

I think he's right, Peggy said appearing in the Doorway. She was laughing and had another stack of paper's for Bernie to review and to decide to sign or not to sign or to file or discard.

I think your both gone daft. Bernie poured himself a cup of coffee.

Maybe that Hugh Marston Hefner in his Bunnie Hutch is the Devil Himself? Sylvester Laughed. Where's your imagination Bernie? Your the orthodox one in this equation. You don't see it?

I see that America has a lot of emerging problem's andperhaps's Moral Decadence is one of them, but, Hugh Hefner as the Devil? That's a bit much. They say this new Music and Beatnik's and Comic book's and Hollywood Morality's are sign's of the Devil, Sylvester offered.

This is Princeton University a Forensic Institution founded upon Science. Not the Baptist Bible Belt, Bernie cajoled him as he moved about his office with his eye on Sylvester like a Mother who wasn't certain where her Teen was going. For Christ's sake Sylvester. Don't alway's kid. Arthur Lloyd is already all over me about teaching The Atrophy of Biological System's. Don't start goofing around on me. [58]
I'm only pulling your leg a little, Sylvester said. Peggy had already
gone back into the other room leaving Bernie to wonder if he now had two
Psych case's on his hand's. The first Quarter wasn't even a month old and
already he had to deal with Burn out or Shell Shock. Missing in Action...

 Seriously Bernie, were on top of the Ball. We can attribute all of man's
disaster's to Bad Human Behavior. We can pinpoint all of it, Origin's Ca-
uses and Impact's. what we cannot determine as the adage goe's is how to Herd
Cat's.

 Bernie laughed as he stubbed out his Luckey Strike. Good one Sylvester.
Massive Animadversion's are required.

 I looked that word up the other day, Sylvester said. You like to use
it a lot. You know Animadversion from the word, Animadvert; to pay attention
to. To Censure. To Criticize. It is French and old John Milton used to like
to use it when he had those Verbal war's with his detractor's in the Daily
Mail, in London in the 17th. Century. Jonathan Swift also liked to use it
when he had as well verbal war's with his detractor's in the early 18th.
Century I believe. An interesting word. Of course you want to publish in 12
billion copy's and 800 language's for a Two Year Intellectual Transition
Global and RFD. Whose really the Crazy one here? Sylvester asked.

 OK, Touche. Bernie acquiesced. Your the one who believe's that god's
Human-Chimpanzee-Monkee-Experiment is not panning out.

 Sylvester shrugged as he lit another Luckey Strike. Well half of the
study of the Geautecology or, Autecology is the study of Man's relation-
ship with his Fellow man, isn't it? Well, how doe's that turn out? Human's
are Barbaric torturer's, Thieve's and Murderer's who also it so happens mig-
ht be beginning a Geometric Progression of Population Growth. Did you know
that Mormon's settled La Vegas in 1855 and abandoned the place in 1857? That
aside from becoming a Railroad town in 1905, that in 1931 Gambling was Legal-
ized there. That it expanded rapidly after 1940, probably due to the Los Al-
amos Crowd there and in 1946 Bugsy Siegal opened the Flamingo Hotel there &
the rest is History. The whole place is now Mafioso's! Hollywood and Las Ve-
gas, Bernie. Your an Orthodox boy. Sodom and Gomorrh.

 God reigned Fire and Brimestone on Sodom and Gomorrah, Bernie said as
he absentmindedly went about his business listening to Sylvester with one ear
wondering if he might truly be losing it.

and Gomorrah, Hollywood and Las Vegas. It's all part of a puzzle isn't it?

 Yah, the Puzzle of your Sanity. Bernie quipped as he lit yet another
Luckey Strike. He still had one going in the Ashtray with the Nymph's around
the edge's.

 Sylvester smiled. It's fun to pull your chain Bernie. You should see your
Face.

 Your about as Funny as Al Goldstein over at Screw. Bernie retorted. I'm
going to be here all afternoon with these damn paper's. If I don't sort them
they'll be impossible later.

 Yah, well I've got just enough time for another smoke and then I also
have to get back to the Mill. "Atrophy of Biological System's" is making The
Mad Professor out of me but we are I am certain on to something. The Big Pro-
blem will alway's remain... How, to Herd Cat's?
MELODIE

Melodie could take her 1956 Porsche Convertible through the gear's like a pro as she was want to race about Princeton, or over to Perth Amboy for her triste's with Professor Lenning's. She'd told her Father that she had wanted the sportster to be Baby blue and so it was.

With the top down on a sunny day she could often be seen and gagged at by the common Freshman as she sped about the small City of Princeton. With Sunglasses and a Scarf or even sometime's a jaunty Beret. It was not possible to be more hip than Melodie Flower's who also made her Father exultant as she alway's brought home Straight A's.

Princeton had been the Subliminal turning Point in the Revolutionary War, when George Washington's Colonial's had run the British out of Nassau Hall. The marks of cannon ball's and minnie ball's are still shown to Visitors' Pride. This Ancient Building is the Center of Campus and-as-said, at one time the Continental Congress met there. Charles Wilson Peale (1741-1827) Painted "Washington at the Battle of Princeton" which also hang's in Nassau Hall—at one time eye-to-eye with a Hadrosaurus Dinosaur Skeleton that (an exact replica of) once stood there.

Melodie liked to Flirt but she was a very reserved girl and only went out with those she chose to go out with. Currently Professor Henry Ordway Lenning's. Henry managed to turn a lot of eye's with his shenanigan's but he alway's strove toward's secrecy and discretion. In time he would become the subject of great scandal.

When Melodie's Hot Porsche convertible stopped at a light, often more than not, a Corvette or another Rich Scion's Austin Healy would stop along-side her and rev up. Smile's and wink's for Melodie. She would smile back but retain her distance as she sped off beneath the great bough's of the overhanging tree's.

Princeton was a Rural Campus. Built in Pasture's and open Wheat Fields. It stood in 1900 on 225 acre's. As the Campus did not provide meal's there grew numerous Eating Club's around the Campus and as the Very Rich invaded and purchased estate's there. These Club's became very fancy.

Melodie raced out of town on a friday night heading east toward's Perth Amboy and the Gentle Arm's of that notorious womanizer Henry Ordway. She would attempt disguises as they walked down the Dock to where Henry would park his Bertram and hope that no one noticed the blue Porsche in the Parking Lot.

At 50 mile's an hour the Bertram would Race across the even 3 to 4' surf south of Long Island. Henry had bought the Bertram because not only was it for him affordable but it was a Speed boat that could also serve as a love Nest. The small cabin at anchor could be, or at dock, closed up at the hatch and the curtiain's drawn for privacy. Small, but cozy. Also it did feature a small head and a sink. What more could a Speed boat offer?

Henry had decided to spend the Weekend at Martha's Vineyard and he was now racing there. Plenty of place's there to dock or anchor or just tie off offshore if one was careful of the tide's. Small Grocery's could serve any need as well as Fueling dock's. With the New Carlos Antonio Jobim playing in the Background it could be a rather fun weekend.
One weekend, The end of September when Bernie was alone in his Office at The new Institute for GeoAutecological Study's, he pulled a small board out from a built in Bric-n-Brac shelve that he used to hold some of his own various Memento's and Bric-n-Brac. The thing had been moving back and forth and nearly fell out with a little provocation from his thumb and a screwdriver. He intended to glue it back into place with some Elmer's Wood Glue.

He was just preparing to apply the glue to the edge's when he noticed a crumpled up piece of small stationary of a Cream color. Actually it was folded but as well somewhat crumpled. It was tinged with age and spotted with various watermark's and what looked like bug dropping's. Bernie had already had the place fumigated before he even moved in and hadn't ever seen a real bug. Maybe a few little one's. Lady Bug's.

He pulled the piece of folded paper out and setting it on the table, he applied the glue and after looking to see if there were other paper debri-s, placed the board back into its place at the back of the shelf. He started to just toss the paper into the trash but his curiosity got the best of him and he unfolded it and was surprised to see:

August 11, 1938

Dear Niel's:

I hope that all is well for you and your Family. Aage should be finishing his Primary Studie's now. Off to College soon. I am so glad I left Germany when I did. I hope everyone has the sense to leave. Isn't Biology Cruel Nonsense, Sometime's? Even if you do not want Infinity. You have, Infinity!

Politics is far more difficult than mere Physic's. I'm still concerned that Atomic Power can produce a Great Bomb. I do hope that Europe and England can contend with that Bavarian Lunatic, that Germany has chosen to make it's Chancellor. Hindenburg was his Dupe.

Werner it appears is staying... in Leipzig? I must wonder what the Nazi's will make of him? His "Uncertainty Principle" was fundamental to the entire science of Quantum Physic's. I fear the Nazi's shall use him for Evil intent.

If war does come, I shall encourage Washington to create an American Bomb effort. Before the Nazi's can get it! That would be so horrible. I hear such horror's thing's going on in Germany today. Niel's, what if it is not only a Space-Time Continuum, but as well an Auto-Incarnate Space-Time Continuum? We are but the Slave's of our Perfidy's. Just as the Christ said some 2,000 year's ago. But now, we can destroy the entire World with our Perfidy. What if it is, Samsara?

I hope you will come to America. Please come to see me when you do. I sometime's must think that only a Ghoul could have created a world such as this.

As Ever Your Friend  [66]
It was signed:  
Albert  
The Institute of Advanced Study's  
Princeton, New Jersey.  
PS. You know there is no Security for Biological Creature’s. 
There are so many ways we can fall from grace!  

Bernie was flabbergasted and just stood there mute for a few moment’s. A discarded letter to Niels Henrick David Bohr’s from 1938. Niels Bohr the Danish Physicist that hearing of it from his friend in Amsterdam or Oslo or somewhere when the two, he and Werner Karl Heisenberg were together, there just before the War began, reported it quickly to Authority’s in Washington, D.C.; that Germany intended to make an Atomic Bomb. Heisenberg would become Germany’s Leading Physicist during the War in her effort’s to produce the Bomb. No one would believe he had found such a letter. They’d claim he forged it or something. Bernie called Irwen Rankinberger the Curator of the Smithsonian that he had met on a few occasions. Irwen’s Secretary said that he was of course at home. Bernie, whom she also knew, managed to weasel his home phone which may or not have been unlisted, from her, saving him the trouble of having to look it up and, he called him. Irwen answered on the third ring.

Yes?  
Irwen?  
Yes?  
This is Bernie at the Institute for Advanced GeoAutomotological Study’s in Princeton. Bernie, what can I do for you? Is it possible to verify the origin’s and authenticity of a letter from handwriting analysis and from the paper itself? You know it is, Bernie. Why? What’s up? You wont believe it but I’ve found what im certain is an authentic and very controversial letter dated August 11, 1938. Written to Niels Bohr by Albert Einstein. You know I inhabit his old office here? Albert Einstein? Bernie. Can you get it to me? Don’t mail it. Take the Train or something. I can have my expert’s ready to receive it upon your arrival. Who would be the expert’s here at Princeton? Do you know? I have classes tomorrow. Call Edward Reese over at the Chancellor Green Library. He’s a Handwriting and Paper Analyst. Then, send it over to us! Bernie. OK, Listen, thank you Erwen, I’m going to call Edward and Introduce myself if he is home on a sunday......

Bernie then called Edward Reese at his home and his wife told him that her husband was in his Office in the Chancellor Green Library. He thanked her and walked briskly with the letter over to the Chancellor Green Library. Professor Reese was indeed in his Office. Bernie knocked on the door and Professor Edward Reese opened it and said Hello. Hello Professor Reese. I’m Professor Greenback over at the new Institute for Advanced GeoAutomotological Study’s. I’ve found a very important & historical letter and was told by Professor Rankinberger at the Smithsonian that you are an expert in such authentication’s.
Certainly, won't you come in? I'm just doing some paper work but, I've got a fresh pot of coffee on, if you'd like a cup?

I thank you very much Professor Reese. This letter I just found in my Office. You know my Office was at one time, Albert Einstein's?

Yes. Albert Einstein. He used to be such a permanent fixture around here. I mean a Celebrity. I remember him. Wow, yes, you say this...Yes, it does have his signature. Pour yourself a cup of coffee. I'll find some perfect example's of Albert's handwriting also, I'll call Reginald Hibb's and see what he's doing right now. He's our resident expert on paper's. We have a lot of Rare Book's here you know?

Bernie nodded as he poured himself a cup of Black Coffee. You mind if I smoke? He asked Professor Reese.

No, go right ahead. Here's an ashtray I keep for visitor's. Don't smoke myself. Used too, but gave it up a half dozen year's ago. Please have a seat and I'll call Reggie. This all look's to be the real thing. How did you happen to come by it? Professor Reese asked as he picked up the phone and dialled Professor Hibb's.

Bernie sat down with his coffee and lit up a Lucky Strike with a Cornell Class of 42 Silver Cigarette Lighter with the School Coat of Arm's embossed upon it.

Yes, Reginald. Professor Reese said. If your not doing anything important, might you come over for a minute. I have something very important to show you. Yes, I'm in my office....

He's only a few minute's away, Professor Reese said. Just off Campus. He'll know exactly how old this paper is. By it's date, it should be about 21 year's old. How did you come about it?

Bernie explained how he had found the Letter and when and where. Reggie came in and verified that the paper seemed without further test's to be Princeton Stationary from that era.

This letter and as well it's unique statement's regarding not only the future Manhattan Project but as well some of the Philosophical thought's going on in Albert Einstein's mind, in 1938 the month of August. The moment was Historically the edge of a powder keg as Adolf Hitler was now preparing to Invade Poland but as well to attempt the complete Extermination of the Jewish people's. As well the German's would be working toward's a Bomb that Albert Einstein more than anyone else knew would be total disaster for all mankind and especially Jew's or Israeli's as in 1938, Jew's in Palestine were fighting to defeat vicious Arab Muslim's that attacked them for no other reason than that they were Jew's.

Albert Einstein born in Ulm, Wurttemberg, Germany on March 14, 1879. He Graduated with his Doctorate from the University of Zurich in 1905. The same year he gained Fame by publishing three Article's. The First one was on Brownian Motion- in which he explained in term's of Molecular Kineti c Energy; The second was on Photoelectric Effect in which he demonstrated the Particle nature of Light; The third was His Special theory of Relativity, which included his formulation of the equivalence of Mass & Energy. (E=m*c^2).

In 1915 he published his General Theorie of Relativity which was confirmed experimentally during a solar eclipse in 1919 [The same year, in the month of February when a certain Bavarian Corporal began his Career in Public speaking] with observation's of the deviation of light passing near the sun.

[68]
He received the Nobel Prize in 1921, for his work on Photoelectric Effect. His work on Relativity being still controversial.

He made important contributions to Quantum Field Theory and for decades he sought to discover the mathematical relationship between Electromagnetism and Gravitation. Which he believed would be a first step towards discovering the common laws governing the behavior of everything in the universe, but such a Unified Field Theorist eluded him.

His theories of Relativity and Gravitation represented a profound advance over Newtonian Physics' and revolutionized Scientific and Philosophical Inquiry. He was in 1939, instrumental in persuading Franklin Delano Roosevelt to initiate the Manhattan Project. He declined the offer to become Israel's First Prime Minister and became a strong advocate for Nuclear disarmament. He died in Princeton, New Jersey on April 18, 1955.

Bernie's letter began a lot of interest in the Old Institute for Advanced Study's and, the new Institute for Advanced GeoAuteological Studies'. Indeed after a number of test's and with as well the examination of numerous other Expert's, the Letter was certified as Authentic and Bernie donated it to the Princeton Archive's where as well the paper's of F. Scott Fitzgerald and John Steinbeck as well as other Einsteinia resided with numerous other's of Historical importance. Someday, though Bernie never contemplated it, his paper's would also be housed there.

He and his wife Deborah spent a lot of time in anticipation of winter, restoring their 36' ChrisCraft. Bernie loved the Gazebo which had remarkably enough, three floor's. A main Gazebo floor where there were cushioned seats, where one could enjoy the open water scenery's & the other estate's that ringed the small inland channels of about 100' in width. The Basement was utility with two generator's. It was built to be waterproof and with Steel Reinforced Concrete Construction and steel door's supposedly impervious to all storm's. The top floor was a small guesthouse or apartment. It featured a kitchenette and bathroom. A dinette and a Full size bed that was also a sofa and a hanger closet, a kitchen closet and a set of dresser drawer's. A 16' diameter Gazebo of about 219 square feet. In this instance minus the stairwell.

The yard had a 12 x 16' Greenhouse and a small Garden Shed. There was also a place established for a vegetable garden as well as the 24 x 32' Swimming Pool. A Formal Brick Italian Picnic Oven and an upstairs Balcony. All well landscaped and with a pristine lawn. In front was a four car Garage. It was a big house of over 6,000 square feet. Bernie had saved all of his adult life for such a house and as well some inheritance from his wife's Grandfather's estate helped. The taxe's were exorbitant, but the house was so nice. It was Baronial and the sort of place that should remain in a Baronial Family for Generation's.

His home library was posh and created out of one of the eight Bedroom's. Three Fireplace's provided a Winter gathering place. On the First floor in the Living room and as well with Fireplace's in two of the upstairs bedroom's. Sarah and Judy, each had a choice of which Bedroom they wanted and the other's became Den's or guestroom's or Both. It was a habitation fit for a Count, Comte de Vit Comte.

Bernie had a Professionally made Photo-Copy of the August 11, 1938 Albert Einstein Letter made and it hung in his office.
THE PARTY:
CHAPTER SEVEN

Bernie and Deborah wanted to Christian their new Amboy Garden's house with a large party of perhaps 100 guest's. He had made a number of fine photographic copy's or print's of his Einstein Letter. This letter following it's authentication appeared in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. The New Yorker, National Review, Saturday Evening Post, Time and Newsweek anon. He put a second copy encased in a nice Frame with a glass cover, over the Fireplace on the Groundfloor.

The house was surrounded by Juniper's and Azalea's. Poly-Chromatic Biannual Béoomer's. Flower's diverse of white, pink, red, purple, violet. Flower's that when they bloom in any kind of a breeze will flow all across your lawn. Genus Rhododendron of the Heath Family. R. arborescens; The smooth and sweet azalea. R. Calendulaceum; The Flame Azalea. R. per-iclymenoides; The Pínster Flower. A deciduous Pink Flowered Azalea.

Blue Spruce was before the Front door's left and right. Fast growing Popular's were used for the property line's. Giant Ash Tree's were in the Backyard. Currently only about 20' tall as they had to be brought in by Truck's and placed using a Crane. The hole's dug by a Back hoe.

There was the 40 by 90' Reag Pool Patio with it's pool in-situ. Potted Cypress and also, Citrus [Dwarf Orange; Grapefruit; Lemon and, Lime that could be returned to the Greenhouse for the winter]. Bernie ran about like an expectant mother. His book sale's from "On The Advanced GeoSocial Environmental Administrative and Constitutional Science" were beginning to make he and Deborah, his wife of 24 year's, Millionaire's. Suddenly he did not necessarily have to pinch penny's. His house payment's were no longer the risky investment and worrisome endeavor. He and she now planned to sell the 36' Chris-Craft and maybe get a big Hatteras or a Grand Bank's. His wife thought perhaps they should get a Sailboat. Maybe a Hinckley. In the Bedroom late at night, they discussed the merit's of each.

There were Cedar's and Deciduous Red Maple's. Bernie wished the yard was big enough to hold all of the tree's he would like to plant. He had the Gazebo all spruced up for guest's in the prenubrian moonlight overlooking the manmade bay. He invited his daughter's and told them they could each bring two friend's. It was to be held on a Saturday night in the first part of October. Marty and other Friend's from the Synagogue would be invited. Nationally Famous Personality's would be there. Big Environmental Advocates known worldwide as well as famous author's including Science Fiction writers. Of course the Institute for Advanced GeoAutecological Study's staff and Princeton President Lloyd Arthur and Senator Sam Cavanaugh. Peggy, Bernies vivacious secretary. They would all come with a spouse or date. It was too bad Albert Einstein himself could not attend but alas, Albert had passed on April 18, 1955, some 4 year's and 6 month's or so earlier. Einstein who could have been Israel's First Prime Minister if he had wanted too.

Caterer's would handle both the Food's and the Wet Bar that would be in a full time operation right outside the living room backdoor and sliding glass on the Pool Patio. The Weather Report said there would be no possibility of rain.
The Party was formal and the dress would include everything from a Tux to a mere Sport's coat. Bernie was wringing his hands and already in his Tuxedo at 6 pm. The Affair was to begin at 7 pm. He fretted over the Caterer's. He examined the Complete Wet Bar set up on the Pool Deck. Made certain it contained every possible thing. Inspected the two Bar Tender's. Waited patiently as by 6:45 pm the Dining Room table was filled with all manner of Finger Sandwiches. Punch with Rum in it. Cashew's and various little cake's. Firewood had been purchased and at 7 pm on the nose Bernie lit the fireplace. Deborah was also in an Evening Gown. Before the first Guest arrived, Sarah and Judy were there with two Boy's from Yale that neither Bernie or Deborah had ever seen or heard of before.

By 8 pm all of the guest's had arrived. Bernie had requested permission from all of his neighbor's to park on their street border's. He also had hired Valet to park all of the car's in the most efficient manner on his mostly front lawn. The driveway would only hold about two dozen car's at most. It required some pencil work and direction's with maps to the Valet's that also the Caterer's were glad to provide, in order to park some 100 car's give or take. Guest's were asked to double up if possible. If he could get the entire Institute Staff into say 9 or 10 car's that would be grand. He hoped when it was over, he would still have a lawn. The Valet parking would make a Chaotic Nightmare hopefully into a sensible plan. Henry Ordway Lenning's managed to show up with an age appropriate date and his prodigie also came by 28' Bertram and parked at the dock. The dock might hold 4 boat's at most and then only with some extensive squeezing. It was made only for two any longer than 16'. Henry Ordway arrived in a tux like a Rock-n-Roll star. Say, Elvis or a Bobby Darin with a Gorgeous Brunette on his arm. He waltzed in like a Hugh Marston Hefner. Hef was still some very big new's in 1959. With a magazine of naughty pic's he had put together in his garage, he now went about like Loui the XIVth.

Bernie and Deborah dutifully welcomed all of their Guest's at the Front Door as a new Brazilian Jazz Sensation Carlos Antonio Jobim's Captian Bicardi et al, played like the music in a Doctor's office. Pipped everywhere and as well in the Backround unobtrusively. Maybe he'd put some Bach Kammer Musik on later. Sonate fur da gamba und Cembalo G-dur BWV 1027 Sonata fur viola da gamba and harpsichord in G. Adagio; Allegro ma non tanto; Andante; Allegro moderato...Maybe some Chopin later or Rachmaninoff. Bernie wasn't just a Tuna that tasted good. Bernie was a Tuna with Good Taste. Maybe later, even some Swing Music. Best of Tommy Dorsey; Artie Shaw; Glen Miller; Banny Goodman. Hell, the place could be swinging by Midnight. Bernie drew the line at Bill Haley and the Comet's. Or, Buddy Holly who had just recently died in an Airplane Crash [February 3, 1959 over Clear Lake, Iowa with the Big Bopper and Richie Valen's]. His daughter's and their friend's listened to that stuff.

Sylvester and his Lovely wife Sonya arrived with him in a Tux and she in a formal Gown. Many were dressed to the nine's and a few were in Casual Sports coat and tie. All (nearly all) stopped by the Patio Wet Bar. If they wanted they could as well pluck a fresh Citrus from one of the small tree's in their 30 gallon pot's. Most of the fruit had already been harvested. Some were given away; some made into preserves or squeezed into juice. Some were being used at the Wet Bar.

By 8:30 pm Arthur Charles Clarke was discussing Robotic's with Isaac
Asimov. Arthur would in a few more year's collaborate with Stanley Kubrick and give the world [1968] "2,001: A Space Odyssey"; Currently he was bask- ing the recent fame of his "Childhood's End" and "Earthlight," published in 1953 and 1955 Respectively. He was 39 and had begun writing in the Royal Air- Force. Had a degree in Mathematic's and Physic's. Published 3,001: The final Odysse in 1997 and was knighted in 2,000. Was visiting in the United State's from where he had been living in Sri Lanka, since the early 1950's.

Isaac had come to the U.S. from Russia at age three and when he showed up for Bernie's Party he was the same age as Arthur. 39. Isaac was a Bio- Chemist that would write over 300 Book's before he would pass on in 1992. Ph.D. from Columbia. Taught at Boston University for many year's before going to Graduate Studie's. Wrote "Nightfall" in 1941, often called the Finest Science Fiction story ever written. "I Robot" in 1950 and from 1951 to 1953 wrote the first three Books of his Foundation Trilogy [Foundation; Foundation and Empire; and, Second Foundation].

You know, the First Law's of Robotic's are supposed to deal with that. Isaac said as he ate the Olive from his Martini. One, A Robot may not harm a Human Being; and Second, a Robot must come to a Human's Aide if he or she is in danger.

Arthur Clarke who was slowly sipping a Screwdriver while the wive's having been introduced were discussing Children and potential College's for them to go to.

You know I want to write a big book on Artificial Intelligence in the Future, Arthur said. The vodka was his first drink of the day and was begin- ning to give him a small but warm buzz as Carlos Antonio Jobim's latin Jazz played an early version of the Girl from Ipanema. Bernie liked Jazz and this was Jobim's first Album. He'd only recently gotten it. Jobim had been born in Rio de Janeiro in 1927 and was soon to become famous for am- ong other thing's his collaboration with Luis Bonfa for composing the Score for the movie "Black Orpheus" He'd played guitar and piano in the clubs of Rio before becoming Music Director for Odeon Record's. He would pass on in N.Y.C. in 1998. Jobim is said to have transformed The Samba into the Bossa Nova. A fusion of understated Samba Music or pulse (Quiet persuasion, unamplified guitar's playing subtly complex rythmn's). Gentle singing and the Melodic and Sophisticated harmonie's of Cool Jazz. He also would com- pose Classical works and Film Score's.

Neither man could know that someday a certian William Gate's and a Stephen Hawking's would warn Human's on Earth of the Danger's of Artifi- cial Intelligence. It would not be until the 21st. Century.

It's riveting to me. Android's I mean. You know "I Think, Therefore I am?" Arthur decided to cool it a bit on the sipping. He didn't wish to appear sloshed before even 10 pm. Still it was a nice glow he was getting.

We really were thinking of a Caveat when we wrote the first Law's of Robotic's, Isaac smiled. I mean really. Eventually, they'll be able to Replicate themself's. Repair themself's. Think for themself's.

Who need's Human's! Arthur laughed. I mean, let's get rid of them, Right? That a nuisance and flawed and so improperity.

So, should we submit legislation regarding your Law's of Robotic's? said a voice at their elbow. An old man. White haired and distinguished looking at age 65.

I'm Aldous Huxley he said as he introduced himself and profurred a hand for a handshake.
You need no introduction, both Arthur and Isaac said at once. Both
could not help but to recognize the White Haired old man that had sort of
materialized at their elbow’s. Aldous Leonard Huxley born July 26, 1894.
Godalming, Surrey, England. He would be with the world and it’s college
student’s that would be cutting their teeth on him for only a few more years;
passing on in Los Angeles on November 22, 1963. Between 1921 and 1936 in
particular he would write not only The "Brave New World" for which he would
be so Famous [1932], but as well; "chrome Yellow" 1921; "antic Hay" 1923;
"point Counterpoint" 1928; "Eyeless in Gaza" 1936; "Devil’s of Loudon" 1952-
non-Fiction; and the book that would become so much a part of the 1960’s
Culture "Door’s of Perception" 1954 about Hallucinogen’s. Mr. Huxley’s
Grandfather was the English Intellectual Thomas Henry Huxley a contemporary
of Charles Robert Darwin and, Alfred Bussel Wallace, inter alia.

Aldous Huxley and H.G. [Herbert George] Well’s are sort of the first big
whig’s of the Sci Fi genre. Some say albeit that the first Sci Fi [Science
Fiction] was infant written by a Cyrano de Bergerac Savinien (1619-1665) is
the first known writer of Science Fiction. He wrote about people that lived
in the Sun and other such thing’s rather avante for the 17th. Century.
H.G. brought the world, from 1895-1933: "The Time Machine"; "The Invis-
ible Man"; "The Strange Island of Dr. Moreau"; "War of the World’s"; Shapes
of Thing’s to come”.

I do believe that they will eventually have to do something of the
kind or, face the consequence’s. Isaac said. A small crowd was now begin-
ing to form about them listening. Some of the Institute’s Faculty. Robert
Heinlein, [who had gifted the world with "Rocket Ship Galileo" 1947 and just
recently "Starship Trooper". He also wrote "Double Star" 1956; "Methuselah’s
Children" 1958, and had won an unprecedented four Hugo Award’s and in 1961
would publish another Collegiate Favorite "Stranger in a Strange Land". At
Bernie’s soiree he was just 52. Born in Missouri on July 7, 1907 as Robert
Anson Heinlein. Graduate Studie’s in Mathematic’s and Physic’s. He was a
very big contributor to "Astounding Science Fiction" pulp in the 1930’s and anon..
[had also just appeared from amongst the other guests.

Everyone was introducing themself’s those that did not know each other
before the Sibire.

Artificial Intelligence will eventually be able to link our very thou-
ghts to machine’s. Controlling their Action’s, Robert said. Computer’s will
become smaller. Small enough to fit in the palm of your hand. Hand held
Television Recorder’s and computer’s that can Write and Rewrite their own

Everyone was laughing and nudging each other and joking. "I Robot" one
of the Ladie’s said as she twirled in her Evening gown.

Isaac, Aldous, Arthur and Robert were all laughing and kidding also.
It would be a few decade’s before Arnold Schwarzenagger would utter those
Immortal line’s "I’ll be Back!" Are You......Sarah Connor!?

Human’s won’t even be able to alter their programing. They’ll become
totally independent of us. The various Woofer’s and Tweeter’s strategically
placed, exuded that Bossa Nova Beat. Aldous said. Robot Armee’s will
perhaps do away with us; an inferior and unperfect specie. It would be as
well a few more year’s before Captain Jame’s T. Kirk and Commander Spock
would face "Nomad" programmed to travel through the Universe neutralizing
imperfect life form’s.
The night was still young as they all enjoyed the Booze and swayed with the tussle Nova Beat while they laughed and in the backs of their subconscious mind's their thought's asked the question. Can, Robot's or, Mannaed Android's really take over? Man of the 21st. Century. Exterminated by Robot's as being imperfect and unreliable creature's or Bio-Form's or, as they would say on Star Trek in a few more year's; "Carbonform's".

Computer's might very well lack empathy and be naturally unconcerned with issue's of Morality. Isaac had slipped away for just a second to get a second Martini. His second of the day. Unless programmed to do so, why should they be concerned with our wellbeing? He asked the assembling group. Many were talking at once. At least a couple dozen. Men with their date's.

Commanding the Center of the Living Room. A Room with as well a Round Plastic Aquarium of 4' diameter and 6' in height of Clear one piece plastic. Plastic's! the man said. The wave of the future. Small shark's controlled the sea. There was kelp for them to swim in and gravel on the bottom. The Air was continuously cleaned and returned with bubble's. On the bottom was a small castle and a sunken ship. All of this with the Bossa Nova Beat.

Computer's Brained Robot's with their own Agenda's. Aldous said. He was laughing but one could see a cautious glint in one of the corners of an eye. Some of the Ladie's in their Green and Blue chiffon and Pink emerald gown's stood somewhat silent as they pondered such a thing.

Don't worry Arthur said. We'll all be dead and gone before Robot's or Computer's take over. Great theme for a Movie. I mean Mankind fighting the common enemy. Victory after such drudging battle. Victory over the Machine.

Just think, Aldous said. They can think thousand's if not million's of time's faster than we can and, they never forget anything.

They also need a constant Power source. Robert Heinlein reminded the crowd. Some rubbed their chin's.

We'd have to catch them at the fuel pump, Isaac said. Presuming we do not keep track of them from the get go by programing them to be unable to harm a human being. To be subservient to them and to be their protector's. Then you won't need in the end the drudging battle to get a victory if indeed a war with free Robot's and their Computer's, can be won! Don't let us forget they will also be computer's. The size of this house that can fit into your hand!

Computer Robot's fighting Computer Robot's with us as mere spectators trying just to stay out of the way. Remember we need fuel to keep going also. Food and water. Also we have a far lesser tolerance for temperature extreme's. Aldous Huxley was smiling. Every college student in America in the 1960's if not the 1950's and 1940's and 1930's if not as well the 1970's would begin their High School or collegiate year's with "The Brave New World". The world was just beginning to face the Geometric Malthusian progression of Population growth that would in the future dominate the so called Developing World. The Lesser Developed Country's or, the more pejorative "Third World."

Sarah and Judy had managed to commandeering Bernie's Pre-Stereo system and now the room reverberated with Elvis Presley's "Heartbreak Hotel".

Bernie was busy explaining the Albert Einstein letter hanging over the Fireplace which was roaring with a life of it's own, when "Since my Baby left me..." filled the house and yard. Excuse me one moment he said
as he made his way to the Den in the West wing where the pre-stereo was setting on it's shelf over the Television where he often liked to relax and watch 77 Sunset Strip or Cheyenne. Or, Perry Mason or Jack Benny or George and Gracie Burn's. Variety Hour or "Up to Paar" or, The Jack Paar Show'. Milton Berle; The Lawrence Welk show; Truth or Consequence's. Where his daughter's when younger had watched [actually at another residence but, the same TV. A Big Box Black and White, Bernie had bought in 1949 and was soon to replace with one of those more modern model's now that he had the Do Ra Mi] The Mickey Mouse Club or Howdie Doody.

Here come's Daddy, Sarah was giggling. Their Date's had been earlier introduced and now stood quietly to imply that nothing was wrong and they had nothing to do with it.

What's the big idea? he said. Really...Rock-n-Roll? You know your Mother and I don't approve of it. He blushed.

But Daddy the twin's said in unison. That music's for old Fuddy Duddys and Part's!

That was the very latest and hip Latin Jazz. What they're calling Bossa Nova. He allowed Elvis the Peisvis to finish Heartbreak Hotel and then took it off. Seriously. You girl's. I don't want you messing up my party. I don't come over to your dorm at Wellesley or when your visiting Yale or whatever and change your music do I? I'll compromise a little and put on some Swing. How about Bennie Goodman and his Orchestra?


Bernie smirked at them all. Don't touch this damn thing again. I'm serious. Neither of you are too old to get a spanking!

Oh, Daddy!? The boy's just stood by silently. Fearing to get involved.

Bernie returned to explaining how he had come upon the old Einstein Letter to Nails Bohr that had never been mailed and had rested in the wood work for 21 some odd year's before it's discovery.

Henry Ordway and Sylvester were standing by the Pool with their date's, or Misses's. "Forensic Demographic's" I plan to call it. Sylvester said.

I keep hearing that old Lloyd Arthur want's to shut us down and make the building into a Baptist Youth Center or something, Henry said. The Men were drinking Dewars on Ice as was as well Bernie. So what exactly is Forensic about Demographic's? I mean in your view of the thing?

The world will be literally controlled by the Malthusian Geometric progression. It is the core of everything in relation to Population and Industry. Sylvester began to explain.

From what I heard a minute ago in the house, Robot's will take control of everything, Henry laughed as he pinched his date's posterior getting a small yelp and a giggle from her. Heidi was a Secretary with a Formal Education, working for McDonald-Douglas who had an Office in Trenton. She was 23 and so age appropriate for Henry who was too often seen with a Princeton Coed in his arm's. Sylvester as did everyone else declined to mention such a thing. Henry went about as if no one at all could even notice.

This Geometric Progression could be headed off by such a science and it's development. I want now degree's in both Psychology and Biology. Sylvester stirred his Dewar's with a finger.

Henry nodded. He wasn't so concerned. Teaching was just an interesting job. Still, as an Expert in the impacts of Technology and Industry. Such a Science had to sound promising. [75]
It's already started in Brazilia and Africa and especially in India and China. An almost Exponential population growth. We track it. Forensic Demographic's would specialize in just that. Sylvester finished his Drink and smiling at Sonya with a Bemis grin asked her if she'd like another Dewar's? He and Henry with his date Heidi now began their ambulations back over to the Bar just some twenty pace's away.

Margaret Sanger was in a wheel chair but as the Main Factotum of what Bernie hoped would become the new Department of Planned Parenthood with her as the Cabinet Minister, she was one of his main concern's. That she and her escort, Rafael were included in conversation's and had drink's or sandwiches or whatever they might desire. She was now some 80 year's of age and in town to see Senator Cavanaugh who was at this moment as Bernie came back from the Den with now Bennie Goodman aka The King of Swing playing in the background. Not loud enough to take over the room but just enough to provide an ambient accompaniment. Another Valet had been commissioned to keep the turntable going and he had been standing in the back of the room not wishing to get in between a family dispute. Bernie had told him to go back to the list after the Bennie Goodman had played. At about 10 pm the Reel to Reel also set up in the Den was supposed to play preprogrammed Music unless Bernie wanted to ad lib. Maybe Artie Shaw's "Begin the Beguine" or "Frenesi" Maybe Sinatra. The night was still young as they say.

Margaret looked like she'd much rather be somewhere else. For her it was a boring and tedious Social engagement that had to be fulfilled as she had willingly told Bernie on the Phone that she'd be delighted. To not waste the evening, Senator Sam Cavanaugh sat on the sofa and discussed some of the possibility's in having such a Department instituted in Washington.

You yourself know what obstacle's lay before us. Were a Partah. Sam said.

To those people, were Nazi's she harrumphed. Year's of fighting with Washington D.C. and the Police just to make it possible that a woman could have the means to choose the number and the timing of their children, had made her a sour person. Their Ignorant foolish's she said as she accepted a glass of spiked punch from Rafael her attendant. Woman, especially in the Developing world have not a choice in the world but to comply when their significant other, if it can be called that, request's por favor.

Sam nodded. We'll need far more education. Bernie's talking about "Reproductive Impact Education" in all Schools and worldwide and as well, to hurry and institute "Consumer Responsibility Education" and "Consumer Responsibility Education" and the Fatal Buller "Capitalist Responsibility Education" Tey look at me like am Communist and a Bolshevnik if I just say those particular three word's.

Margaret laughed. The punch had Rum in it. They think your gona stop the herd from it's feasting at the truffle patch. I've spent some nearly 60 year's trying to explain such thing's to the dumbest of herd animal's. I'm tired Sam. I just want to go to sleep and forget Mankind.

Well, were still going to do a bit of publishing. Bernie's working like a dog on the Text's. Perhaps with some excellent education we can turn the tide a little.

All they'll want to read is the Wall Street Report. "Population and Industry" or, The GeoAutecology as Bernie's been calling it, is some alien nonsense designed to keep their profit margin subdued.
Bernie had met his Secretary Peggy and her boyfriend Eddie at the door. Directly behind them were Marty Steinmann, his wife Ellah and Jakob Dortmund and his wife Pritzy.

There was laughing and greeting's, Bernie led them all directly out to the Patio Bar where they could pick their poison's. Marty had been doing quite well in the Import-Export Business and the Valet had parked his new 1960 Cadillac Seville. His wife Ellah was a Secretary and ran his Office. Jakob was a Rabbi. Rabbi Dortmund was considered eclectic as he had a lot of advanced idea's regarding Zion. He believed in Zion in Israel to the extent of exclusion of all Arab's from Jewish Society. Apartheid was not exactly popular but the Rabbi quoted the Torah backwards and forward's to back up each tenet he espoused. He wore a Homburg with the Traditional Gaberdine Coat. Wide Collar shirt's such as Israeli Haganah had preferred as the mean's we presume to identify each other readily. He went to Israel every few year's for a year or so. Had been a Soldier in the War for Independence and had escaped from Germany to Palestine in 1935, where at age 22 he joined the Haganah and fought on the Frontline for Independence for over a decade. Member of the notorious Stern Gang, Rabbi Dortmund did not compromise with those who would attack Israel. Israel is my son. My Firstborn.

He greeted Bernie warmly. As a Rabbi he only Drank a Kosher wine of Israeli manufacture on special occasion’s and Bernie knowing this had made certain that his favorite Apricot Brandy was on hand.

Bernie's good fortune's in publishing had made it possible for him to donate generously to the Jewish Youth Educational League in Princeton. The 35 minute drive between Princeton and Amboy Garden's was no inconvenience. He made the drive six day's a week.

Rabbi Dortmund also did not believe that Rabbinical Student's should in Israel be given a free ride on their duty to serve in the I.D.F.. Do your duty, then you can become a Teacher. The Rabbi travelled to Hollywood where he had a number of friends and as well was known for criticizing their lack of Morality. He called them a Pornoculture.

Eddie ran a Harley Davidson Dealership and he and she had ridden up on a Brand new Full Dress Harley with the Saddlebag's and the High Rear seat so that she could ride comfortably. He was a Graduate of their mechanic's school. Also a Master Machinest. He managed to purchase the Dealership with Money his Grandparent’s had left him. His father had shook his head. He’d wanted his son to go to his old Alma Mater, Harvard.

Peggy could create in the Office that School Marm look that could even make her look somewhat plain and boring behind her big horned rimmed glasses. This evening she was decked out in black leather Riding Pant's with a very expensive silk blouse and scarf beneath an equally expensive Black Leather Jacket. Eddie was equally dressed to the hilt in Black Polished Leather. He ordered a Scotch on the Rock's and Peggy just had a glass of the punch.

I can't believe your Guest list, Eddie said. I mean I grew up reading Aldous Huxley. I'm surprised H.G. Well's isn't here, he added.

I'd have invited him, but he died a few year's back, Bernie laughed.

This was the first time he'd ever met Peggy's Beau.

Eddie laughed. Isn't that Jacque's Cousteau over there? He asked.

Bernie smiled. Yes, I think it is. He's talking to Rachel Carson who is a very big supporter of our Institute.

*Exodus 4:22
Marty nudged Bernie and under his breath informed him. We've got a plan for our friend Tom Sawyer and his NeoNazi's.
The Rabbi was also listening as Eddie and Peggy went over to see if they might hear what Aldous Huxley was saying as he was speaking to Frank Herbert.
You know we have a few young Turk's in New York City just a short drive from here who are just a little tired of the Hitler Agenda. So just let us know in advance if you can find out, when these Imbecile's plan to march on Campus or in Princeton and we'll get them all in a few Van's and drive them over to throw rotten fruit at them.
I'd have to get Lloyd Arthur to let me know in advance when they've applied for a permit to enter campus. We've made that much progress, Bernie said. They now have to get permit's or we can sick the cops on them.
Marty nodded.
Look, I get the Segregation today, Segregation forever stuff, said the Rabbi Jakob, but the Antisemite commentary. Just one word and I'll have 50 Young and Militant White Aryan Jew's throwing the rottenest fruit we can find at them. It won't be Kosher Fruit either!
Bernie laughed. Really they aren't going anywhere. No one like's them. Not the Cop's or the Student's or the Townsfolk. Not the Business Community. They tend to be bad for business.
Well, I'm just saying. I have contact's for the Fruit and the Young and tired of Antisemite Nazi's Youth. Just give us a call, said the Rabbi as he tipped his Homberg. He had fought the Fedayeen for a decade on escaping Germany with his Parent's and his girlfriend and her parent's. He'd fought in the War for Independence and was a Captian of Reserve's when he fought in the 56 war. He would by no means mind throwing Unkosker Rotten Fruit at Neo-Nazi's even if he did sympathize with their dream's of Segregation.
The night was just getting started. Buckminster Fuller had actually arrived in his Dymaxion Car and Bernie had told the Valet to park it on the Pool Patio where it might be admired.
He and the Steinmann's and the Dortmeyer's walked over to it. It was all white and with some chrome. Two wheels in front and one in the rear. It could spin around in circle's if it wanted too.
Isn't that something? That would be great for navigating some of the narrow streets of Jerusalem, said The Rabbi Jakob.
Maybe we'll buy a few for delivery's laughed Marty.
I could use a Geodesic Dome back here. What for I'm not ceratin but, I suppose I could think of something, said Bernie.
A sauna, said Marty.
Ya, a little one. Maybe 12' diameter. That would make it 6' high in the middle. You'd have to duck to get in but it would be efficient as far as heating is concerned, elucidated The Rabbi Jakob.
I'm sure we shall have a few of them on campus soon enough said Bernie.
Probably the Car's too, added Marty.
I'm flying back to Israel in a few week's. Wish we could get rid of that stupid golden Mosque. Sitting right on top of the Ancient Temple. We'd throw all of the Muslim's out of our Border's. Their a Fifth column and our Leader's are too generous to allow them to remain. The Rabbi Finished his Apricot Brandy. Maybe I'll plant an Apricot Orchard while im there and as well produce this delicious Liqueur.
[78]
Doctor Timothy Leary was a Psychiatrist. Forensic and Nationally well known. He was alway's with his wife Rose and in 1959 quite Mainstream and what one may call, Status quo. It would be a few more year's before he and Doctor Richard (or was it Carl?) Albert (aka Baba Ram Das) would "Tune in, Turn on, and, Drop out!" before the very eye's of America's Establishment Psychiatric Forensic and Psychoanalytic Community et al. To Bernie and Deborah, he was just an old Professional Friend of the Family and always would be [an old Professional]. Bernie greeted him and his Lifelong Wife, Rose, at the door. He might have been greeting Increase or Cotton Mather.

Doctor Leary did not need much time to find both the Wet Bar and some of Princeton University's Institute for Advanced GeoAutecological Studie's staff, to engage in conversation with. At one point he could be seen introducing himself to Aldous Huxley.

Mr. Huxley...please allow me to introduce myself. I am Doctor Timothy Leary.

Please to meet you Doctor Leary. Weve heard of your work in Forensic Psychiatry's. Very impressive.

I grew up with a "Brave New World" It was very subliminal and I read your Door's of Perception regarding Hallucinogen's. Never tried them, but we can imagine their impact upon the Human Psyche.

Hallucinogen's can include Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD) which is said to have been discovered in the 1930's or so by a Doctor Hoffman who discovered it from a Fungus of a Rye Ergot. It can be derived from the Alkaloids ergotamine and ergonovine found in the Ergot Fungus. Most of it is synthetically produced. Peyote Button's possess Mescal and the Psilocybin Mushroom's found growing out of Cow Patty's possess Psilocybin. From the skin of Toad's can be derived Bufotenine. All of this may affect Serotonin, Epinephrine or other Neurotransmitter's.

Doctor Leary would write a few Book's while under such drug's and while in the California Department of Correction's at Vacaville. "Jailnote's" and "Confession's of a Hope Flend" being two of his Book's. Baba Ram Das would write "The Only Dance there Is" and "Grist for the Mill" among other's. Doctor Albert would travel all the way to India to find his Guru.

They had the Roaring Twenty's and they would have the Heady Sixty's.

Doctor Leary in his hey Day would appear in at least one Cheech and Chong Movie. It is reported that while living in a Pennsylvania Dutch Mansion, the F.B.I. or D.E.A. or Local Police or whomever surrounded the house and Gorden Liddy was there as well as a few Washington Big whig's of the Police Enforcement and they told one of their operative's to go up to a window and to see what was going on in there. To do a little Spying.

The fellow did as he was told and he came back to report that the whole house seemed to be in one big room sitting about and watching a Waterfall. They were of course all, turned on, tuned in and, Dropped out. So the Fed's busted in and began to round everyone up. It is reported that Doctor Leary came down the big Stairwell with his wife Rose wearing nothing but a shirt. He immediately confronted the Police and said in a gruff voice, What is the meaning of this, breaking into my home? They were as couple's as well in all of the Bedroom's doing what couple's do in Bedroom's. Gorden Liddy one of the Former President Nixon's Stalwart's was leaning on the Fireplace talking to the District Attorney or whomever and the D.A. said, Jesus Christ Gordon they even have a Dead dog in here!
He was referring to a passed out dog that indeed looked dead but had, in fact, merely had too much LSD. He kicked the dog slightly and the dog got up and staggered off. The Good Doctor later travelled with the Dream's of Space Ship's and Cryogenic's. Touring America giving seminar's on such, but in October of 1959 as he was now conversing with one William F. Buckley, he was as straight arrow as George Washington.

William F. Buckley was more a Political Historian than a Sci Fi Buff or Aficianado. Still, he and Doctor Leary and Aldous Huxley managed to generate an interesting conversation based upon their mutual interests in Politic's, Psychiatry and Science. Even Doctor Leary did not know that in a few years he would Turn on, Tune in, and Drop out.

The Einstein Letter was Bernie’s Piece de Resistance. He gladly would explain how he came about it to anyone who passed and at the moment was explaining how he had found it to Mr. Buckley; Doctor Leary and Sir Aldous Huxley. William F. was mentioning how he had met Doctor Einstein on a few occasion's and at various Public Function's. Doctor Leary confessed he had never had the pleasure of meeting the man and Aldous Huxley had met him one, not long after he had published "A Brave New World" in England as the Doctor and his family was preparing to sail to America.

Bernie had to meet more of his guest's at the Door and the other's managed to go off to other corner's of the party. Smetena's Vltava was playing on the almost stereo. After that would come some Beethoven. Moonlight Sonata. Some Chopin. A Valet was keeping the Record Player full.

Sylvester was laughing and now smoking a cigar. Bernie didn't have time now for a cigar, even if it was one of the last of the Cuban's. Bernie refilled his Dewar's on ice and saw Isaac Asimov talking to Arthur C. Clarke. Sylvester was still laughing with Henry Ordway. Sonya and Heidi at their side's looking like Austrian Belle's. Out of the corner of one eye he could see his wife talking to one of the Institute Professor's and Lloyd Arthur. The glass door's were left open between the house and the Pool Patio. Bernie, the Great Gatesby didn't throw party's like this! Said Professor of Psychology William Sherwood Damon as he passed going toward's the Patio. Rose and Doctor Leary were telling the good Doctor of some of the more recent development's in the Massachusetts Testing Curricula and Doctor Damon was explaining that all American's lived in a Complex System of Delusion and Denial as regard's the Reality's of Finite Threshold's and Government Stability's and Resource's and Environmental Integrity's and Socio-Moral Integrity's. We are a very Deluded people, Doctor Leary agreed.

Bernie went out onto the Pool Patio. Marty was smoking a big Cuban that he as a Mogul of Import Export could still get. He slipped two into Bernie's Lapel pocket. Bernie feared getting anything on his tuxedo. It wasn't rented but still he didn't want to have to replace it anytime soon. The Rabbi Jakob was polishing off a bottle of imported from Israel, Apricot Brandy. He of course did not smoke. He liked to tell story's of how he smoked like a stove when he was fighting the Fedayeen. Heck he didn't think he was gonna live long anyway. Who care's about their health when they'll probably be dead by tomorrow. His cousin's who were only partly Jewish, had all served and some died, in Hitler's Wehrmacht as it attempted to take over the entire world.

Lloyd Arthur and his wife Mitzy were loosening up. Lloyd Arthur was doing some sort of Roaring Twenty's Dance to the howling amusement of many.
Seated on a sofa in the living room, William F. Buckley was listening to Buckminster R. Fuller as he propounded upon the possibilities for affordable housing that can be gained from the use of the Dymaxion house. Buckminster had twice been expelled from Harvard and never finished college. When his Prefab Construction business failed he began to look for other design patterns that would use the earth’s limited resources in the most efficient manner and for the most human good. He created the inexpensive, lightweight factory assembled Dymaxion house. He also would go on to create an omnidirectional Dymaxion car. He developed a Vectorial system of geometry that he would call “Energetic-Synergetic Geometry”. This would lead to his award winning Geodesic Dome. Buckminster could be seen althroughout the 1960’s and until his death in 1983 all across America as he drove to and from his Geodesic dome’s in his dymaxion Car. This Dome would be seen sprouting everywhere and especially as the housing of choice for Hippie Community’s as it can sit directly upon the ground as a complete structure and it has no limit to which it’s structural strength is insufficient. Large or small it is a Geometrical Integrity. Buckminster made use of both the Tetrahedron and the Octahedron, which form the most space filling structure’s.

William F. had earlier passed close abreast of Gore Vidal and as he did so, it was reminiscent of the 0 War passing at close quarters. William F. who after Jack Paar virtually hated Gore Vidal said in passing Broadside, Well if it isn’t the Pillar’s of the City, referring to Gore’s well known Homoerotic. Gore Vidal in return said oh Oui Oui Mademoiselle Antoinette in reference to William’s being the Martyre of the Conservative Right Wing. It was a risk to invite these two to any event. Especially if neither knew the other would be there. Deborah had handled these invitations as the Vidal’s were friend’s of her parent’s family and Bernie had requested an invitation for William F. as his magazine “National Review” had done a number of Articles on The Institute for Advanced GeoAutecological Studie’s. William had his own framed copy of the Einstein letter and had as well featured an article on it in his periodical. No one in their right mind would invite these two to the same soiree. Especially without either knowing of the invitation of the other. Fortunately the two avoided each other the rest of the evening.

Often the Ladie’s would go off on their own and congregate together and to discuss topic’s of more interest to woman.

Jacque’s-Yve’s Cousteau was seen in a deep conversation with Rachel Carson. Cousteau’s boat the former Naval Minelayer of 220 was called as stated earlier, Calypso. All of his subsequent research craft of a similar sort would be called Calypso. His ship was docked in Queen’s. Cousteau was 49 and had been a French Naval Officer. He coinvented the Aqua-Lung or Scuba. Founded the French Office for Undersea Research (now, Centre for Advanced Marine Studie’s). He began in the early 1950’s to travel the world in Research Vessel’s he called “Calypso”. He also invented a process for using Television underwater and from 1957 to 1988 was the Director of Monaco’s Oceanographic Museum. He wrote the Living Sea in 1963. or would. His first book was “The Silent World” published in 1953. He won an Academy Award for his film “The Golden Fish” this would be in another year. In 1960. Rachel Carson was 52 & had a long career at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. She had been trained as a Marine Biologist and was a Science Writer. In 1951 she wrote “The Sea Around us” and in 1962 she would write “Silent Spring” the work that made her famous as she warned the world about the danger’s of Pesticide’s
and especially the DDT, in the Food Chain. "The Sea Around us" won the National Book Award.

So, the egg's crumble. Rachel said as she sipped her punch.
Jacque's nodded in agreement. These were two kindred spirit's. We now have unfortunately the means to destroy the entire planet. It is indeed a crisis and terrible. No one listen's. There's no profit in it. The ocean is just a place to dump the trash. Were pulling up Barrel's of the most deadly toxin's from either ship wreck's or where they've literally intentionally dumped them. It is disgusting.

Well, I'm preparing my next book which shall document all of this destruction just from the pesticide's we use. Were killing our Eagle's and over a hundred other specie's as the toxin's in pesticide's literally attack the reproductive organ's and specifically even, the egg shell's.
The two were standing in front of the roaring fire which was a little much as the Indian summer would at least last until the Party was over in the wee hours of the morning.

Congress won't do anything until it is too late, Rachel said. We are trying to get National Attention and my new book when it's printed hopefully will help. We should be the Steward's of this world, but instead we are the Looter's of it.

The Italian government plan's to bring charge's against these Fly by Night Toxic Barrel Dumper's. It really require's Naval Patrol both in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean off of Europe's Western Coast and we've no doubt in the Baltic and in the Black Sea as well. Nation's that penalize these Criminal's when they do such thing's. Calypso documents all of it that we run into and as we can we gather the paper evidence for the authority's.

The Clarke-Asimov-Huxley-Heinlein Group now had a new member, Frank Herbert the 39 year old author of "The Dragon in the Sea" his 1956 Novel about a four man submarine in the 21st. century that is on a mission to find oil in enemy territory. Also titled "Under Pressure" Herbert worked mostly as a Newspaper Reporter and was born in Tacoma, Washington. He wrote mostly about Ecology and Politic's and beginning in 1965, would begin to publish his "Dune" serie's. His first book being called Dune. About a Desert like planet called Arrakis, aka Dune. There they mined the spice and would in the end be ruled by the giant Worm Maud'dib.

The subject had traversed from Robot's to the more worse case scenario's for the planet of which the desert scenerio was paramount. Frank hinted that he was embracing upon such a writing.

Eisenhower was right to warn us of the "Military-Industrial-Complex". It is a purely for profit and totally amoral industry masquerading as patriotism...Aldous said as he placed his Champaign glass into the air and lit a fresh Cigar. We'll never get anymore of these fine Cuban's either until that Chap Castro is gone. He's gonna destroy that country.

Robert added, did you know it is much better for those who must smoke, to smoke nonfilter's? It's been determined recently that it is the filter that make's the tar and nicotine more dangerous.

It took me a long time to quit smoking said Robert.
Arthur returned them to the inherent danger's of computer's and robot's, Now with these new rocket system's and the Nuclear Umbrella. It's all becoming more and more computer Controlled.
It's Mutually Assured Destruction isn't it? The Nuclear Winter. I wish I had a dollar for everytime I've heard that word in the past decade. Especially since the Russian's did that Hydrogen Bomb blast on one of their Arctic Island's. Herbert shook his head. It is unfathomable and in the end the entire world could very well be a desert.

All of the Super Power's want the bomb. Frank said.

The first Atomic bomb was detonated by the United State's at Alamogordo, New Mexico on July 16, 1945 and used on the Japanese only a month later to end the war where it was believed a million U.S. Service men would lose their live's if they had to invade Japan. The Atomic bomb is a Great Explosive Power from the sudden release of energy upon splitting or fission of the Nuclei of heavy element's such as plutonium or uranium. Soviet's detonated a Nuclear bomb in 1949; Britian in 1952; France in 1960; China in 1964; India in 1974 and Pakistan in 1998. Israel and South Africa were suspected of detonating Nuclear A-Bomb's in the year 1979. In the peak of the 1980's the United State's is said to have had some 33,000 and the soviet's 38,000 Atomic Bomb's. North Korea, Iran, Iraq, South Africa, Brazil, Argentina are said to be pursuing Atomic bomb's or where at one time or another.

The United State's under the Scientific leadership of Edward Teller caused the first Hydrogen Bomb to be detonated at Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific on November 1, or 1952. The Soviet's followed suit in 1953; Britian in 1957; China in 1967 and France in 1968.

The H-Bomb is a Thermonuclear device. It's enormous explosive power is generated by Nuclear fusion of Hydrogen Isotope's. An Atomic bomb with it's high temperature's is used to detonate an H-Bomb. A Fission Bomb to unleash a fusion bomb. Such a Bomb can destroy structure's within the radius of several mile's. An intense white light that can cause blindness. Heat fierce enough to create Firestorm's. That also produce's Radioactive Fallout's. Hydrogen Bomb's can be thousands of times more powerful than Atomic bombs and can be small enough to fit into the Warhead of an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. An ICBM. It can fit into an Artillery shell.

There is also the Neutron bomb or, Advanced Radiation Warhead. A small Thermonuclear device that can a minimal Blast and Heat but release huge amounts of lethal radiation. The Blast and Heat can be confined to a radius of only a few hundred yard's. Within a somewhat larger area the Bomb throws off a massive wave of neutron and gamma radiation which destroys Living Tissue it is said, without destroying inanimate objects or building's. It can be used tactically to destroy tanks and troops on the ground without effecting a nearby community of human's.

Bernie and Deborah were listening to this discourse and he was thinking, well then, what's the use? I mean if the robot's and computer's don't take over and exterminate us, our own Nuclear device's will.

It is quite possible that our Society of tomorrow will become out of necessity an underground social order, said Frank Herbert. Troglodyte's. Trantor itself, added Isaac Asimov.

We'll go to the star's first, said Arthur Clarke.

What about Roswell in 1947? Asked Aldous Huxley. It seems that some form of higher being was able to thwart the Robot/Computer takeover. These Roswell Creature's they found in New Mexico that the Army so quickly covered up. They must of had the Intergalactic Technology, noted Robert Heinlein.

Jesus Christ said Bernie to his wife sotto voce.
The popular poet Caerneal was now sitting on the sofa with Senator Sam and talking to Margaret Sanger. Institute Professor's were as well in the Crowd of about 50 people in the House's Living and Dining and Kitchen and other Room's. Some may have been upstairs in one of the Guest Room's, Bernie wasn't keeping track. The Valet was using a section of the Utility Room as a Coat Closet. One kept the Dining Room table Crisp and up to date.

Bernie was talking to Lloyd Arthur in front of the fireplace when William F. and Buckminster as well came over. Gore Vidal and his Life Partner were outside to William's relief being entertained by the wit of Henry Ordway and his vivacious date, Heidi. William F. occasionally glanced out of the corner of his eye to be certain that his nemesis had not reentered the room.

All of these Famous People were not in town by accident. All of them had been formally requested to be Trustee's of the Institute for Advanced GeoAuteological Study's. Who could dare to suggest closing down such an Institute with a board like that. Still some considered it to be a Dead end as a Science and an Institute. Laissez Faire.

So, Mr. Greenback or, Professor Greenback do you believe were entering that Malthusian Geometric Progression? asked William F. with Buckminster and Lloyd Arthur eagerly awaiting his answer.

- Yes, Professor Buckley, I do. I also believe that as well as Instituting the First Law's of Robotic's as regard's any Robot or Artificial Intelligence building we might do in future. That we should also have a serious Die Hard and Relentless Third World Birth Control Campaign on the same scale that was employed in Europe to Launch the Normandy Invasion and to defeat that Madman Hitler. A World War Two Level of commitment.

William F. nodded. Perhaps I'll include your Text and view's when I set up my new curricula at Georgetown. Population and Industry doe's belong in the realm of GeoPolitical's.

I don't think it can be ignored. Bernie noted. He was drinking Dewar's on ice.

Well, what is this "Forensic Demographic's" I keep hearing Professor Bentwithe talk about? Isn't "Atrophy of Biological System's" enough? Lloyd Arthur asked.

It is the Root of the entire academic problem of solvent social orders. Demographic's. Don't you agree Professor Buckley? Bernie answered.

- Well, good luck. William F. answered. I mean, herding cat's. I've heard they can't be herded you know.

Everyone laughed. President of Princeton, Lloyd Arthur Brekenridge, attempted to comprehend the meaning of such a science as "Forensic Demographic's.

I'll have a copy of the entire curricula for "Forensic Demographic's" on your desk by the end of next week, Bernie nudged Lloyd Arthur.

I'd like a copy. said William F.; Maybe we'll do an article in the Review. That would be good for the school wouldn't it? I mean educate the People and all that. I'm not being facetious. Seriously. It would be a scoop for us. Big article. I'll put my best people on it.

I'll have a copy of that and the curricula for Atrophy of Biological System's delivered to you by the end of the week or, Monday-Tuesday if at all possible. Bernie said. We could very well use the forum.

[84]
Three Men and their Wife's were standing in the Living Room not far from the fire, having just left the Dining Room with various small sandwiches and various Celery with Pimento cheese, Devil'ed Egg's and some of the cashew's and Pistachio's and whatnot.

These Men who would later be called the "Ehrlich Coterie Caveat" by many were discussing the struggle's of the Environmental effort's going on between Capital and Labor. Within the Realm of this struggle was an even more inclement Social-Environmental War.

Youngmen, all in their late twenties to early forties. Professor Emeritus Paul R. Ehrlich; Garrett Harden and, Barry Commoner who would be remembered by thinking men for his Newtonian Law of Physic's albeit not as eloquently perhaps as those famous Newtonian Law's. Gentleman... "There is, no, Free Lunch!" This little known Cruel and Heartless Law of Physic's for Finite Heliocentric Approximate's is the Central Core of our struggles between Industry and it's Impact upon Society and/or the Environment. From about the year 1960, A Global Biological Deficit would begin to grow that would in time have to be paid in full. What some were calling, "A Collision between The Human Reproductive Inertia and the Consumer Industrial Inertia."

What Professor Emeritus Paul R. Ehrlich who would take up residence in Palo Alto, California where he would teach MicroBiology at Stanford, University would term, The IPAT Equation regarding Industry, Population and Technology. In the mid 1960's he would publish his Major work on the subject that he would call, The Population Bomb to illustrate its Explosiveness.

All of these Men and later a Young Man named Lester R. Brown would become the Nucleus of the Ehrlich Coterie Caveat. Professor Brown in 1976 would found his "Worldwatch Institute" in Washington, D.C. and near the turn of the 21st Century, also in Washington, D.C. would found the Earth Policy Institute.

Professor Harden would for many years teach at The University of California at Santa Barbara and Professor Commoner a Harvard Man would teach at Washington University and, Queen's College. Born in Brooklyn May 28, 1917. He would live to be 95. He had already began warning American's as Regards the dangers of Environmental Radiation and thus would be instrumental in the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963 and as well a Key figure in America's first Earth Day in 1970. He would warn of all environmental dangers that we now faced in the Industrial Age. Would write inter alia, "Science and Survival" in 1966. Professor Ehrlich was born on May 29, 1932. Barry Commoner would also run for the Presidency in 1980. He also noted that "Everything is Connected" a very Vedantic and Buddhist as well concept.

How do you like your new job Teaching at Stanford? Garrett asked Paul. I like it. Paul answered. As a Microbiologist ill be able as well to involve myself in the minuta of our environmental Challenge's.

"Reproduce Like Fly's. Die Like Fly's!" said Garrett. It is a gauche way to put it but if the Malthusian Geometric Progression continue's as it appear's it is going too...Well?

How do you like teaching at The University of California Santa Barbar-a? Barry asked Garrett.

Santa Barbara is so beautiful. Really, it's Paradise. Who couldn't enjoy it? He answered.

This very Institute could just be the vehicle to begin something that might pan out, Paul said as he picked up a Celery with Pimento. We must, manage to protect this Nation and Middle Class Paradise that we have managed to create. There will be no future with Rampant Population Growth!
On the rear of the Pool Patio was an Italian Picnic Oven on the Right facing the dock's. At this location a Valet or Chef was cooking and serving Shish Ka-bab's. On the Left also facing the waterfront was the Greenhouse where couple's could admire Deborah's potted plant's and or get a moment's privacy. There was a Garden Shed on the Southwest side and Chaisse Lounge's. Of course the swimming pool and 16 by 40' Patio where the Wet Bar was accessed by six 72" Glass Sliding Door's. Each with Steel Storm Door's. All of Bernie's Door's and Window's had Storm Doors or Shutter's.

The Garage was 20 by 48 feet and held four Car's. On the East end was the Den spoken of earlier. A Stairwell up, A Laundry Room and the Utility Room now serving as well as a Coat Closet. There was a Full Bathroom with a passage going alongside the Pool Patio than a 24' long by 8' wide Dining Room where the Food was generously served. There was also a long China Cabinet. The Dining Room Table was 36" x 12".

On the Northwest Corner was the 72" Double French Front Door's where the guest's were received into a 14 by 24' Living Room with the Fireplace and three full length Sofa's with end Chair's and table's with lamp's. Bernie had paintings painted by local Artist's. Eclectic Looking Junkyard's with Dog's and old buse's. Princeton University Street Scene's. Abstract Art. There was the Formal 4' wide Stairwell up and a Coat closet plus a half Bath and as well 18" Aquarium shelf's with Aquarium's featuring Neon tetra amongst other colorfull such Reef Fishe's. The 4' diameter circular Plastic Aquarium set between the Living Room and the Kitchen on the far end. A Room 12 by 16'. From the Front door to the Kitchen Sink was a space of 32'. There was a 36 by 60" Wooden make table in the middle of the kitchen. Bernie's new house sat on exactly one full acre and it had taken him some quarter of a century of Adult life to obtain it. Money from inheritance's and his book sales helped. Bernie and Deborah were now Solvent people.

The three men now stood around the Fish Aquarium. 4' diameter by 6' of height. One piece plastic. 72 cubic feet of water, give or take and some nearly 500 gallon's of water. There were small shark's of various type's. All lurking in the kelp. Small Aquarium shark's. some with bug eye's.

Hopefully our being here with as well Doctor's Asimov and Huxley and Heinlein, and Clarke and Herbert and Doctor's Buckley and Leacy and all of the rest, will insure that the Alumni cannot shut the Institute down before it can really get started and hopefully do the world some good. Said Doctor Harden. As if by majic now, the Asimov-Clarke-Huxley-Heinlein-Herbert Crowd as if on cue came over to as well admire Bernie's Fish.

They are Lovely aren't they? said Isaac Asimov. There were now two dozen guest's all admiring the one piece plastic tank a recently patented wonder of the modern age of plastic's.

Of one piece too, said Aldous Huxley. Shouldn't ever have to worry about it's glass busting and flooding the house.

Are there prey fish in there also? asked, Mrs. Asimov.

Bernie had appeared just in time to answer this inquiry. Alas no. He informed her and everyone else. Their fed just like other Aquarium Fishe's. Their shark's only in name. I think the largest one is 5'.

The Kelp forest rose from the gravel all the way to the top giving the two dozen or so fish a place to hide if they wanted to. Recircled air came out of a Bellhat Diver on the bottom. The Aquarium was a big hit and Bernie devoted a lot of time to his Aquarium's and fish. It make's for the Ambience, he said.
Some few dozen people were now crowded into about 400 square feet around Bernie's Aquarium with the Kitchen to the Southwest and the dining room to the East and the Northwest.

Jacque's Cousteau was telling Bernie that he needed to put in some other small fishes to balance it out and perhaps even some Coral on the Bottom. Bernie was nodding his head.

Garrett Harden was a major firebrand in his life and was explaining his theory of small Island's of Civilization in the future of Rampant Population and OverIndustrialization. Exactly, agreed Aldous Huxely. It is terrible but Human's as a Collective are so grossly uneducatable and the Capitalist Interest's will commandeer any real program's for education to see what profit's can be gotten out of them.

Like Bernie's Fours Science's, said Paul. Reproductive, Civic, Consumer and Capitalist?

Exactly, Garrett replied. The clock is ticking and the race has begun and we...it is us...that are awake and on the Bridge of this Titanic and we are dutifully attempting to warn the Population. Not for profit, mind you. but for Humanity's sake.

Huxley was smoking one of Marty Steinmann's Havana's. The Bourbon's and the romanov's. None of them ever learn he emphasized. It is on deaf ear's and what we do is a Vanity.

But what else can we do? asked Paul.

It is in God's hand's isn't it? said Barry.

Too bad ole H.G. Well's couldn't be here, said Aldous. I wonder what he would say. He died a bit before this Population-Industry Horizon dawned. We were good friend's you know. He used to send me autographed copy's of all of his works' in the few year's before he died. He was really more an Edwardian Creature of the 19th. Century you know. Lived only one more year after VJ day. I met him right after I published Brave New World. He was really shocked by that "War of the World's" thing that Orson Welles did in 38.

I'm going to soon travel to India. I think it will be India and China that will first begin to Parturate Exponentially. Indonesia, Africa, Southeast Asia, the Philippine's, Brazilia. Even in just the last decade the statistics are coming in like a Seismograph. Paul laughed. They still do their business right in the street's over there. He sighed and shook his head. And they're gonna have possibly the world's largest population growth.

Doctor Ehrlich, are you still going to write the Forward to my nearly finished text on "Forensic Demographic's"? Sylvester could be heard asking from right behind him.

Professor Paul turned. Why you know I'd be more than honored too; when can I read a copy?

Should be within a week, Doctor Bentwithe assured him. Actually, I'd love to have a few paragraph's upon the Science's importance from all of you.

All of the Doctor's gathered, assured him that it would be their pleasure and he promised them all a copy asap.

You know Bernie, Jacque's continued. You could put living Coral in all or many of your Aquarium's. Especially this one. With as well specific Reef Fish that like to live in or about them.

Bernie pondered this and asked where he might obtain some.

I'll send some to you with as well a list with photograph's of the best Reef fish to include in such a layout.

Marty Steinmann was laughing. Bernie, I have plenty more of those Aquarium's. Just let me know how big and how many.

Bernie already had a dozen Aquarium's of various size's throughout the house.

[87]
Sinatra was singing "Only the Lonely" then "Night and Day".
The Asimov-Clarke-Huxley-Heinlein-Herbert gathering or cluster had finally broken up. A lot of people were outside at the Bar and about the pool. Henry Ordway and his date Heidi and Sarah and Judy and their date’s were out speeding about the bay. Henry was treating them to the thrill’s of a well tuned and maintained Bertram.
Margaret Sanger said she was tired and being 80, was forgiven for leaving early. Senator Cavanaugh also had to be someplace early in the morning and thanked Bernie for such a lovely evening. William F. and Buckminster continued to discuss the possible future’s with Dymaxion and Geodesic living. Institute Staff and their date’s or spouse’s enjoyed much conversing with the Luminaries of Modern Science and Sci Fi literature amongst them. The moon glinting it’s magic proserpine light off of the surface of the glass like and rippleless pool. The tree’s dutifully waved their bough’s in the light breeze and the lantern’s hung out for the occasion cast their prenumbrian shadow’s here and anon. It was an eternal universe always upon the cusp of some potential disaster or under the bootheels of some caging tyrant. The Wetbar did a brisk and continuous business and not a few were upon the edge of their cup’s. At 11 pm Bernie gathered everyone onto the Pool Patio to hear the Great Poet Caernarneal read just one of his many haunting poem’s. He read.

THE MATRIX

God’s on a strict budget
more than the matrix
we are in the machine
sit back and enjoy the ride
it’s just another Movie
Do not try to adjust your set
it is the Global Cinema vectored
Faith without Deed’s is dead saith Jame’s
That which is good is stupid
That which is smart is not good
Left is Right and Right is Left
Lonely Outer Space Vigil
eating the plaster from your wall’s
Goodness hath not a Prayer
Thou art Saved by Grace saith the Ephesian’s
For thou hath not a prayer in hell
never did and never will
it is but a gift from God
not of yourself’s
Let the Proletariat battle with Capital
Labor is exploited for the Rich
If we cannot command our technology’s
our technology’s shall command us
My Pen and Quill is my vorpal Sword
My Intellect is my Anvil and my Hammer
Israel Patrol’s Jerusalem
God doe’s not seem to respect Biology very much
Biology doe’s not seem to respect God
Stop looking for Hope, there isn’t any
The Price’s are carved in stone
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Our own behavior condemn's us
It is not the Natural Disaster I fear
It is, Man.

William Charles Caerneal the Welsh Poet took a bow as the silent crowd
stood momentarily mute as they allowed such word's of hope and dispair to
sink in. Then it was again a noisy cacaphony of conversations multiplied by
one hundred. They did applaud. Caerneal was known for his Iconoclastic Poety's. A Religious Man who did not albeit necessarily trust God or his Creation.

Many went back inside for the little Roast Beef with Swiss and an seem-

ly endless variety of mustard's or the Ham with a variety of cheese's. The
Punch Bowl spied with Rum was kept full for those who did not necessarily
wish to hit the straight booze. Many preferred to hit the straight booze.
There was plenty of that also. William C. passed out autographed copy's of
his most recent book of poem's "Poetry for God".

At midnight, Bernie had a four hour reel of Chamber Music put on. Joh-
ann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), Werke fur Laute. Some where ready to call
it a night. for some the night was just starting. A wind swept Sarah and
Judy returned with their date's from the the Great Speed Boat ride generosity-
ly proferrered by Henry Ordway and his date Heidi.

Bernie and, Deborah looked with trepidation upon these two Yale Scamp's.
Both sophmore's. Gerald Spencer Highland and David Rutherford Spalding. Sar-
ah's and, Judy's date's respectively. Both from good Family's and dressed to
the nine's having been informed that some of; many of, America's Greatest
Literary, and England's also, Autor's would be attending as Trustee's of
their fathers Institute. Being thus in town. Bernie wasn't one to let such a
gathering go to waste. All week they'd been sitting through Seminar's upon
what Princeton University's new Institute and College of Advanced GeoAutocoe-
logical Studie's would mean to a Solvent Survivor World. If such, was to
be the case. Bernie had stood at his Podium and explained to them the entire
Curriculum and what it portended. What infact their Becoming Trustee's would
bring forth. What exactly they were becoming trustee's of. Bernie's New House
Party was as well the end of this week of convocation.

Caerneal had ended each of these Scholastic convocation's with one of
his Poem's. His poem's were greatly discussed. He delved into Technology's
and Industry's. Population and, Industry. Into Morality's and the directions
of such parverse thing's as Cinema and Music. He was all over the place
and had a repertoire of thousand's of poem's. A virtual Illiad.

Slowly and one by one his guest's and their spouses or date's began to
exit. Bernie tried to give farewell's at the door. He tried to be everywhere
but, most guest's as was considered good manner's found him to give their
formal adieu's. William F. Buckley and his Wife. Buckminster and Mrs. Fuller.
The Asimov's and Heinlein's. Huxley's and Herbert's. One by one they paraded
out as they had paraded in.

By 2 am only a small group were left as Bernie and Sylveste were out
by the pool squeezing lime's into their Dewar's and laughing at the most
little thing's that passed their fancy's. By 3 am when the last guest's had
left, both of them were smoking Lucky Strike's and Drinking Dewar's on Ice
with fresh squeezed Lime and sitting on Chaise Lounge Chair's by the pool
as the Caterer's began to put away the Food and the Booze. Bernie wanted the
Food put away in the Refrigerator properly as he planned to munch out on it until it was gone if possible. He wanted the Booze all properly put away as well. He'd paid for it all. He'd put Carlos Antonio back on with Captian Bicardi leading off. A long version of The Girl from Ipanema was playing.

Some of those Shistkopf's want to close down the Institute. Sylvester sighed. They think it is silly nonsense to study Forensic Demographis's.

That's why we've brought in America's Greatest Literary Mind's Bernie replied. A lot of the Greatest Mind's think what were about is important. Those that want to shut us down are the same people who get their advice from the Playboy Advisor. Their only about the Bottom Dollar and today. Nothing for their Great-Grand-Children and tomorrow.

By 4 am when Sylvester and Sonya went home, he and Bernie were pretty well sloshed. Sonya and Deborah who had become very close friend's had been in the Kitchen. Sonya also was a Teacher. She taught First Grade at Princeton Elementary. Sylvester let her drive as she'd only consumed a little of the punch.

Monday Morning the Grind went on. Teaching Population and Industry to a Social order that was upon the Event Horizon of Population and Industry. Facing that Malthusian Geometric progression that predicted a Global Population of some over ten Billion in the next Century. The Robot threat could wait awhile. Population was here and now.

Bernie was scheduled to give a speech before the United State's Senate and then the Congress regarding the Merit's of Senator from New Jersey, The Republican Sam Cavanaugh's Bill 1139. He was running about like Rasputin trying to put his note's together for the drive to Washington, D.C.; where he would attempt to explain why it was important to create a National Governmental, Department of Planned Parenthood. That it was not a Communist plot or a Neo-Nazi Program. How ideally every child on earth should be accounted for...

Ah, Professor Greenback...ah, can you explain for us exactly what is, ah... "Forensic Demographic's?" ...ah, yes, Professor Greenback, may we call you Bernard? Why would such a Science be Beneficial for this Nation in the Future?

Gee, I don't know Mr. Speaker of the House. Perhaps so that we can survive the Technoevolutionary Cusp.

Do you mean, the TechnoIndustrial Event Horizon Bernard?

Ah yes Senator, that is exactly what we mean. Let me call Perry Mason and Paul Drake, and we'll get back to you Bernard.

Yes Sir, Senator that would be fine...

Dutifully, William F's National Review did inform the reading and Literate public as to what exactly "Forensic Demographic's" were and how it was an integral part of Population and Industry which in fact was the Science of Everything Meaningful to man. Man the solvent Criter.

Lloyd Arthur did dutifully receive from Professor Bentwithe a full and explanatory curricula for "Forensic Demographic's" just as he had for "Atrophy of Biological System's". Lloyd Arthur had the complete collection.
ON LONG ISLAND SOUND
CHAPTER EIGHT

J. Simpson Cartwright brought the big Sportfisherman 62 a few points to the port to avoid the shallow's of Plum Island off his Starboard as he steered East by Northeast. About 61 degree's heading into the Morning Sunrise past as well Fisher Island off of The Kingfisher's Port. The Channel was about 8,000 meter's wide but as well numerous other vessel's were traversing this morning's channel going both east and west. Simpson was going east toward's Block Island Sound and Rhode Island. Other's were going west toward's Stamford, Connecticut and, New York City.

Johnny Simpson had named his ship, Kingfisher to denote a subtle power and fully aware of it's similarity to another notorious Kingfish of Louisiana, who was Assassinated on September 8, 1935 as he and Five Bodyguard's were walking through the State Capitol building in Baton Rouge.

He, meaning the controversial Huey Pierce Long one time Governor and Senator of Louisiana. The Kingfisher was indeed a "Sportsfisherman" built in the New Haven Boatyard's in 54 for the sole purpose of Sportsfishing. Johnny Simpson had the boat up to 32 knot's. Cargo Ships and Oil Tanker's were crowding him on both side's of the channel with as well the MV Harnod, a 340 passenger Liner that went between Bristol and New York Harbor. Fishing boat's of a Commercial variety were also going out with the Kingfisher. Other Pleasure boat's and large Yacht's and Tug boat's and Barge's were coming and going. Sailboat's heading out for a day cruise.

That Institute is a Joke, said Herman Tolman Taft. Atrophy of Biological system's and now, Forensic Demographic's. That Greenback act's like he is going to single handedly save the world.

Herman was setting in the Visiting Commander's seat to the left of the Captains Chair. They were the only one's on board and were not out for the fishing but rather as a forum on what to do with this new Institute on Campus that was now consuming resource's that many of the Princeton Alumni might prefer were used elsewhere. Such as for an Interdenominational Christian Youth Center which was these two men's plan, from the beginning. Some wanted a Catholic Youth Center and other's a Protestant Youth Center and after a lot of wrangling it was compromised to be an Interdenominational Christian Center so that they could work together. Otherwise there would be no possible deal anyway with the two at war on the issue. Then came along Bernard Greenback and his Institute for Advanced GeAutecological Studie's.

We're gonna lose a lot of money on this. I had a lot of people lined up before Mr. Greenback that Jew, showed up. Herman said as he lit an El Toro Cigar and popped the top on a Schlitz Malt Liquor. Both men were Big time Princeton Alumni. Old friend's of the class of 22. This new Interdenominational Youth Center would have as well held an Einstein Museum which brought a lot of donar's. It wasn't the money. Both men were very religious and as somewhat Devout Catholic's they believed that Princeton's Youth would truly benefit by such a Center. Well, actually a lot of it was, monie.

Drinking and smoking did not play a big part in the Religious tempo's of these men's live's and one deal lead to another and in the town of Princeton the big Catholic Cathedral also had many lucrative contract's that were based upon this Interdenominational Youth Center going forward.
It pissed both of these men off as well as others that this Conniving Kyke could come in and snatch away a very big deal that these two men in particular were setting up. Sure they were Religious Men and money was not the sole objective but as well as sticking in their collective craws, it was the second major reason for the animus now bubbling aboard the Kingfisher.

Huey P. Long had been the People's Candidate. He was planning to run against Roosevelt in 1936. He was gunned down just a month after announcing this intention at, age 42. Long's "Share The Wealth" Program was said to resonate with the people still suffering from the Depression. Many American Working Stiff's were beginning to view Banker's and Politician's as their Mortal Enemy's. Long who was as crooked as a Lightening Bolt was as well the one planning to, Share the Wealth of the Banker's and Rich Industrialist's that had created this Depression to begin with. Admittedly Working People who jumped into the Carnival of American Peculation's of the 1920's were as well guilty. Instant Wealth came only to a Lucky and Chosen Few.

Some speculated that the third theory of who killed the Kingfish was, a plot by Franklin Delano Roosevelt who had said of Long, in a conversation with his son Elliot, "That Man, is an influence for Evil in the entire Structure of our Country." Roosevelt had ordered a Justice Department Investigation into Senator Long's Criminal Enterprise's but had it dropped after he was Assassinated.

What kind of sh*t is that anyway? Forensic Demographic's? Johnny behind his Ray Ban Aviator glasses asked as he turned his head toward's Herman. He's sitting there like some Pasha in Albert Einstein's old office. It makes me Livid everytime I think about it. If we can convene a total Meeting of the School Board and the Alumni, I think we could get his Ass tossed out. We'll tell the board and old Lloyd Arthur, OK, it was a Noble Experiment and should be applauded, but before Princeton become's the Laughing Stock of this Nation, let's pull the plug.

Herman was on his second Schlitz Tallboy of the Morning and nodded his head readily in agreement. Flyingfish were jumping and the water was becoming choppy as they came closer to the Atlantic. The Kingfisher had Four Cabin's and could easily carry up to ten guest's. That young Scamp, Henry Ordway is constantly seen in the company of Coed's. We ought to put a Private Investigator on him and maybe we can get a Truck Load of Dirt on him and the College he teaches for. Expert in the Impact's of Technology and Industry. More nonsense from these Environmental type's. Christ, look how big the Ocean is and that Cousteau is alway's Winning about our dirtying it up.

Johnny Simpson was heading for Buzzard's Bay off of Martha's Vineyard. I could lose a Million. He said. That stupid Youth Center thing was the Key to numerous other deal's as you know and that Kyke's come in and snatched it all away. Johnny Simpson Cartwright was a Major Distributor for everything from Toilet Paper to Bathroom Soap and Mop bucket's. The whole gambit of Household and, Industrial Cleaning Supply's and Service's. Herman was his Vice President and for over thirty year's the two had been admittedly sweating day and night to make Cartwright's the major Distributor for Household and Industrial Cleaning Supply's in the New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Rhode Island area's. Three Hundred and Fifty Mile's of Atlantic Seaboard and as well now expanding into Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Delaware, and Maryland all the way to Washington D.C. itself. The Sportsfisherman could handle itself like a Prince in a Rough Sea. The Observation Flying Bridge was some 42' above the water and lightweight enough to not
impact the Center of Gravity much and yet to give the most Spectacular view of the Ocean as one passed. The Kingfisher was a real ship and many a Sailfish or Marlin had been beaten down and brought aboard her. The two men were on the Flying Bridge. There was a second Foul Weather Bridge below it, fully enclosed. On the Flying Bridge the wind did it's work and the smell of a not as yet too polluted Sound came to their open nostrils as they put down their malt's. Johnny Simpson was indeed careful to limit his intake and was still nursing his first of the day as he watched Herman put down his second. Both men could drink most of their peer's under the table anyway. They preferred a Malt Liquor Ice cold to the Chevis Regal such men often were seen imbibing. Though they had come from fortune's and had in the end inherited small Fortune's they had both, made their own fortune's with just their Princeton sheepskin to guide them and perhaps a few valuable contact's out in the business world. What were Father's for?

It was John D. Rockefeller of Standard Oil, that lead the Battle to Impeach Senator Long. Huey P. had incurred his enmity when he had proposed a Five-cent's-per-barrel tax on his massive Baton Rouge Refinery. The Kingfish had referred in speeches to Standard Oil as that Octopus. At the turn of the Century in 1901, Benjamin Franklin Norris, aka Frank Norris (Born March 5, 1870 Chicago, Died October 25, 1902, San Francisco) had titled his Masterpiece, "The Octopus" about the Corruption's of the Western or California Wharf Industry as well as the Pervidy of the Railroad's to cheat and Rob Farmers out of both their land's and a fair price for the crop's they so hard, worked to produce and get to market."The Octopus" was to be one of a Trilogy of Book's about the corruptions of our Economic and Social System and those force's behind them. The second book, "The Pit" appeared the year after his death in 1903 and was one third unfinished. Norris and such writer's wrote about the injustice's that the Rich in particular visited upon the Proletarian or Working Class via Inhuman working conditions and terribly low wage's. Upton Beall Sinclair (Born Baltimore, September 20, 1878. Died New Jersey, Bound Break on November 25, 1968) while working as a Journalist in Chicago, wrote "The Jungle" about not only the Horror's of the Cattle Industry and it's associated Canning Industry's but as well unscrupulous Realator's that might remind one of the Toxic Mortgage's of 2008. The Jungle aroused great public indignity and resulted in the "U.S. Pure Food and Drug Act."

His novel "Dragon's Teeth" brought him a Pulitzer. Even in 1950, most American Working men belonged to a Union. Corrupt as they as well were; they did bring a working wage and better working condition's to American Working Men. All throught the 19th. Century; especially the later part, Clashes between Capital and Labor flaired up. The Haymarked Square, Chicago Riot of May 4, 1886 resulted in the death's of 7 Policemen when a Bomb was set off. Tossed into the crowd it also injured 60 more. Police and Worker's exchanged Gun-shot's. Eight Anarchist's were arrested and sentenced to death. Three were executed and one committed suicide.

These numerous bloody incidence's, some in which even the National Guard Participated, causing the deaths of even Woman and Children. The Molly Maguires (1862-1876) were named after an Irish Widow who had led Antilandlord Agitator's in Ireland. This Secret Society of irish American Coal Miner's in Pennsylavia and West Virginia engaged in act's of Sabotage and Murder to agitate for better wage's and working condition's.

The Battle between Labor and Capital is the War that never end's as the Rich will alway's if allowed take all for themself's and leave nothing for anybody else.
In about 1986-87 there would be what was called the Great Dolphin die-off, all along the Atlantic Seaboard. Industrial Toxin's and Raw Garbage and Sewage dumped directly into the ocean effected the Dolphin's immuno-system's and in time killed them. Asiatic Drift net's Strip mine the Ocean's and our Coastal and Mangrove Estuaries are no longer safe Nursery's for Fish and or Crustacian's. Man the Ignorant: Animal harvest's Whales to the Death to oil thier ICBM's.

Herman went below for a minute and came up with some Smoked Sailfish. My Father used to get these from a Vendor on the New York City Wharf, he said, handing one to Johnny. These little fishcake's were wrapped in Tin Foil like a candy Bar and were admittedly delicious. Herman had brought up Four. It had taken many year's for these two men to even think about such little thing's as a culinary delight. They weren't expensive. About a buck apiece. A little pricy for some in 1959 dollar's.

If we can get the entire Alumni to vote this Institute out, then we can get the Trustee's to do so also. Herman said as he munched down on the Sailfish. You know that Okeechobee Catfish is really something else. I remember in the Roaring Twenty's they brought that up in Refrigerated Boxcar's and served it at all the better eatery's.

Nothing beat's this Sailfish as a snack. Said Johnny. Were almost to Buzzard Bay, he said. Want to stop in and have lunch at The Fish House in Wareham? We can have a big meal and still be back in Oyster Bay by not much after dark.

They have the best Dover Sole. Sure, Herman said. I want to run through a few idea's I have with you on how to get that damned Kyke out of our building.

He's got a lot of friend's you know. That Senator Sam Cavanaugh and Cousteau. Christ, that party he just had, was a Who's Who of American Literary Illuminati and they've all signed up to Cosponsor his Foundation and to be member's of the Board.

Well we can just fight fire with fire. I know a few important Political type's. There's New York Congressman Ed Aime's and he's almost in debt to me for the donation's we've made. Other's. We can mobilize our own forces.

Herman Taft who was indeed distantly related to Howard our 27th. President, put his feet up on the console and popped the top of his Third Schlitz. The Wind was blowing through his hair and he debated lighting another El Toro or waiting a bit. That stupid Kyke. He thought. Came in and busted up the sweetest deal he and Johnny had made in a decade.

The most accepted theory of who killed Huey P. Long, was the one that like the Lee Harvey Oswald Lone Gunman theory was created for the public. That a disgruntled Doctor Carl Weiss had shot him for screwing up some sweet deal's that his Father-in-Law Judge Benjamin Henry Pavy had going. Toremost, being his Judgeship due to some Gerrymandering Scheme. This whole theory was rift with impossibility just like the Rifle and the Marksmanship of Lee Harvey.

Theory Two said it was an inside Job. Some 62 pistol shot's rang out. 61 of which riddled Weiss and one that killed Huey. As well the Doctor's that ministered to him were it was alleged under order's to let him pass on.

Huey was on the verge of becoming very well known Nationally. His Share the Wealth Program proposed to guarantee to all, a $2,500 per annum income. There would as well be a Maximum per annum income of one million dollars and
a Family's net worth of 5 million. The minimum wage was a hit with many and the One Million Per Anum income limit a Poison to many other's and the proposed limit to personal Family wealth at just 5 million intolerable. The Kingfish's enemy's were growing behind Standard Oil.

Cancellation of Personal Debt's and Old Age Pension's. Free Education through college and as well a Free Refrigerator and Automobile for every Household in America. More than a few of America's Wealthy wanted him dead. This Theory is the most plausible one. John Fitzgerald Kennedy it is said, intended to shut down the C.I.A.; One can imagine what that bit of new's created in the mind's of America's spy community. His Brother Bobby planned to shut down the La Costa Nostra and, the Teamster's. Such thing's get plenty of people killed. Like Senator Paul Wellstone's aircraft inexplicitly Crashing the night before he intended filing his, Post 9-11 Report. A Report that did not fit in with the Government version of event's. Bill Clinton's Ultra Moral Childhood Friend and Attorney found dead on a Park Bench from a Self inflicted gunshot wound that in no way could have physically been self inflicted. Kill all of the World's Sperm Whale's to grease your ICBM's. Man the Unmensch. The Idiot and the Fool. The Arge's River. The Borgo Pass and the Castle Dracula. In the new Israel, Palestinians and Muslim's constantly espoused their unified desire to exterminate Israel and it's Jew's; Man, Woman and Child. Bernie felt that Albert had failed in his duty to Mankind by not accepting the offer to be Israel's first Prime Minister. David Ben Gurion would do the job perfectly but, Albert Einstein. Lady's and Gentleman? Bernie knew that it was the so well developed over the Century's, Juden's ability's and Finesse in the World of Finance that generated often enough so much Antisemitism. As if the English and the Colonial Power's and the Gentle's in general were not as well so attenuated and successful. Blantantly successful. The Post Colonial and Post War era was dawning and Vicious tortures would be occurring in South Africa where Invading White Capitalist's were attempting to hold on to their Stolen Wealth come hell or high water.

Indeed, Johnny Simpson and Herman Taft would dine at The Fish House in Wareham and would as well plot with all of their power to oust from Princeton the new Institute For Advanced GeoAuteological Study's. Capital would begin it's Victorious War over both Labor and the Environment as Citizens of the world began to Reproduce at the Rate of a Billion each and every 12½ years from 1960. Chico Mendez would be murdered by Rich Rancher's for attempting to save the Rain Forest's of Brazil. A Rubber Collector, he and his indigenous people's knew if the Forest's were Clear Cut, it would spell doom for all. Rancher's Clear Cut the Forest's and then rather than creating successfully the Great Grassland's and Farm's often more than not, just watched the soil Wash or Blow away. A soil that was without natural Fertility too begin with.

The Big Sportfisherman turned north at the end of Buzzard's Bay passed New Bedford and toward's Wareham on the northern Coast of the Bay in Massachusetts. They would both have Dover Sole at The Fish House and work out a strategy for getting the new Institute for Advanced GeoAuteological Studys off of campus and their plan for the Interdenominational Christian Youth Center implemented.

There were 27,431 Local Share the Wealth Club's in Huey Long's America with over 7,000,000 Member's. Most people might agree that perhaps Mr. Long was an Opportunist that planned to buy American Working Man vote's and that Franklin Delano Roosevelt's plan's for getting America back on its feet was more sensible. With as well it's new Social Security System. [95]
DELUSIONAL THINKING
CHAPTER NINE

Doctor William Sherwood Damon; Ph.D. Psychology, age 49, had made himself a specialist in Delusional Thinking of Human's. Perhaps the Psychiatric and Psychological community did not yet have a pat answer for what was Normal or Abnormal. Professor Damon made a major contribution to the Science's by Cataloging the Delusional Thinking processes of Man and by defining and detailing them. He was a Psychologist Expert upon the Delusion's that Motivated Humanity. Often to it's destruction and death. The Anachronism of War of course held it's own High office.

Though it is Natural for Human's; especially Polygenetic as we are on this planet, to have Rivalry's over Recognition, Territory's and Resources. How we handle these Rivalry's is what determines the QOL. Quality of Life that we do or do not, enjoy on Earth.

Before you, he told his afternoon class of forty in one of the Classroom's with a view toward's the western Campus with it's Spire's, is a Well Thought out Listing of Pathology's and a Virtual Psychoanalysis of Man the Creature of Free Enterprise and, Liberty. Delusion's of our Modern Society and it's for granted empowerment's.

1.]That Capital Resource's are Infinite;

This widespread delusion is at the Heart of our Capitalist Free Enterprise and though we all appreciate the finer things in life. I do not think that Poison Air and Decimated Ocean's or Poisoned Soils and Clear Cut and Decimated Forest's are a part of that desire and gratification. Still we in our Free Enterprise appear to have no time for Carrying Capacity's or the contemplation of impact's to our equally Finite Capital Resource's. Renewable or, Nonrenewable; think about it. Lady's and Gentlemen. do we as a collective infact profit from such a Delusion and it's entrenched ignorance?

The Professor stopped for a second and faced his class. Resource's are not infinite! If a pond near your home has 100 fish in it and you enjoy on occasion fishing there. You'd better leave about 30 or so of those fish still in that pond when your finished or you'll come back to find no fish to catch in your pond.

2.]Environmental Bio-Integrity's are Infinite;

The Water you drink. Have you heard what they've been saying about such place's as Lake Erie? Drink the Water and Die! Yet just 200 year's ago you could have drank that water without the least filtration and found it to be sparkling. Today, it's become an Industrial Cesspool. The Air you Breath, the Water You Drink. The Soil you put your feet on. Bare or in shoe's. Or should we say, in shoe's or god forbid, Bare?

This illicited some laughter from the Class.

3.]That Personal Property Right's include the World's Forest's, Resource's, Rivers & Ocean's. Air and Soil;
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Many in his class were looking as if they could not comprehend what he was talking about. Owning the air or the oceans?

Charles Hurwitz owns with his Hurwitz Enterprise's, in Connecticut, and Massachuset's some 4,000 Mile's of Pristine forest. Professor Damon's eye's bored into the eye's of his student's. Well, the land was Pristine. What it might be becoming now depend's upon our Management of the Property's of such Individual's as Mr. Hurwitz and his Hurwitz's Enterprise's.

Sure an American Citizen's Private or Personal Property is Sacred. This is very well written out in our Fourth and Fifth Amendment's to the Constitution. That we shall be secure in our Person's and our Property. A Man in America is the King of his Castle and his Domain. All well and Good. If he happen's to own 4,000 Square Mile's of Land's. Doe's he then have as well an Unregulated right to do what he will with that land? Land's that have as well, a Sky above them and river's that come from and go elsewhere. That have Tree's and Wildlife and Shrub'b's. Flower's and Soil. Is he to be allowed to do with this land as he choose's Sacrosanct? I think he has a Responsibility beyond a Man's one acre lot and house. It is not, Mr. Hurwitz's Home and Estate we speak of. It is our Heritage that he has managed to gain ownership of. That he indeed has title to it is fine and good perhaps, but not that he may thus do as he please's with it. Clear-cut it for profit. Use it as Toxic Waste Dump's or Landfills without Restriction or permit. Without oversight. Property Right's are a Delusion as it evolve's upon such parameter's of reason.

4.) That "Carrying Capacity's" for Finite Heliocentric Approximate's such as this one we inhabit and are the Sole Caretaker's of, are Infinite;

Professor Damon's Class was a very quiet and observant class as they knew that they were somehow privy to the Fact's of Life as now one else in these United State's of Capitalist and Corporate America of 1959 were.

How many Beings can this almost but not quite 8,000 mile diameter Orb hold with it's some 196,938,800 Square Mile's of Surfase of which some 71% is under water and only 11% of the rest Arable? 89% of the World's land surface is Mountain, Artic, Desert, Swamp or difficult to farm. Of the World's 13 Billion Hectare's of Land surface; only 1.4 billion are Arable.

So how many people will this World hold? Remember they all want to be and have a right to be as much as anybody else, Affluent. Two Car's. A Nice House with a Washer and a Dryer, an Icebox and Dishwasher and a Hot Water Heater. A TV and perhaps a boat or a plane. How Many? Three? Four? Eight? as is predicted by 2023. Ten? Twelve?

Want to hear a little secret? You didn't hear it from me. We think that indefinitely, only perhaps's 180 million affluent souls can inhabit this Third Stone from the sun. We'd settle for three Billion which would imply that the Power's that be would have to arrest all Population Growth on this planet within the next 12 month's!

Let us go on:

5.) That all people Possess an Inalienable Right to get Rich;

Now, hear me out before you report to your Daddy's and get a Senate Investigation on Communist Activity's going. We all have indeed and Inalienable right to a Fair Working Wage and Safe Working Condition's. To Good Government and Public Service's. School's and University's, Health [97]
Caring and National Parks and so on. Albeit, and here is the Clincher, with Reciprocals Civic Responsibility's without which such a perfected and halcyon Social order cannot exist.

If indeed everyone on earth can have the right to become Rich, then perhaps the Carrying Capacity is more like 25 million indefinitely or, without end.

Of course People will still be just this very day, working hard at getting rich. So this is more of a rhetorical rule as it is unenforcible anyway. Probably another Millenia will have to pass before we shall be evolved enough to indeed Regulate Capitalism where it is a Negative Impact upon Society or the Environment.

6.] That the Constitution and our much vaunted "Bill of Right's" are carved in-stone. Their not! they could be gone, with our Grocery Store's over night;

It is all a direct function of "Social Administrative Threshold's" It is one of the greatest and fatal delusion's of man to take government. To mean, Good Government for Granted.

You say, I know my right's...I have such and such Inalienable Constitutional Right's! That's only as long as your government is Solvent! How many government's on our Earth today are nowhere near Solvent? Nearly all of them are infact insolvent. India, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Central and South America. Much of the Caribbean. There's nothing solvent or constitutional about them. The United Soviet Socialist's Republic might be solvent, but it is by no mean's as regard's it's citizens, Constitutional. Do not go there and Blab about your Constitutional Right's! I think they still have Gulag's there.

So, should we allow ourself's to live such deluded Live's? the Rights we enjoy neither come without a Price nor without a vigilence. Capitalists of our Free Enterprise System often forget this as they are out and about enjoying the thrill's of moneymaking Fist's full of dollar's.

7.] That Great Wealth and Power or Authority, Carry's with it no Responisibility's;

We just recently finished two Great War's. Within the last 45 year's in Europe to in some part settle this question of our Constitutional Right's. It was John Locke the Scottish Philosopher as you all should by now be aware that stated that with Greater Power and Authority, come's Greater Responsibility. To whom much is given, much is expected as our Christ stated it.

We are Fatally Deluded in a System of Complex Delusion's and Denial to believe that all of this just is and we have neither a responsibility if we wish to maintain it or a need to examine what creates our security and then to defend or maintain it to posterity by generation's.

There are sixteen of these, so don't go to sleep! More laughter and a few nodding head's for a second perking up.

8.] Aggressive Procreation is a Criminal Act and an Act of War. A Casus BELLI;

On this planet if you do not keep your whits about you and your eyes open, you may find yourself suffering the bad behavior's of other's!
Not only is Aggressive Procreation a Deadly Impact upon the Environment; the more people, the more Industry you must have. It is thus an impact on the Environment as the more Industry you have, the Greater it's impact upon the environment.

Say Nation A is at a stable Population that is not growing as that nation struggle's to overcome it's Industrial challenge's as regard's its Environmental Impact. Nation B is Reproducing Deleteriously and say doubling it's population every generation right next door, with even a shared border. Then nation B is saying, We shall out reproduce you and inteima even cross your border's and consume or destroy you. These thing's might be in our future and well lead to many vicious war's as well as Environmental Degradation's. It is a Delusion to believe that such thing's cannot happen or that they're not Criminal to the world.

9. That it is Racist to want to guard one's border's;

Do the Jew's have any choice but to monitor the coming's and goings of people's that are avowed to exterminate them? This goe's for all Nation's that intend to have any security from say neighbor's that are Reproducing Wantonly.

10. That a Socially older evolved Social Order has the Right to take advantage of one say younger or as yet lesser evolved; inter alia;

Our entire Colonial Legacy and it's inhuman Violence is due to some belief that if your supposedly higher evolved culture; as it has ships and gun's and military organization. Has some right to Rob, enslave or exploit another people. This is as well a Racial issue but also an issued again of Capital versus Labor. The supposedly superior Capital believes as it has all of the money and the police that with impunity it can rob other's.

Try to remember. Those you rob today, might rob your GreatGrand Children tomorrow!

11. That Citizen's have some Inalienable Right to make or peruse Pornography's; Prostitution's or Gambling; Nudism or Topless Dancing and anon;

The First Amendment doe's not guarantee such Behavior's as an Inalienable Right. Social Order's that blatantly allow such behaviorism's to flourish inevitably become fatally decadent.

12. Citizen's that indeed desire to live in such a Solvent and affluent as well as Constitutional Social Order have... No Reciprocal Responsibility to Behave Commisurateley and Responsibly;

We'll discuss that more later.

13. That Science disprove's the existence of god when infact we are all Mere Biological Creature's, Created by the Creation, that must ergo be our Creator;

Not as Rhetorical as it sound's. We are regardless of what we might believe Religiously, the subject of a diety. That Diety is the Creation, that is infact our Creator and of which we are but mere Biological Creature's. We are not God's. We are enslaved to the Law's of Physic's for Finite Heliocentric Approximate's. Thus we ought to learn them.
14.] That all of the World's Nation's have a Constitution or a Bill of Right's;

15.] That we are not Responsible directly for our Behavior;

16.] That we are not Responsible directly for our Corporate or Industrial Behavior's;

All of these inchoate Law's and were not pretending to have fereted them all out here. But rather we have begun the process. If when you write your essay's on this you can come up with any other Delusion's that we as American's engage in, please add them and we shall give you credit and if we include this new information in our next work on the subject, we shall of course give you the credit.

This is not Rocket Science. It is however instrumental to the less than Competent Leadership or Citizenry we have today. A Nation's survival also depend's upon it's Citizen's Behavior and as well Acumen or Socio-Environmental Education.

Certainly were not Luddite's. Of course we want certain Technologies and Industry's. But, the best way to control the notion of OverIndustrialization, is to not build it to begin with. Industry's based upon vetter need and not, the Profit Margin's of some behind the Scene's Fat Cat's that will not be there for the Reclamation unless the Government mandate's it.

Perhaps's Higher Fictional Science Fiction Society's would vett all of their industry's and allow none of it to be built without permit and merely for some Fat Cat's Personal profit regardless of the impact's upon either the Society or, the Environment.

Please write a Ten Thousand word Essay on these first 16 Delusion's currently so enjoyed by American society. Hand written or typed. Ten Thousand word's. You can safely critique. You may also add to it. Class dismissed.

Professor Damon also had his Melodie flower's in the form of a Jane [Janie] Gaynor, who was also alway's there to either hand out paper's or to pick them up. She now came up to the desk and returned the extra's from the Mimeographed sheet's on the 16 Greatest American Delusion's.

Professor William Sherwood was a married man. He sighed and smiled and thanked Janie who was of course quite Gorgeous. Thank you Miss Gaynor. Like Melodie, Miss Gaynor would also be a Straight A student. The Professor closed his Briefcase and smiling said, good night Miss Gaynor. Thank You very much for handing those out.

Oh it was my pleasure Professor Damon, Janie winked.

Professor Damon wondered what his Blood Pressure might be like in another decade. He considered himself too old to be the victim of Coed en-fatuation's. His wife would kill him. He was, at 49, only slightly overweight. He liked to dress in the Mod sense of the era. Tweed with a tie from Ireland to set it off. He turned off the light as he left as it was the last class of the day. A Monday afternoon in the first part of October.
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